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Let others reason better from the facts with which I

supply them if they can. I shall listen to them with

attention. But I cannot help observing that I should

be more obliged to them for the discovery of more

facts from which to reason. Speculation is a cheap

commodity. New and important facts are most

wanted and therefore of most value.
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Methods are described for investigating the following aspects of

leucocyte and bone marrow cell metabolism in vitro

1. Respiration of leucocytes separated from rabbit whole blood by

the buffy coat technique;

2. (a) Alkaline phosphatase activity of a suspension of leucocytes

separated from human and rat whole blood by dextran sedimentation and

differential centrifugation;

(b) Alkaline phosphatase activity of lymphocytes and of

polymorphonuclear leucocytes separated from normal human blood by

the glass bead column method of Rabinowitz (1964);

3. Glucose utilisation of lymphocytes and of polymorphonuclear

leucocytes separated as above;

4. (a) Respiration of suspensions of normal human bone marrow

cells;
35

(b) S sulphate uptake by normal human bone marrow cells

using autoradiographic techniques.

The values obtained for each of these parameters agree with

published results. Contrary to the cytochemical evidence it was found

that lymphocytes contain an enzyme catalysing the hydrolysis of

/5 - glycerophosphate at alkaline pH but not of p-nitrophenylphosphate

at the same pH and in the same buffer system. The importance of this

finding is discussed.

The effects of certain drugs on these metabolic parameters were
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studied and the following results were obtained:-

-3 - 2
1. At concentrations between 10 and 10 M, amidopyrine,

chloramphenicol and phenylbutazone inhibited the oxygen consumption

of rabbit peripheral leucocytes. Sodium acetylsalicylic acid had a

slight stimulatory action but sucrose was without effect in similar

concentrations. The relationship between these observations and

previous published results is examined.

- 3 - 2
2. (a) 10 M phenylbutazone and 10 M thiouracil depressed LAP

activity when human leucocytes were incubated for 2 hours with the drug

prior to the estimation of enzyme activity. Chloramphenicol produced

a slight but variable depression and amidopyrine and chlorpromazine were

without effect at similar concentrations. Phenylbutazone and thiouracil

had no significant effect on the ability of the enzyme, liberated from

untreated cells, to hydrolyse a suitable substrate. The possible

mechanisms of action of these two drugs are discussed.
-3

(b) Ca. 8 x 10 M chloramphenicol did not affect the LAP activity

of rat leucocytes when these cells were incubated with this drug for 2 hours

prior to enzyme estimation. Pretreatment of rats with Chloromycetin

succinate did not affect total blood cell counts, differential leucocyte counts

or LAP activity. However, when the leucocytes of treated animals were

incubated in vitro with chloramphenicol LAP activity was depressed. This

effect could not be correlated with any of the parameters in the dosage

regimes and its mechanism of action remains unexplained.

3. 10" 4 M chlorpromazine stimulated the glucose utilisation of polymorph!
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- 3
and of lymphocytes; 10 M acted as an inhibitor. Doses of chloram-

-7 - 2
tphenicol and tetracycline between 10 and 10 M were without effect

- 2 -4
on either cell type. Amidopyrine (10 M), phenylbutazone (10 and

- 3 - 3 -2
10 M) and thiouracil (10 ' and 10 M) stimulated the glucose utilisation

of lymphocytes but had no effect on this aspect of polymorph, metabolism.

Insulin, hydrocortisone and ascorbic acid affected the glucose utilisation

of both cell types in a manner consistent with their established pharma¬

cological actions. The possible modes of action of the other drugs

which affected glucose utilisation are discussed. The investigations

necessary to elucidate the precise mechanisms involved are outlined.
- 3 - o

4. 10 and 10 " M amidopyrine depressed the oxygen consumption

of a suspension of normal human bone marrow cells. The magnitude of

this effect was consistent with an action only on the mature cells in the

suspension.

-3 3510" M amidopyrine had no effect on the transfer of the S label

during maturation of the myeloid cells in vitro.

The relevance of this evidence that amidopyrine exerts its effect

solely on mature cells is discussed.

The relationship between the results obtained and established

biochemical actions of the drugs concerned is examined. The importance

of these observations, on the metabolism of mature cells in vitro, to the

elucidation of the pathogenesis of drug-induced agranulocytosis is discussed.

A possible mechanism of action of such drugs in producing this blood

dyscrasia is suggested. The information required to substantiate this

hypothesis is indicated.
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HISTORY

In 1922 a report which drew attention to a syndrome of unknown

aetiology appeared in a German medical journal. The author, Werner

Schultz, described the condition, which he had observed in women, as

being characterised by severe sore throat and extreme reduction or

even complete absence of granulocytes in the blood. In all six cases

death resulted from overwhelming infection. Detailed reports of a

similar condition had previously been published (Brown and Ophuls, 1902;

Ttirk, 1907) but it was not until Schultz's paper that general interest in the

disorder was aroused. Since 1922 many cases have been reported, a

more comprehensive picture of the disease has been formed, and the

relationship between the condition and the taking of certain drugs has

been shown.

TERMINOLOGY

A number of names have been used to describe the above condition:

agranulocytosis, agranulocytic angina, idiopathic, malignant or pernicious

leucopenia and granulocytic hypoplasia. The term "agranulocytosis" first

suggested by Schultz will be used in this text to describe the clinical

condition associated with a reduction of the neutrophil count to less than

500/c. mm. regardless of the total leucocyte count. "Leucopenia" will
refer to a reduction of the leucocyte count to 3000/c. mm. or less.

AETIOLOGY

Although relatively few cases of agranulocytosis were described

in the seven years following Schultz's account, between 1929 and 1934 many
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were reported (Rohr, 1939). In 1931 Kracke pointed out that the sudden

appearance of many cases of this disorder corresponded with the

introduction of synthetic antipyretic-analgesics. He noted that one of

the coal-tar derivatives had often been taken prior to the onset of

agranulocytosis. Shortly afterwards, several reports (Madison and

Squier, 1934; Plum, 1937) appeared which incriminated amidopyrine

as the offending drug. Plum noted that the majority of patients who

developed this blood dyscrasia were adults, usually past middle age;

satisfactory accounts of typical agranulocytosis were found in only nine

children. He also observed that the incidence among females was two

to three times that among males. Madison and Squier reported that of

six patients who continued the use of drugs containing amidopyrine all

died whereas in a group of eight patients in whom the drug was discontinued

only two died. The association between ingestion of amidopyrine and

appearance of agranulocytosis was thus established.

Up to 1934 the increasing incidence of agranulocytosis in Denmark

corresponded exactly with the increasing sales of amidopyrine and after

1934 both decreased in parallel (Plum, 1937). Later, however, as new

drugs were introduced new cases appeared and the pattern was repeated;

a pattern which has recurred since with a number of other new drugs.

AGENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF LEUCOPENIA

AND AGRANULOCYTOSIS

Such agents can be divided into two quite distinct groups:

Group 1. These can be expected to produce leucopenia regularly

provided a sufficiently large dose is given, e. g. ionising radiation,
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urethane, benzene, 6-mercaptopurine. This group will not be

discussed further.

Group 2. Drugs in this group are associated with the development

of bone marrow depression in only a small proportion of persons exposed

to them. This group will now be considered in detail.

Table 1 lists six drugs whose administration has occasionally been

associated with the development of leucopenia and agranulocytosis. The

figures quoted are from the reports of the Panel on Hematology of the

Registry on Adverse Reactions, Council on Drugs, American Medical

Association. Chlorpromazine is now the drug most often reported to

the Registry as being implicated in this blood dyscrasia.

INCIDENCE

Any estimate of the incidence of agranulocytosis is of necessity

only approximate since the number of patients receiving the drug in

question can never be known with any degree of certainty. However,

data for certain of the drugs in Table 1 and for some of their derivatives

is available.

With amidopyrine an incidence of 0. 86 - 1. 0% has been reported

(Rawls, 1936; Simon and Metz, 1936; Discombe, 1952). In association

with thiouracil, Moore (1946) observed leucopenia in 3.4% of 781 patients

taking this drug and agranulocytosis developed in 1.7% of 1091 cases.

Similar statistics are available for propylthiouracil (Bartels, 1948) and

methylthiouracil (Pulver and Spillman, 1953). In the case of phenothiazine

derivatives published data differ widely but an incidence of 1:700 for the
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TABLE 1.

DRUGS ASSOCIATED WITH LEUCOPENIA AND AGRANULOCYTOSIS.*

Registry Reports
Drugs Total Drug Alone

Chlorpromazine 194 83

Amidopyrine 65 14

Chloramphenicol 75 18

Phenylbutazone 44 17

Tetracycline 47 1
|

Thiouracil 25 19

* As reported to the A. M. A. Registry on Adverse Reactions
(1957 to December 1966).

Key to Column Headings:

Total: All reports when the particular drug had been given alone
or in combination with other drugs.

Drug Alone: An entry under this heading indicates that the designated
drug was the only drug which the patient received during the six
months prior to the onset of the dyscrasia.
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occurrence of agranulocytosis and perhaps twice that for uncomplicated

leucopenia is a reasonable approximation (Fiore and Noonan, 1959). In

a review of the relevant literature, McCarthy and Chalmers (1964) quote

the incidence of agranulocytosis with phenylbutazone as 0. 95%. No

figures are available for chloramphenicol and tetracycline (Huguley, 1964).

With some drugs, e. g. barbiturates, the incidence of this blood dyscrasia

is so low that one wonders whether in these cases its occvirrence is not

purely coincidental.

MECHANISM OF ACTION (clinical consider ations)

In the case of some of the drugs associated with the development

of leucopenia and agranulocytosis the quantity of drug involved appears to

be unimportant. Thus, in a number of instances fatal agranulocytosis

has occurred during short courses of therapy with amidopyrine (Wintrobe,

1967). A number of investigators have shown that, following recovery

from agranulocytosis, the administration of small amounts of amidopyrine

causes complete disappearance of mature granulocytes from the blood

within six to ten hours (Madison and Squier, 1934; Plum, 1937).

The mechanism of action may vary with the drug and the individual

affected. In contrast to amidopyrine some drugs seem to require prolonged

administration in order to induce haematological changes. When leucopenia

follows thiouracil administration it usually develops after four to eight weeks

of therapy (Moore, 1946). This slow effect has also been observed with

sulphonamides (Britton and Howkins, 1938; Finland, Peterson and Goodman,

1942; Kracke, 1938; Rosenthal and Vogel, 1939). Pisciotta, Ebbe, Lennon,
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Metzger and Madison (1958) found leucopenia due to phenothiazine

derivatives to be of gradual onset and Korst (1959) noted that the

leucocyte count fell only after 13 to 171 days of therapy, the average

being 50 days. Administration of phenothiazines has often failed to

induce leucopenia or has done so only after several months of

administration (Fiore and Noonan, 1959).

It has not been possible to associate drugs with all cases of

agranulocytosis and the proportion of cases in which no aetiologic agent

could be suspected has been estimated to be 44% (McGovern, 1940) and

38% (Rohr, 1939). In a number of cases a more adequate history might

have revealed the cause, but undoubtedly there are some in which another

type of aetiologic factor must be postulated. Such a factor could be
concerned with age, diet or disease processes rather than with the

administration of synthetic compounds.

PATHOGENESIS

Several general mechanisms have been proposed by which a drug

may produce a blood dyscrasia in a small proportion of the population

(Huguley, Lea and Butts, 1966).

1. The drug may act as a hapten which stimulates the production of

an antibody capable of attacking the cell in the presence of the drug.

2. The effect on the blood or bone marrow cell may result from

concentrations of the drug greater than those ordinarily obtained in

therapeutic use. The high blood level might be produced by increased

absorption, poor excretion or failure of normal detoxification.
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3. The susceptible patient may have a metabolic abnormality such

that a toxic product is formed from the drug to a much greater extent than

in the majority of the population.

4. The drug may interfere with a metabolic reaction not vital in most

people but becoming vital in the susceptible person because an alternative

pathway fails, due perhaps to enzyme deficiency.

So far only the first and fourth mechanisms of action have been

implicated in drug-induced agranulocytosis. A drug may, of course,

produce this blood dyscrasia as a result of a combination of two or more

of these. Or it may cause bone marrow depression by one mechanism in one

patient and by a different one in another patient. Indeed, it is likely that a

cytopenic crisis results from the combination of a number of factors.

After many years of investigation in animals (Climenko, 1936;

Hansen, 1939; Holten, 1937; Kracke, 1938) and in man (Jackson, 1934;

Finland, Peterson and Goodman, 1942) it is apparent that there are at least

two types of drug-associated granulocytopenia. This was suggested by

differences in the manner of development of the leucopenia, as described

above, and was clarified by observations on the mode of action of amido-

rpyrine on the one hand and of chlorpromazine on the other.

The idea that an immune mechanism is involved in amidopyrine-

induced agranulocytosis arose from observations on the effects of the

administration of a single therapeutic dose to sensitive patients (Damashek

and Colmes, 1936). The precise mode of action of amidopyrine was elucidated

by Moeschlin and Wagner (1952) and by Moeschlin (1958): they postulated
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that amidopyrine alters the leucocytes, or complexes with them as a

hapten, causing them to become antigenic and thereby inducing a cell-

specific antibody response. This antibody, in the presence of the drug,

causes agglutination of the leucocytes which are then believed to be

destroyed in the lung capillaries (Bierman, Byron, Kelly and Petraki,

1951). Moeschlin and Wagner attributed the changes in the bone marrow

to a precipitate depletion and exhaustion due to the greatly increased

peripheral destruction of granulocytes. This is contrary to the original

suggestion of "maturation arrest" (Fitz-Hugh and Krumbhaar, 1932).

Drug-dependent leucocyte agglutinins have since been described

in cases of agranulocytosis associated with sulphapyridine (Moeschlin,

1955); sulphathiazole (Tullis, 1961); chlorpropamide (Stein, Hamilton

and Sheets, 1964); propylthiouracil (Walzer and Einbinder, 1963);

mercurial diuretics (Koszewski and Hubbard, 1956). There is only one

reported example of a drug- specific leucocyte agglutinin in chlorpromazine-

induced agranulocytosis (Hoffman, Hewlett and Garzon, 1963). Such drug-

dependent leucocyte antibodies must be distinguished from leucocyte

isoantibodies which may arise in various clinical conditions (Dausset,

Nenna and Brecy, 1954). Schulman (1964) considered the mechanism of

leucocyte destruction in such cases and suggested that the haptenic drug

must couple firmly with a macromolecule of the serum (usually a protein)

to become effectively antigenic. The antibodies formed have a high

affinity for their respective drugs and bind them in the absence of blood

cells. According to Shulman the antibody-drug complex is absorbed

non- specifically by the leucocyte along with complement resulting in
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leucocyte agglutination and subsequent lysis. This mechanism provides

a possible explanation of why the same drug may induce different allergic

cytopenias since the type of cell affected will depend on features of the

antibody and not of the drug.

When leucocyte agglutination is truly drug-dependent there seems

no reason to doubt that the drug is exerting its effect through an immune

mechanism. Certainly the production of leucopenia by passive transfer

as shown for amidopyrine by Moeschlin and Wagner (1952) seems clear

proof of such a mechanism. However, even with amidopyrine, the

correlation between the presence of leucoagglutinins and the development

of leucopenia is far from perfect. Failure to demonstrate antibodies is,

of course, not conclusive evidence that they do not exist but the lack of

correlation is disturbing. It is not unreasonable to suggest that there are

two mechanisms involved in the production of agranulocytosis by amidopyrine

and related drugs. One involves antibody formation and is occasionally

confirmed in vitro; the other involves a direct action of the drug on the

leucocyte or its marrow precursors and nothing is known about this.

Since an immune mechanism did not appear to be the basis of

agranulocytosis caused by chlorpromazine, Pisciotta et al. studied the

effects of this drug on various aspects of leucocyte and bone marrow cell

metabolism in vitro. The influx of cystine and methionine into normal

leucocytes (Pisciotta, Ebbe and Daly, 1960) and the reduced glutathione

content of leucocytes (Pisciotta and Daly, 1960) were unaffected by large
- 5

doses. However, 8 x 10 M chlorpromazine inhibited (by 50%) the

incorporation of triti ated thymidine into the granulocyte precursors in 75%
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of randomly selected normal marrow samples (Pisciotta and Kaldahl, 1962).

Nucleic acid synthesis in marrow from nine patients who had been treated

with chlorpromazine without an adverse reaction was unaffected by the drug

in vitro. However, in bone marrow from patients who had suffered

agranulocytosis following chlorpromazine therapy granulocyte precursor

labelling was significantly lower after three hours than that in marrows

from normal controls of the same age (Pisciotta, 1965). When chlor-

:promazine was added to the marrow incubation there was virtually no

cell division. Pisciotta and Santos (1965) investigated the effects of

chlorpromazine therapy on the marrow of normal subjects. Before
-5

treatment granulocyte precursor labelling was inhibited by 8 x 10 M

chlorpromazine in eight out of thirteen samples. The donors were then

treated with large doses of this drug for six weeks when none developed

leucopenia or agranulocytosis. After therapy the marrows from the five

originally non-sensitive individuals were again unaffected by chlorpromazine;

the other eight showed a 50% reduction in the number of granulocyte

precursors incorporating tritiated thymidine whether or not chlorpromazine

was present in the medium.

From the results of these investigations Pisciotta suggested that

there are two separate populations of granulocyte precursors. Only one

of these is sensitive to chlorpromazine so that normally the "resistant"
cell line can compensate for any inhibition of DNA synthesis. However,

a few patients show "limited marrow proliferative potential", perhaps as

the result of enzyme deficiency. In these cases the delay in cell-division

is sufficient to compromise the bone marrow and to become clinically
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manifest. This "limited potential" may well be genetically determined

since there are convincing examples where a hereditary factor governs

the effects and metabolism of drugs in man, e. g. the hereditary defect

of plasma cholinesterase (Harris and Whittaker, 1962); differences in

the activity of acetyltransferase in the liver (Evans, Davison and Pratt,

1965); the congenital lack of methaemoglobin-reductase in erythrocytes

(Scott and McGraw, 1962; Cawein, Behlen, Lappat and Cahn, 1964); the

hereditary lack of glimose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase in erythrocytes

(Tarlov, Brewer, Carson and Alving, 1962). There is no clinical

evidence of a familial tendency in agranulocytosis but the lack of such

evidence does not discount the possibility that the proliferative capacity

of the bone marrow is genetically determined.

The work with amidopyrine and chlorpromazine has been reviewed

in some detail in this thesis because these are the only two potentially

myelotoxic drugs which have been extensively studied. Leucoagglutinins

have occasionally been demonstrated in cases of agranulocytosis due to

other drugs (see page 11 ); but nothing is known about the direct actions

of these drugs on leucocytes and bone marrow cells.

In the past, research workers have tended to concentrate on one

drug and to explore its actions on various biological systems in the hope

of uncovering that particular biochemical effect which makes the drug a

potential depressant of bone marrow function. A different approach is,

I think, more suited to the whole problem of blood dyscrasias and to

agranulocytosis in particular. One should consider drugs known to

cause agranulocytosis as a group, for that property alone unifies them,
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and study their effects on a number of selected biochemical systems.

Since it is likely that the modes of action of such drugs in impairing

leucocyte or bone marrow function may be quite distinct the investigation

of a biochemical system dependent on many enzymes is likely to be more

informative than a study of a single enzyme.

The present investigation was designed to determine the effects

of certain drugs, which induce agranulocytosis, on the metabolism of

mature leucocytes and bone marrow cells. The drugs in Table 1 were

chosen for this study for two reasons. Firstly, their administration has

been associated with the development of leucopenia and agranulocytosis

relatively frequently; secondly, they have quite different pharmacological

actions and therapeutic applications. The ultimate objective in such an

investigation is to determine why the occasional patient develops a blood

dyscrasia following administration of a drug which the majority of the

population tolerates without such an adverse reaction. However, before

studying the abnormal we must establish what is the response of normal

cells to these drugs. Having established the normal spectrum of

sensitivity we can then compare the sensitivity of cells from patients

who have recovered from agranulocytosis. The study can be extended

to their siblings to determine if a hereditary factor is involved.

The work reported here is concerned with the actions of drugs

on some aspects of the metabolism of normal leucocytes and of normal

bone marrow. Having established the normal response we contacted

sensitive patients and their families but the results of these investigations

are not included in this thesis.
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The parameters of leucocyte and bone marrow cell metabolism

chosen for study and the actions of drugs thereon are considered in

four separate sections.

Section I: The respiration of rabbit peripheral leucocytes.

Section II: Leucocyte alkaline phosphatase activity in

(a) man, and

(b) the rat.

Section III: The glucose utilisation of polymorphonuclear leucocytes

and lymphocytes separated from normal human blood.

Section IV; The metabolism of normal human bone marrow

(a) respiration,
35

(b) S sulphate uptake.

Each of these sections contains a short introduction reviewing the

relevant literature and a discussion of the results obtained.

The thesis is concluded with a general discussion which considers

the results obtained with the various metabolic parameters studied and

their relationship to each other and to the elucidation of the pathogenesis

of drug-induced agranulocytosis.
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CLEANING GLASSWARE

In any investigation involving the metabolism of living cells it is

essential to have scrupulously clean glassware. I found the following

procedure to be satisfactory:

1. Rinsing out with cold tap water. This is especially important

if protein has been in contact with the surface to be cleaned.

2. Immersion in "chromic acid" overnight (70 g sodium

dichromate dissolved in a minimum of distilled water. Slowly add

2. 5 litres of concentrated sulphuric acid B. P. keeping the flask cool); or

3. For protein-contaminated glassware - immerse in a saturated

solution of sodium hydroxide in tap water overnight; or

4. For siliconed glassware - immerse in 2% decon (Decon 75,

Medical Pharmaceutical Developments Ltd.) in distilled water at a

temperature of 50 - 60°C for a minimum of 4 hours.

5. Twenty rinses with tap water.

6. Ten rinses with glass-distilled water.

7. Drying in an oven at 80°C.

CHEMICALS

All reagents unless otherwise stated are of analytical grade.



SECTION I

THE RESPIRATION OF RABBIT PERIPHERAL LEUCOCYTES
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INTRODUCTION

In 1945 Warren showed that when granulocytes, obtained from

rabbit peritoneal exudates, were incubated for three hours in serum
-3

containing thiouracil at a concentration of 8 x 10 M respiration was

depressed by 13%. A similar degree of inhibition was observed when

rabbit bone marrow, containing approximately 66% myeloid cells, was

incubated under the same conditions. Predominantly erythroid marrows

(approximately 26% myeloid cells) were not affected. Warren inferred

that myeloid cells (in this case mainly myelocytes) are more sensitive to

the action of thiouracil than are the mature polymorphonuclear cells of

exudates. Although the concentration of thiouracil effective in vitro is

much higher than that in the serum of patients being treated with this drug

it has been shown (Williams, Kay and Jandorf, 1944) that thiouracil is

highly concentrated in the bone marrow, reaching levels comparable with

the above. Although Warren noted a distinct depression of respiration in

93% of the predominantly myeloid marrows, a marked depression (20% or

more) was found in only two out of the fourteen samples studied. If a

similar degree of depression occurs in vivo it seems probable that marrow

function would be compromised only in this smaller group. In fact it

might require even greater effects to impair bone marrow efficiency.

Warren does, however, suggest, admittedly tentatively, a connection

between his in vitro observations and the appearance of agranulocytosis

clinically after thiouracil administration.

In a study of the effects of a number of antibacterial agents on the

respiration of human peripheral leucocytes in vitro, Follette et al.
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(Follette, Shugarman, Reynolds, Valentine and Lawrence, 1956) noted that

chloramphenicol depressed respiration at concentrations where none of the

other drugs studied were effective. This depression appeared to be dose-
-3

related since significant inhibition occurred with 1. 1 x 10 M and complete
- 3

suppression was observed with 6.1x10 ' M. Follette concluded that this

depression of leucocyte respiration was related to the bone marrow

depressant properties of chloramphenicol rather than to its antibacterial

effects.

To determine if the depressant action on leucocyte respiration is in

any way related to the ability of a drug to cause agranulocytosis and

leucopenia clinically it seemed desirable to study the effects of other drugs

associated with this disorder on leucocyte respiration in vitro.

Rabbits were chosen for this initial study mainly because they

provided a reliable source of blood. Respiration of human peripheral

leucocytes and the action of drugs thereon was studied by P. H. McCurrach(1968).
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ANIMAL METHODOLOGY

Animals: New Zealand White rabbits.

Sex: Male.

Weight: 2 - 2. 5 kg.

Heparin: Heparin injection, B. P., 5000 units/ml. (Boots Pure Drug Co.)

Anaesthetic: Nembutal (pentobarbitone sodium, B. Vet. C. Abbot Laboratories).

Syringes: Plastipak B. D. sterile disposable plastic syringes.

Needles: Yale sterile disposable needles.
26 gauge, 3/8ths inches long, intradermal bevel for
intravenous injections.
No. II serum needles (19 gauge, 2 inches long) for cardiac
catheterisation.

Portex Tubing: Transparent vinyl tubing. Shore 80 (B. S. Softness 45).
Int. diameter 0. 217 inches. Ext. diameter 0. 281 inches.

Autoclaved before use.

Procedure

Nembutal (50 mg/kg body weight) and then heparin (500 units/kg body

weight) were administered via the marginal ear vein. When anaesthesia

was complete the serum needle, connected to sterile vinyl tubing, was

inserted into the heart from the left side through the fifth intercostal space.

About 80 ml. blood was pumped out by the heart and a further 20 ml. could

be obtained by gentle suction using a 20 ml. syringe attached to the tubing.

The collecting tube for the blood contained 1000 units of heparin. The

concentration of anticoagulant was thus of the order of 15 u/ml. blood.

This is rather high in comparison with that used for human blood but was

found to be necessary to ensure that neither coagulation nor agglutination

of the leucocytes occurred.
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BIOCHEMICAL METHODOLOGY

No glassware was siliconed. All glassware cleaned as outlined

on p. 17.

Preparation of the leucocyte suspension by the "Buffy Coat" technique

(i) Whole blood was dispensed into C 14 Exelo tube3 (capacity

ca. 15 ml. ) with a disposable Pasteur capillary pipette (Harshaw Chemicals

Ltd. ) and rubber teat. Sedimentation of the erythrocytes was achieved by

centrifugation on a M. S. E. Minor Centrifuge at 1500 r. p. m. (approx. 200g)

for 10 minutes.

(ii) The supernatant plasma containing the platelets and some

leucocytes was aspirated and respun at 3000 r. p. m. (approx. 1300g) for

10 minutes to render it cell-free. This plasma was used subsequently

to prepare the medium for incubation.

(iii) The buffy layer - containing most of the leucocytes - with

the plasma immediately above it was removed into clean C 14 Exelo tubes,

thoroughly mixed using a Pasteur pipette and rubber teat, and respun at

1500 r. p. m. for 10 minutes. The buffy layer was again removed, care

being taken not to contaminate this with erythrocytes.

(iv) After mixing and centrifuging this for 10 minutes at 1500 r. p. m.,

and removing the supernatant, the cell button was resuspended in medium

199 (see below). Any large clumps of cells were dispersed by passage into

and out of a 1 ml. syringe attached to a 20 gauge needle.

Nucleated and Red Blood Cell Counts were carried out in duplicate

by Standard Haemocytometer Methods using an Improved Neubauer Counting
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Chamber. The difference between duplicate counts of leucocytes was

less than 10%.

The recovery of leucocytes by the "Buffy Coat" technique in thirty

experiments when respiration was also measured is given in Table 2.

Medium for incubation

Reagents:

(i) Medium 199 supplied as a ten-fold concentrate by Glaxo

Laboratories and stored at 4°C until used;

(ii) S^rensen's phosphate buffer (S^rensen, 1912). Stock
solutions: (A) 1/15 molar monopotassium phosphate; (B) 1/15 molar

disodium phosphate.

28. 5 ml. of (A) plus 71. 5 ml. of (B) gives a final pH of 7. 3 at 40°C.
Stored at 4°C. On the day of use, medium 199 was made up from the

supplied concentrate by dilution with the phosphate buffer. Although medium

199 has itself some buffering capacity this was reinforced, firstly because

the pH of the medium will rise during incubation in the presence of KOH

due to absorption of carbon dioxide and, secondly, in order to obtain a

steady pH during the addition of drugs (essentially acidic or basic

substances).

The final medium used for incubation of the leucocytes consisted of

20% autologous plasma and 80% medium 199 (final pH 7.3 - 7.4). The use

of autologous plasma has the disadvantage that it contains heparin but the

use of homologous serum presented problems of haemolysis, storage and

incompat ibility.
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TABLE 2.

RECOVERY OF LEUCOCYTES FROM RABBIT PERIPHERAL BLOOD.

Total Number of
Leucocytes in
Whole Blood

x 106

Total Number
Recovered

x 106

Percentage
Recovery

500 400 80. 0
800 383 47. 9
750 455 61. 0
6 23 451 72. 0
580 380 65. 5
6 27 419 66. 8
520 400 77. 0
332 183 55. 0
551 287 52. 0
302 17 9 59, 0
375 269 72. 0
387 238 61. 5
211 100 47.4
630 445 70.7
410 275 67. 2
330 174 53. 0
880 470 53.4
495 200 40. 3
675 397 59. 0
3 25 17 0 52. 3
540 303 57.4
288 180 62. 5
382 207 54. 2
616 320 51. 9
424 276 65. 1
560 400 71.4
600 451 75. 0
598 432 72. 3
555 400 72. 1
426 286 67. 1

T\/T^q n RO f\

S.D. 9. 8
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Drugs used

Amidopyrine and phenylbutazone donated as pure solids by Geigy

Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

Chloramphenicol, B. P. (Kemicetine. Fraser Chemicals, Ltd).

Acetylsalicylie acid (sodium salt, B. P., Boots Pure Drug Co.)

Sucrose (B. D. H.)

All drugs were stored at 4°C until date of use. In drug studies the drug

under observation was dissolved in medium 199 to give a known molarity.

The pH of the medium did not change.

Manometry

The apparatus used for the measurement of oxygen uptake was a

standard Warburg respirometer. The flasks had an approximate capacity

of 25 ml. The centre well contained a coil of filter paper, 1 cm high, to

which was added 0. 25 ml. 10% KOH.

Contents of the flasks

Body of flask Side-arm
Thermobarometer 4. 0 ml. distilled water

Controls 2.2 ml. 199, 0.8 ml. plasma 1.0 ml. 199
Tests 2.2 ml. 199, 0.8 ml. plasma 1.0 ml. cell suspension

Flasks were always set up in duplicate.

After gassing with 100% oxygen for 15 minutes the flasks were placed

in the water bath at 40°C to equilibrate for 30 minutes. The contents of the

side-arm were then tipped carefully into the body of the flask, all taps were

closed, and the fluid in the right-hand limb of the manometer was placed at
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zero. The stop-clock was started. At 10-minute intervals for 2 hours

the fluid level in the right-hand limb of the manometer was readjusted to

zero and the level in the left-hand limb read. Calculation of the oxygen

uptake in microlitres was made according to Umbreit, Burris and Stauffer

(1957). The thermobarometer readings allowed for corrections for

changes in atmospheric pressure. The "true" oxygen uptake by the

leucocytes at any time (t) was calculated by subtracting the apparent

consumption by the controls at that time.

Calculation of the initial rate of oxygen consumption

A graph of On uptake (in microlitres) against time (in minutes) was

drawn. The best straight line was drawn through the values of Og uptake
from 0 to 60 minutes inclusive. The gradient of this line is the average

rate of uptake during this period and is expressed as microlitres per hour.

The use, in the text, of the phrase "initial rate of oxygen uptake" refers

to this average rate over the first hour of incubation.

To determine the effect of a drug on respiration a comparison was

made of the initial rates of oxygen uptake of the cells in the presence and

in the absence of the drug.



FIGURE 1.

RESPIRATION OF RABBIT PERIPHERAL LEUCOCYTES :

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OXYGEN UPTAKE AND TIME.
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RESULTS

Relation between oxygen uptake and time

An example of the results obtained by the procedure outlined above

is given in Figure 1 .

From this two points are apparent

1. Respiration of rabbit peripheral leucocytes in the medium

used increases linearly over 2 hours;
-3

2. In the presence of 2. 13 x 10 M chloramphenicol the rate of

respiration decreases with time, being 9. 3 pi. over the first hour and 3. 9 pi.

over the second hour. This effect was noted with all drugs which depressed

the initial rate of oxygen consumption. This deepening of the depression

with time may be a reflection of the action of these drugs on stores of

essential metabolites, e. g. nucleotides. If the drugs are affecting the

repletion of such stores one would expect respiration to become progressively

more depressed as existing stores are exhausted.

Relation between initial rate of oxygen consumption and cell number in the
flask

Hedeskov and Esmann (1966) using separated human lymphocytes

observed a pronounced "crowding" effect of cell number on A0^
10 6(= pi. /hour/10 lymphocytes). At cell concentrations below 15 x 10

lymphocytes/ml. there was a steep increase in A 02 as the number of cells
in the suspension fell whereas at higher lymphocyte concentrations

(40 - 110 x 10 /ml. ) there was little decrease in values of AOg as the
number of cells increased. When results are graphed on a loglog scale



FIGURE 2.
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the relationship is linear : log AOg = -0. 369 log L + 2. 759 where
L = lymphocyte concentration in millions per ml. The regression

coefficient is significantly different from zero (P Z.0. 001).

In each of three experiments I calculated the oxygen uptake of four

different concentrations of rabbit peripheral leucocytes. The results are

shown in Table 3. Oxygen uptake in pi. /hour increased linearly with
increasing cell number in each case (Figure 2 ). There thus seemed

no objection to expressing results as A0^ = pi. /hour/10*^ leucocytes (the
rate of uptake being calculated over the first hour).

Although I could not observe any "crowding effect" as established

by Hedeskov and Esmann, for the drug studies the leucocyte number in the

flasks was maintained between 40 and 80 million. Estimations of a low

oxygen consumption are greatly influenced by the insensitivity of manometer

fluid changes.

Values of A 0^ obtained
The results are given in Table 4.

Mean ^0^ = 3673 pi. /hour/10*0 leucocytes.
10

Range = (2105 to 5320) pi./hour/10 leucocytes.
Standard deviation of an observation = 960. 3

Standard error of the mean = 175. 3.

The initial rate of oxygen consumption of rabbit peripheral leucocytes

thus varies considerably from one experiment to the next. This may be due

to a combination of the following:
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TABLE 3.

THE EFFECT OF LEUCOCYTE CONCENTRATION ON THE INITIAL
RATE OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION.

Experiment
Number

No, of Leucocytes
in Flask

x 106

Initial Rate of
Oxygen Uptake
yd/hour

AO2 =

yil/hour/1010 WBC

11,75 3,1* 2640

1. 23, 50 8.7 37 05

35, 25 17, 0 4825

47. 00 24,7 5260

18, 05 4.6 * 2550

2,
36. 10 19. 2 5320

54. 15 25.7 4740

72. 20 28.3 3920

18,78 7. 2 * 3836

3.
37.55 18. 2 4850

w f

56,32 25, 0 4440

75. 10 36.7 4890

Mean 4232

* Such low values of the initial rate of 02 uptake are
obviously influenced greatly by slight changes in
manometer readings.
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TABLE 4.

VALUES OF Ac>2 (« yl/hour/10lQ leucocytes) FROM THIRTY
CONTROL EXPERIMENTS.

No. of Leucocytes Fed : White Initial Rate of
A oin Flask Cell Ratio Oxygen Uptake

x 106 (v/hen calculated) pi/hour

61. 2 12. 9 2105
35.3 11.4 3230
47, 0 11, 9 2545
18.6 3. 9 2120
27.4 7,2 2640

30, 8 11.4 3705
20, 2 9.75 4825
25, 1 6, 9 2765
56. 2 29,5 5260

16,7 4.3 2550

31,6 16. 8 5320

25, 8 12, 2 4740

27,6 10, 8 3920
15.4 5. 9 3836
24, 8 12. 1 4850
32, 6 22 1 14. 5 4440
31,7 14 1 15. 5 4890
40. 8 30 1 19. 0 4640

24,5 41 1 10.4 4250

25,7 38 1 7.8 3045

36, 2 13 1 17. 5 4832
51,7 18 1 16. 6 3 200

63,4 20 1 19. 2 3025

42, 8 26 1 13. 8 3225
49. 6 19 1 19,7 3965

24.7 32 1 6, 8 2750
61, 5 25 1 24. 2 3935

72,6 28 1 27. 2 3745
51.7 16 1 14,7 2845
21, 2 15 1 6.4 3000

Mean 24 1 Mean 3673

S.D. 960.3
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(i) True animal variation;

(ii) Slight variations in the separation procedure subjecting

leucocytes to varying degrees of trauma;

(iii) Errors in cell counting;

(iv) Contamination of the leucocyte suspension with erythrocytes.

In none of the experiments was the influence of erythrocytes on the oxygen

consumption recorded taken into consideration. The erythrocyte : leucocyte

ratio varied from as low as 13 : 1 to as high as 41 : 1 depending on the

success of the separation technique (Table 4).

In four experiments the respiration of virtually pure suspensions of

erythrocytes was measured and the results are shown in Table 5. A mean value

of ^^2 = pi./hour/10*0 erythrocytes (S. D. = 0.63) was obtained.
Erythrocytes will therefore only make a significant (8%) contribution to the

total oxygen uptake measured if the erythrocyte : leucocyte ratio exceeds

25 : 1. Since this ratio was exceeded in certain experiments some of the

values of *or leucocytes may be slightly too high.
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TABLE 5.

THE OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF ERYTHROCYTES.

No. of Erythrocytes
in the Flask

mlOx 10

Initial rate of
Oxygen Uptake
yl/hour

AO2 2

jil/hour/1010 R. B.C.

1.68 17.14 10. 2

1. 25 11.75 9.4

1. 87 17. 94 9.6

2. 04 22. 00 10. 8

Mean

S.D.

10. 0

0.63
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THE EFFECT OF DRUGS ON THE INITIAL RATE OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION

The oxygen uptake in the presence of the drug was compared directly

with the respiration of the same leucocytes in the absence of the drug. If

the initial rate of oxygen consumption in the absence of drug is x and in the

presence of drug is y then the effect of the drug at that concentration is

expressed as % inhibition = x - y x 100
x

-3 - 2
The effects of five drugs at concentrations in the range 10 to 10 "M

were investigated. The results are given in Tables 6, 7 and 8, and

summarised in Table 9. The following points should be made:-

(i) Perhaps one of the most striking features of these results is

the considerable scatter in the values of percentage inhibition about their

respective means. That leucocyte respiration should vary greatly in

sensitivity to the depressant action of these drugs is not surprising in view

of what Warren (1945) noted with thiouracil.

(ii) The large number of values of "percentage inhibition" with
- 3

4. 26 x 10 M chloramphenicol. In one experiment out of the number when

the effect of a particular drug was being investigated this concentration of

chloramphenicol was also studied. This procedure ensured that failure of

a drug to affect respiration was a "true" result.

(iii) Sodium acetylsalicylic acid and sucrose have little effect on

respiration in concentrations similar to those of chloramphenicol, phenyl¬

butazone and amidopyrine which have a definite depressant action. The
- 3

slight stimulation observed with 9. 16 x 10 M sodium acetylsalicylic acid
-3

is in fact significant (P A 0. 05). At concentrations of 1-2x10 M
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TABLE 6.

EFFECT OF CHLORAMPHENICOL ON THE INITIAL RATE OF

OXYGEN UPTAKE,

Drug „ Chloramphenicol
Concn. ( x 10" M) 4, 26 2. 13 1. 07

67,1 52,3 51,4 34.7

50,6 41,7 47,3 44, 5

39.6 54,7 55. 3 42. 0

Percentage 51.8 56,3 44.4

Inhibition of 53.2 59,7

Initial Rate of 51,1 46,4

Oxygen Uptake 52. 1 49,2

69,5 50,6

55,0 60,5

47. 0 62,0

67.8

Mean 54, 2 49.6 40,4

S.D. 73 4.8 5. 1
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TABLE 7.

EFFECT OF PHENYLBUTAZONE AND AMIDOPYRINE ON THE

INITIAL RATE OF OXYGEN UPTAKE.

Drug Phenylbutazone Amidopyrlne
Concn. ( x 10"^M) 3.0 1.0 5. 5 2.75

30.6 28.7 21.4 3. 0

Percentage 44. 5 26. 2 40.8 0. 1

Inhibition. 35. 9 34.3 32.7 6.3

44. 0 37.6 18. 0 25. 0

19. 0 12. 1

Mean 38.7 31.7 26. 5 9.3

S.D. 6.7 5. 2 10. 0 9. 8
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TABLE 8.

EFFECT OF ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID AND SUCROSE ON THE

INITIAL RATE OF OXYGEN UPTAKE.

Drug Acetylsalicylic Acid Sucrose

Concn. ( x 10~^M) 9. 16 4.58 5. 50 2.75

<r6. 1 -8.5 -1. 55 1.51

Percentage -13.6 -4.1 -1.47 -1. 18

Inhibition -13. 9 -5. 1 CO • o CO 1
• CO o

-6.8 -8. 8

Mean -10. 1 -6.6 -0. 52 -0.29

S. D. 4. 2 2.4 2. 25 1. 56
.
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TABLE 9.

EFFECT OF DRUGS ON THE OXYGEN UPTAKE OF SUSPENSIONS

OF RABBIT PERIPHERAL LEUCOCYTES.

Drug Concentration % Inhibition of

^°2 *

Chloramphenicol

4, 26 x 10"3M
2. 13 x 10"3M
1. 07 x 10"3M

54. 2 ± 1,6 (21)
49.6 ± 2.4 ( 4)
40,4 ± 2. 9 ( 3)

Phenylbutazone 3. 00 x 10"3M
1. 00 x 10~3M

38.7 ± 3,4 ( 4)
31,7 ± 2.6 ( 4)

Amidopyrine 5. 50 x 10~3M
2.75 x 10~3M

26.5 ± 4.5 ( 5)
9,3 ± 4.4 ( 5)

Acetylsalicylic
acid

9. 16 x 10~3M
4.58 x 10"3M

-10. 1 ± 2.1 ( 4)
- 6.6 + 1.2 ( 4)

Sucrose 5.50 x 10~3M
2.75 x 10"3M

- 0. 52 ± 1.3 (3)
- 0. 29 ± 0. 9 (3)

* Mean + s. e.

In parenthesis value of n = no. of experiments.



FIGURE 3.

THE EFFECT OF AMLDOPYRINE, CHLORAMPHENICOL AND
PHENYLBUTAZONE ON RABBIT LEUCOCYTE RESPIRATION.
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sail cylates uncouple oxidative phosphorylation in rat brain slices (Smith
and Smith, 1966). The salicylate-induced increase in oxygen uptake, described

above, may be the result of enhanced oxidation compensatory to the relative

inefficiency of the phosphorylating mechanisms.

(iv) With chloramphenicol a dose-response relationship is apparent.
- 3(See Figure 3 ). Depression produced by 4. 26 x 10" M is significantly

-3different from that with 2. 13 x 10 M (P A 0. 05) and from that with

1. 07 x 10~3M (PA0. 01).

(v) The degree of inhibition produced by amidopyrine is less than

that caused by chloramphenicol. Again the difference in depression at the

two doses is significant (P^-0. 01), although the significance of the depression
at the lower dose is questionable.

(vi) On a molar basis phenylbutazone appears to be intermediate in

activity between amidopyrine and chloramphenicol. There is no demonstrable

dose-response relationship.

Since the doses of all these drugs are very high the possibility arose

that, by a membrane effect, they might be disrupting the cells and that the

apparent depression of respiration was in fact due to lysis of a proportion

of the leucocytes.

I investigated this by counting the number of leucocytes in the flask

at the start of and after two hours' incubation in the presence of the highest
concentrations of the drugs tested. Results are given in Table 10. Two

separate counts were performed on samples from each flask.
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TABLE 10.

THE EFFECT OF DRUGS ON THE NUMBER OF INTACT LEUCOCYTES.

1

Conditions

Number of Leucocytes
x 10® / flask Change in Count

with Incubation
(as % of count
at start)

At start of
incubation
at 40 C

After 2
hours at
40 C

No Drug 48,75

51,10

49. 50

52,00

+ 1.54
+ 1,76

4, 26 x 10"3M
Chloramphenicol

52,50

49,35

51,75

51,10

-

- 1.43
+ 3.55

3. 00 x 10~3M
Phenylbutazone

■ '

48.70

49. 20

50. 00

48,25

+ 2.67

* 1, 93

5.50 x 10"3M
Amidopyrine

49,75

51.75

48,75

51. 25

■

- 2.01

- 0.96

Mean

S.D.

- -

50.14

1,405

50,33

1.407
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This table shows that there was no significant effect of any of the

drug on the number of intact leucocytes in the flask. In addition, in the

counting chamber the cells appeared morphologically normal. Thus the

depressant effect on respiration can not be attributed to cell lysis.
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DISCUSSION

Of the five drugs tested the effect of only one - chloramphenicol -

has previously been studied on leucocyte respiration (Follette et al., 1956).
- 3

These workers found that 1.1x10 ' M chloramphenicol caused significant

inhibition of the oxygen consumption of human leucocytes and complete
-3

suppression was achieved with 6.1x10 M. Although I observed a dose-

effect relationship with chloramphenicol on rabbit cells this was not as

pronounced as Follette et al. noted with human leucocytes. It is not

possible to construct a dose-response graph from Follette's results since

he does not state the magnitude of the effect which he considered "significant"
-3

with 1.1x10 M. The difference in the dose-effect relationships may

reflect a greater sensitivity of human leucocytes in vitro or variations in

technique. Follette et al. measured respiration over a three-hour period

and they give no indication of how the effect of chloramphenicol was calculated.

I have noted that the depression of rabbit leucocyte respiration produced by

chloramphenicol increases with time. If only the third hour of incubation

is considered suppression may be estimated to be complete with doses which

exert only a moderate degree of inhibition on the initial rate of oxygen

consumption. There is another point of difference between our methods :

Follette added chloramphenicol in crystalline form to the Warburg flasks.

If the drug were to attach itself to the leucocytes then these cells might be

subjected to a higher concentration than is achieved by prior solution of the

drug in the medium. I feel that the differences between my results and

those of Follette et al. probably reflect differences in methodology rather

than a true difference in sensitivity between the leucocytes from different species.
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There are many enzyme systems involved in the respiratory

process and interference with any of them cotild result in an inhibition of

oxygen consumption. It is unlikely that flavine-dependent enzymes,

e. g. xanthine oxidase, are affected by chloramphenicol since riboflavine

and flavine adenine dinucleotide did not reverse the inhibition of human

leucocyte respiration produced by this drug (Follette et al., 1956). It

is possible that chloramphenicol is affecting cytochrome oxidase or the

entry of active metabolites into the Krebs cycle but the precise mechanism

by which this drug inhibits leucocyte respiration has not been established.

At this stage it is impossible to determine how the other drugs are

depressing the oxygen consumption of rabbit leucocytes. However, the

possible mechanisms by which these drugs affect respiration, and other

parameters of leucocyte metabolism, are considered in the general

discussion at the end of this thesis.
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SUMMARY

Two drugs clinically associated with agranulocytosis and leucopenia

(amidopyrine and phenylbutazone) and one drug associated with aplastic

anaemia and agranulocytosis (chloramphenicol) have been shown to inhibit

the respiration of rabbit peripheral leucocytes in vitro. Two drugs not

known to be myelotoxic (sodium acetylsalicylic acid and sucrose) at similar

concentrations had little effect. The doses used in vitro are approximately

100 times the plasma levels obtainable therapeutically. However, a

similar depression might be observed in vivo if the period of exposure of

the cells to the drug is important as well as the actual concentration. As

regards chloramphenicol it lias been observed (Ambrose and Coons, 1963)

that doses of 1.5 x 10"°M will inhibit (by 80%) antibody formation in cultured

rabbit lymph node fragments if these are incubated with the drug over a period

of 15 to 21 days. These authors suggest that previous failure to affect the

metabolism of mammalian cells with such low doses is due to the short

incubation times used. My observation that depression of respiration

increases with time may be evidence that the effect of these drugs on

leucocytes is a function of dose and duration of exposure. In vivo, where

cells are exposed to the drug for days, much lower doses might impair the

oxidative metabolism of leucocytes significantly. It is thus not unreasonable

to suggest that there is some relationship between the ability of a drug to

depress leucocyte respiration in vitro and the production of agranulocytosis

clinically.

Although one may draw this tentative inference one point is clear: we

do not know whether the drug is affecting the granulocyte, the lymphocyte or
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the erythrocyte since all three cell types were present in the leucocyte

suspension. A metabolic parameter indicative of the biochemical

integrity of granulocytes was thus sought. The effects of drugs on this

parameter - leucocyte alkaline phosphatase activity - are considered in

the next section.



SECTION II

LEUCOCYTE ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE ACTIVITY
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INTRODUCTION

The choice of leucocyte alkaline phosphatase (LAP) activity as a

specific indicator of the metabolic integrity of granulocytes was based

on the following facts

(i) Alkaline phosphatase is present in all tissues actively

metabolising carbohydrate and levels of the enzyme are especially high

where active transport is important, e. g. Iddney and intestinal mucosa

(Danielli, 1953), the placenta (Jeacock, Morris and Plester, 1963).

Stadtman (1961) suggests that this enzyme removes phosphorylated

derivatives of organic compounds as soon as they are formed within cells

and that variations in the levels of alkaline phosphatase may reflect changes

in the levels of such derivatives. Admittedly the importance of this

enzyme within blood cells is less well understood but it is not unreasonable

to suggest that here, too, its role is basic to general metabolic function.

(ii) LAP is found in large amounts in the mature neutrophils in

human beings (Haight and Rossiter, 1950), in rabbits (Cram and Rossiter,

1948) and in the rat (Moloney, 1958). Much smaller amounts are found in

the lymphocytes and erythrocytes are uniformly negative. Trubowitz et al.

(Trubowitz, Feldman, Benante and Hunt, 1958) in a histochemical study of

the alkaline phosphatase content of human bone marrow found that myeloblasts

and promyelocytes have none; myelocytes show traces and significant

amounts are present in band and segmented neutrophils. The mature

neutrophils in marrow contain approximately 50% of the amount of enzyme

found in these cells in peripheral blood. This enzyme activity may therefore
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be a biochemical expression of cell maturity. Temporary myelosuppression

induced with nitrogen mustard results in a rise in LAP activity in the peripheral

blood because at the height of leucopenia only the mature cells which have

escaped the cytotoxic effects of the drug are present (Trubowitz et al., 1958).

(iii) LAP activity has already been studied by various techniques and

in numerous haematological disorders. The enzyme level is low in chronic

granulocytic (myeloid) leukaemia (Beck and Valentine, 1951; Xefteris, Mitus,
Mednicoff and Damashek, 1961). In infective states with a neutrophil

leucocytosis, in leukaemoid reactions, in non-leukaemic myeloproliferative
disorders and in mongolism, the level is high (Valentine and Beck, 1951).
The site of the genetic control of LAP activity has been suggested by two

findings. Firstly, the correlation between low enzyme activity and the presence

of the Philadelphia (Ph) chromosome in chronic myeloid leukaemia; secondly,

the association between high LAP activity and trisomy of chromosome 21 in

mongolism. These observations suggest that changes in the activity of the enzyme

may be the result of, or perhaps the cause of, basic changes in the metabolism

of granulocytes.

(iv) LAP activity can also be influenced in vitro. Wiltshaw and

Moloney (1956) studied the effects of various substances including sodium

cyanide, magnesium chloride, adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH), cortisone,

antifolic acid compounds and other radiomimetic agents on the alkaline

phosphatase activity of saline-suspended human leucocytes. They noted

that aminopterin increased enzyme activity by 50% and amethopterin by

170% when leucocytes were incubated for 2 hours in concentrations of

100 pg/ml. The effect of both of these drugs was abolished by 3 mg folinic
acid/ml. apparently by direct action on the anti-folic acid compounds.
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Under similar experimental conditions, ACTH gel at a concentration of

1. 5 mg/ml. also stimulated (by 3 0%) alkaline phosphatase activity, whereas

cortisone (1.0 mg/ml.) did not. Although these observations provide

evidence of enzyme activation it cannot be stated definitely whether this is

due to an actual increase in the amount of enzyme, increased availability

of the substrate, or suppression of an enzyme inhibitor. However, it

seems clear that compounds which, in vivo, affect granulocyte metabolism

can also affect LAP activity in vitro.

Purpose of the investigation

A study was made of some of the drugs associated with agranulocytosis

on human LAP activity

(a) on the ability of the enzyme to hydrolyse a given substrate; and

(b) on the maturation of neutrophils - leucocyte suspensions being

incubated with the drug prior to estimation of LAP activity.

Concurrently a study was made of the LAP activity of rat neutrophils

where the activity per cell is two to three times that in humans although the

ratio of neutrophils : lymphocytes in the peripheral blood is lower. In

addition to (a) and (b) above the use of animals presented an opportunity to

investigate the effects of pretreatment with drugs, in vivo, on LAP activity.

The choice of the method

Alkaline phosphatase liberates orthophosphate from many alcoholic

or phenolic phosphomonoestes at alkaline pH. Cytochemical methods of

estimating the enzyme, depending on the formation of an insoluble coloured

precipitate at sites of substrate hydrolysis, are widely used in diagnostic
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haematology. They fall into two groups:

(1) The method, originally used by Gomori (1941) and later

modified by Danielli (1946) and Wachstein (1946), depends on the deposition

of insoluble calcium phosphate when tissue containing alkaline phosphatase

is incubated with a glycero-phosphate at pH 9 in the presence of calcium

ions. Magnesium ions are added to activate the hydrolysis and the

precipitated phosphate is made visible by conversion into cobalt phosphate

which is converted in turn to black cobalt stilphide. This is deposited as

granules.

(2) The second technique uses a naphthyl phosphate as substrate.

As hydrolysis occurs the liberated naphthol is coupled with a diazotised

amine (e. g. Brentamine Fast Garnet) to form, an insoluble, highly-coloured

precipitate (Hayhoe and Quaglino, 1958).

To assess the enzyme activity by both these methods requires

measurement of the number of granules or the amount of precipitate within

the cell. This is usually achieved by employing an arbitrary "scoring"

system. Although cytochemical methods are attractive because they give

information on the cellular location of the enzyme they also possess certain

disadvantages:

(i) The "scoring" system is open to subjective influences;

(ii) "Scoring" a large number of cells is tedious and time-

consuming and thus open to inaccuracies due to fatigue;

(iii) Meislin et al. (Meislin, Lee and Wasserman, 1959), in a

comparison of various cytochemical and biochemical methods of measuring
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alkaline phosphatase activity, found a disturbing lack of correlation between

the two techniques. They suggested this might arise because small amounts

of the enzyme are not detected cytochemically but contribute significantly to

the total enzyme activity of a cell suspension. Since the effects of drugs on

this enzyme were to be studied I felt that such insensitivity was unacceptable.

There are various biochemical methods in the literature for estimating

serum alkaline phosphatase activity (see Bergmeyer, 1965). Any of these

can be adapted to estimate LAP activity provided one ensures the release of
the enzyme from the cell. LAP activity in health and in various disease
states had already been studied by Valentine and Beck (1951) using a

biochemical technique which although rather laborious gave consistent and

reproducible results. Details of its adaptation to the present study are

given on page 53 et seq.
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HUMAN METHODOLOGY

Anticoagulant: Heparin (Mucous) B. P., Phenol-free. (Boots Pure Drug
Co. ) Solution in 0. 9% NaCl, to give 1000 u. /ml., prepared every seven

o

days and stored at 4 C.

Venous blood was freshly drawn from haematologically normal

volunteers by standard venepuncture techniques using disposable plastic
syringes and 19 or 20 gauge needles. The blood was expressed into a
clean, dry glass tube containing heparin (10 u. /ml. blood). The tube was
rotated carefully to mix the contents but to avoid frothing.

ANIMAL METHODOLOGY

Anticoagulant: as above.

Male, Wistar rats weighing 250-350 g were used throughout. Three
methods of obtaining blood were explored:-

(i) By puncture of the tail vein. Unsuccessful because an

average of only 0. 5 ml. was obtained;

(ii) By cardiac puncture. When the ventricle was successfully
entered this method produced adequate volumes of blood. However, in the
conscious animal, this rarely happened without some internal haemorrhage
and often with death. This technique was thus unreliable. Cardiac

puncture, under anaesthesia, was not considered expedient.

(iii) By exsanguination, following decapitation. Although this
procedure is the least elegant of the three it provided the only reliable
way of obtaining adequate volumes of blood (ca. 10 ml. ) and was thus adopted.
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The blood was collected into glass tabes under the same conditions

as for human blood.

BIOCHEMICAL METHODOLOGY

Preparation of the leucocyte suspension

Materials: Dextran Grade A (B. D. H.)
Mol. wt. 200,000 - 275,000.
Saline = 0. 9% NaCl (9g NaCl/1. distilled-deionised water).

Successive eentrifugation of whole blood produces a leucocyte-rich

suspension (see page 23 ) but this procedure subjects the cells to considerable

trauma and yields suspensions heavily contaminated with erythrocytes. In

preparing the leucocyte suspension for enzyme estimation, sedimentation of

the erythrocytes was achieved by addition of high-molecular weight dextran.

To 4 volumes anticoagulated blood was added 1 volume 3% dextran

in 0. 9% NaCl. After careful mixing this was allowed to stand until the

erythrocytes had sedimented (about 30 minutes). The leucocyte-rich

supernatant was then removed and spun at 150g for 10 minutes. The cell

button was resuspended in 5 volumes 0. 9% NaCl and respun at 150g for

5 minutes. This procedure was repeated twice to wash the leucocytes

free from serum which would have interfered with the assay of LAP activity.

The final suspension of leucocytes for the estimation of enzyme activity

was prepared in saline. Any cell clumps were dispersed using a disposable

syringe and 20 gauge needle as mentioned in Section I.

Total cell counts

Nucleated and red blood cell counts were performed in duplicate as
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stated on page 21.

The errors in standard haemocytometer methods are well known

(Cartwright, 1963). Gagon et al. (Gagon, Athens, Boggs and Cartwright,

1966) in a comparison of various counting methods found a mean "variance"
of 6. 5% for high cell counts ( >4000/c. mm.) and 15. 3% for low cell counts.

I determined the "counting variance" of total leucocyte counts as follows

A leucocyte suspension was prepared by dextran sedimentation of

human periphei*al blood. Nine separate leucocyte counts were performed

using the same diluting pipette. For each count all four squares on one

side of the counting chamber were used. This provided an estimate of the

"variance" when four squares, one square, or a combination of any two

squares are counted. The results of counting all four squares and of

counting only the left top square plus the right bottom square are given in

Table 11.

The value of 2 C. V. gives an estimate of the precision of the count.

The "counting variance" using only one square was much higher (=10. 36).
From the Binomial Distribution the "counting variance" may be predicted.

The theoretical values for 2 C. V. are 6. 63 for the whole chamber and 9. 36

when two squares only are counted. In counting the leucocyte suspension

for the estimation of LAP activity all four squares were counted unless the

count was very high ( 50,000/c. mm. ), when the "diagonal count" was used.

The error in any cell cotmt is thus -6%, a value which is approximately half
that quoted by Gagon et al. (1966).

Differential cell counts

Smears of the leucocyte suspension were made on 3" x l" microslides



TABLE 11.

THE "VARIANCE" OF TOTAL CELL COUNTS.

Count
Whole Chamber

No. of leucocytes / ml.
x 106

Two squares only
No. of leucocytes / ml.

x 106

X. 45. 85 47. 2

2, 45,85 45.4

3, 46,60 43. 9

4, 46.70 45.6

5, 43.65 46.7

6, 45.70 43. 6

7, 46.30 46.4

8, 44.30 47. 0

9, 44. 25 45.4

Mean 45. 59 45.65

S.D. 1. 035 1. 286

2 C. V. 4. 54 5.64

C. V. = "Counting Variance".
« Standard Deviation

„ , nn
■'"*/*• X 1 UUMean
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(G. T. Gurr). Since considerable difficulty was encountered in making good

smears of a saline suspension a drop of autologous anticoagulated plasma

was placed on the slide to which was added a drop of the cell suspension.

After mixing these satisfactory smears could be made. 20 drops of

filtered Leishman stain (G. T. Gurr) were added to the air-dried smear.

After two minutes, 20 drops of distilled water, buffered at pH 7. 0

(Burroughs-Wellcome buffer tablets^ were added and mixed carefully with
the stain. After a further 10-12 minutes the stain was poured off, the

slide was washed in running tap water for one minute and allowed to dry.

Smears were examined under oil immersion (magnification xlOOO) using a

Zeiss Standard Universal microscope. The ratio of polymorphonuclear

leucocytes to mononuclear leucocytes was calculated from a count of 3 00 to
500 cells.

Success of dextran sedimentation

In twenty-one experiments (in man and in the rat) the recovery of

leucocytes from whole blood and the degree of erythrocyte contamination
was estimated. Results are shown in Table 12.

Percentage recovery of leucocytes is not strikingly better than that

obtained by successive centrifugation. However the red : white cell ratio

is lower with human blood. The relatively high ratio using rat blood may

partly be a consequence of dealing with smaller blood volumes. However
the procedure was adequate for my purpose and the use of dextran to

sediment erythrocytes continued.
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TABLE 12.

RECOVERY OF LEUCOCYTES BY DEXTRAN SEDIMENTATION.

Human Blood Rat Blood

% Recovery of
Leucocytes

Red : White
Cell Ratio

!

% Recovery of
Leucocytes

Red : White
Cell Ratio

63.3 22 1 63.6 30 1

58. 3 22 1 58.7 20 1

81. 5 20 1 63. 5 17 1

62. 0 7 1 70. 0 24 1

84. 0 13 1 58.6 59 1

57. 0 17 1 71. 0 41 1

65. 0 1 58. 0 48 1

68.6 18 1 37. 0 37 1

68. 3 20 1 37. 2 39 1

61. 6 13 1 39. 0 44 1

68.4 28 1 45. 0 58 1

64. 0 24 1 43.4 50 1

59.4 22 1 55.4 47 1

52. 3 14 : 1 61.7 40 1

64. 0 16 1 67.4 30 1

57. 5 29 1 60. 0 51 1

72.3 17 1 60, 2 22 : 1

68. 0 13 1 52. 5 34 1

61. 3 17 1 46.5 28 1

67. 0 25 1 72. 0 43 1

61. 0

, J

15 1 52. 0 41 1

Mean 65. 0 19 : 1 55. 9 38 : 1

S.D. 7.58 5. 90 10. 97 19. 01

N. 21 21 21
1

21
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The measurement of LAP activity

The procedure used is basically that of Valentine and Beck (1951)

with some minor modifications. The chemical reactions on which this

method is based are shown below.

Molybdate
Mo^=

12 molybdate polymer
10 MoO„MoOc

o o

/
H+
PCA

H3P04<-
H+ orthophosphate

PO, ROH

orthophosphoric acid

I V
,H_PO.. 10MoO„MoO c3 4 3 0

12-molybdate phosphoric acid

reducing agent

Alk. Phos.
Mg"f~f

RO-PO4 + H2O
glycerophosphate

\/
Molybdenum blue

Estimation of enzyme activity depends on assessing the amount of

molybdenum blue formed which is proportional to the orthophosphate

liberated from the substrate by enzymic hydrolysis.
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Materials

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate.

Sodium -3-glycerophosphate (lab. reagent).

Sodium diethyl barbiturate.

Saponin white (biochemical grade).

Magnesium chloride.

Trichloroacetic acid (for protein precipitation).

Perchloric acid, 60% HC1C>4 S.G. 1.54.
Ammonium molybdate.

1-Amino- 2-naphthol-4- sulphonic acid (extra pure).

Sodium metabisulphite (lab. reagent).

Sodium sulphite.

Saline (= 9g NaCl/litre distilled-deionised water).
Grade B pipettes.

Relation between phosphorus concentration and "Molybdenum blue''.
Stock solution: 2. 194g KH^PO^ made up in distilled-deionised water

to 500 ml. Two series of standard solutions were prepared from this stock

solution by appropriate dilution in distilled-deionised water:

Standard A. 0-0. 02 mg P/5 ml. Standard B. C. 02 - 0. 10 mg P/5 ml.

Production of the chromogen: To each 5 ml. standard add

(i) 0.4 ml. 60%- perchloric acid;

(ii) 0. 4 ml. ammonium molybdate (5 g in 100 ml. distilled-deionised water);

(iii) 0. 2 ml. "Reducing Agent" (0. 2g aminonaphthol sulphonic acid, 2.4g

sodium sulphite, 12 g sodium metabisulphite in 100 ml. distilled-deionised
water). The "reducing agent" was prepared every 3 days and stored at 4°C.



FIGURE 4.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN "MOLYBDENUM BLUE" AND PHOSPHORUS

CONCENTRATION.

o Readings on SP - 500 at 650 nryu

a.
o 2 0-1
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P CONCENTRATION mg/ml.
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The blue colour of the phospho-molybdate complex develops in

10 minutes and is stable for a further 30 minutes (King and Wooton, 1964).

After 15 minutes the intensity of the colour was measured on

(a) a Unicam SP-500 Spectrophotometer at 650 mp;

(b) a Unicam SP-1300 Colorimeter with an Ilford Red 608 filter.

The optical density corresponding to each standard was read against a

blank consisting of 5 ml. water plus the reagents used to produce the

chromogen. Graphs were constructed of optical density against concen¬

tration of phosphorus in mg/ml. for the two series of standards. These

are shown in Figure 4.

Two points are apparent:

(i) The relationship between optical density and concentration of P is

linear up to 0. 02 mg P/ml. ;

(ii) Readings of optical density on the two instruments do not differ.

Although linearity is maintained up to an optical density of 1. 9 values

above 1. 5 cannot be read accurately. Since the optimum for obtaining

maximum performance of the instrument is 50% transmission (optical

density 0. 3 01) the amount of phosphorus in the samples was always adjusted

so that it was never more than 0. 0030 mg/ml.

For convenience, the SP-1300 colorimeter was used in all

estimations of LAP activity.

The optical density of an aqueous standard (0. 0030 mg/ml.) was
measured every time new reagents were prepared. Since it did not differ

significantly from the value predicted from the graph shown in Figure 4,
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this graph was always referred to in estimating the phosphorus

concentration of samples.

Estimation of LAP activity

In studying the activity of an intracellular enzyme certain

requirements must be met:

(a) Liberation of the enzyme into solution;

(b) Presence of a suitable substrate and activators;

(c) Optimal conditions of temperature and pH.

The following reaction mixture was found to be satisfactory:

4. 5 ml. 0. 026 M sodium ^-glycerophosphate buffered with 0. 04 M sodium

diethyl barbiturate to pH 9. 9 - 10. 0.

0. 25 ml. saponin (2g/100 ml. saline).

0. 10 ml. 0. 05 M magnesium chloride.

0. 15 ml. cell suspension in saline (added after warming substrate solution

to 37°C).

After incubation at 37°C the reaction was stopped by addition of

lml. trichloroacetic acid (30g/100 ml. distilled-deionised water). Removal

of precipitated protein was achieved by filtration through acid-resistant filter

paper (Whatman No. 50). Estimation of the phosphorus content of 5 ml. of

this filtrate is made as for 5 ml. aqueous standards.

Calculation of LAP activity

Samples, containing 0. 15 ml. cell suspension, were incubated always

in duplicate.

The reagent blank contained 0. 15 ml. saline in place of 0. 15 ml. cell
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suspension. For the substrate blank 1. 0 ml. 30 g% trichloroacetic acid

was added prior to the addition of the leucocytes. Blanks were prepared

for each pair of samples.

All tubes were constantly rotated throughout the incubation period.

After production of the "phospho-molybdate" complex the reagent blank

was used to set the colorimeter to 100% transmission. The optical

densities of the substrate blank and the two samples were read against this

blank. From the calibration graph the concentration of phosphorus in

mg/ml. was calculated. After taking the appropriate dilution factors into
consideration the amount of phosphorus present at the start of incubation

(substrate blank) is subtracted from the amount of phosphorus present at

the end of the incubation time, t, (duplicate samples).

Two values of mg P produced by x cells in time t are thus obtained.

The mean of these is then expressed as

LAP activity = mg P/10~° cells/time t.

If the optical density of the substrate blank exceeded 20% that of the samples,
LAP activity was not calculated. This occurred extremely rarely and when
it did the reason was usually contamination of one of the solutions. Great

care had thus to be taken in the preparation and storage of solutions.



FIGURE 5.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AMOUNT OF PHOSPHORUS LIBERATED

AND TIME OF INCUBATION.
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RESULTS

The relation between the amount of phosphorus liberated and incubation time

In seven experiments the amount of phosphorus liberated per

1010 leucocytes was estimated after 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours incubation with
the substrate at 37°C. The results are given in Table 13.

If a graph is drawn relating the mean values of mg P/10*° leucocytes
to time of incubation it is found that the reaction rate falls off with time (see

Figure 5 ). This effect is so marked that it was felt that for all subsequent
estimations of LAP activity the incubation period should be restricted to one

hour. This investigation also provided information about the relationship
between cell number and production of orthophosphate by enzymic hydrolysis.

0
If (3 - 8) x 10 leucocytes in saline are added to the reaction mixture
detailed on page 58, then the amount of orthophosphate produced in one hour
will give an optical density of between 0. 2 and 0.4 depending on the activity
of the enzyme. The leucocyte suspension was thus adjusted with saline to
give 30 - 50 million cells per ml. for all subsequent estimations of LAP
activity.

The variation between duplicates

In four individuals the alkaline phosphatase activity of saline-suspended

leucocytes was estimated after a one-hour incubation at 37°C. Samples
were prepared in duplicate and a comparison between duplicates -was made.
The same donors were restudied seven to fourteen days later and a

comparison was again made.

The results are shown in Table 14. From this it can be seen that:
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TABLE 13.

ENZYMIC HYDROLYSIS OF SODIUM - GLYCEROPHOSPHATE :

RATE OF REACTION AND TIME.

Number of
Leucocytes
Incubated

10
Mg P Liberated per 10 Leucocytes

x 106 1 hour 2 hours 3 hours 4 hours

7. 8 18. 50 27. 70 39.70 46. 20

3. 9 27. 10 44.40 52.60 59.30

6. 1 25. 00 41.40 61. 90 72, 80

4. 5 37. 95 55. 00 75. 80 88.30

3. 7 23. 38 35.60 38. 20 44. 10

5. 1 21.30 32.40 35. 28 36.40

5. 8 18. 50 37.70 55. 50 53.60

Mean 24.53
■

39. 17 51. 28 57. 24
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TABLE 14.

VARIATION BETWEEN DUPLICATES AND DAY-TO-DAY VARIATION

IN HUMAN LAP ACTIVITY.

Subject Day
Duplicate Estimates

mg P/10*° Leucocytes/hour
Difference as

% of Mean

CMY 1 17. 15 17. 15 0. 0

2 18.40 19. 60 6.3

JKP 1 19. 80 19. 80 0. 0

2 22. 10 21. 10 4. 6

RCD 1 28.70 29. 50 2. 8

2 28. 80 30. 80 6.7

JP 1 22.60 23. 20 2.6

2 24. 80 25. 20 1.6

Mean 22.79 23. 29

I

3. 1
1
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(a) The average difference between duplicates is 3. 1% of the mean.

(b) The maximum difference between duplicates is 6.7% of the mean.

(c) The alkaline phosphatase activity of leucocytes from the same donor

varies significantly between one day and the next.

In future experiments if the duplicates did not show this agreement

then the estimation of LAP activity was discarded.

Because of the day-to-day variation in LAP activity it was apparent

that the effect of a drug on this enzyme could only be measured by estimating

"untreated" LAP activity in the same experiment. The effect of a drug

cannot be determined by establishing a control value of LAP activity of

leucocytes from donor X, then subjecting his cells to various treatments

and estimating the enzyme activity again.

Values of LAP activity in man and the rat

The LAP activity of leucocytes from sixteen haematologically normal

subjects and eight rats was estimated in order to ensure that preparation of

leucocyte suspensions by dextran sedimentation and differential centrifugation
did not affect the estimation of the enzyme. For human leucocytes

Valentine and Beck (1951) used bovine fibrinogen as sedimenting agent and

for rat leucocytes Moloney (1958) used the disodium salt of ethylene-

rdiaminetetracetic acid and dextran.

The results are contained in Table 15. Also given is the differential

count of the cell suspension illustrating that the LAP activity of rat leucocytes

is approximately thrice that of human leucocytes although the number of

polymorphonuclear leucocytes (PMN) in the cell suspension is much lower.
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TABLE 15.

VALUES OF LAP ACTIVITY = mg P/1010 leucocytes/hour.

Human Cells Rat Cells

, % PMN* in cell
Suspension

LAP

Activity
% PMN* in cell

Suspension
LAP

Activity

58 17. 15 32.8

1
-

" J

50. 95

60 20. 01 28. 2 72. 05

62 18.50 33.3 60. 80

61 32.46 30.6 97. 55

58 27. 10 34. 0
.

78. 05

62 25. 00 26. 0 69. 35

63
|

37. 95 32. 0 57.35

59 23.38 30. 0 45. 25

64

62

21.30

18. 50

62 20. 90

60 19.72

| 52 24.34

j 53 1
18.78

64 17. 26
j

68
'

19. 01
!
i

* PMN = Polymorphonuclear leucocytes
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A summary of my results and results of other workers using

the same method of estimating LAP activity are shown in Table 16.

For human leucocytes my results agree well with those of

Valentine and Beck (1951) although they quote a wider range of normal

values. This might be due to the larger number of subjects studied;

or it may be that in using young adults (medical students and laboratory

personnel) I have inadvertantly selected a population showing less variation.

Moloney (1958) appears to be the only person who has studied rat

LAP activity using the method of Valentine and Beck (1951). He was

interested in the effect of radiation on the activity of this enzyme and his

control results are expressed as a point on a graph. From this graph I

estimated that the mean LAP activity was 65 - 70 mg P/hour/10^leucocytes.
Unfortunately neither the range of values nor the number of animals studied

is given. However there is no evidence that my results differ significantly

from his.

Interference by erythrocytes

Even with dextran sedimentation a large number of erythrocytes

is still present in the leucocyte suspension (Table 12, page 54 ). It was

thus necessary to explore the possibility that this number of erythrocytes

would interfere with the assessment of LAP activity. Interference might

be caused by either (a) erythrocytes possessing small amounts of alkaline

phosphatase activity which, although not detectable histochemically, would

contribute to the total enzyme activity of a leucocyte suspension containing

a large number of erythrocytes; or (b) a nonspecific increase in inorganic
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TABLE 16.

LEUCOCYTE ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE ACTIVITY,

(in mgP/10 leucocytes/hour)

Human Blood

No. of Subjects Mean (range)

Present author 16 21. 56 (17. 2 - 38. 0)
Valentine and
Beck (1951) 23 25. 80 (13.4 - 58. 0)

Rat Blood

No. of Rats Mean (range)

Present author 8 65. 3 (45.3 - 97.6)

Moloney (1958) Not given 65. 0 - 70. 0

(no range given)
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phosphate concentration when the cells are incubated with sodium

/S-glycerophosphate for 1 hour at 37°C.
In six experiments, 0. 15 ml. of a pure red cell suspension,

prepared from dextran-sedimented erythrocytes after washing and

resuspending in saline, was added to the substrate mixture detailed on

page 58. Reagent and substrate blanks were prepared as for a leucocyte

suspension. After incubation at 37°C. for one hour the orthophosphate

produced in that time was estimated as already described. The results

are shown in Table 17.

Human blood (Mean value of 0. 02004 mg P/hour/10*^ erythrocytes)

Since the mean value for LAP activity in 16 subjects has been found

to be 21. 56 mg P/hour/lO^ leucocytes, erythrocytes will cause significant

(5%) interference only when the erythrocyte: leucocyte ratio exceeds 50 : 1.

It is thus justifiable to assume that orthophosphate production is a direct

measure of human LAP activity.

Rat blood (Mean value of 0. 03379 mg P/hour/10*^ erythrocytes)

Mean value for LAP activity in 8 rats was found to be 65. 3 mg P/hour/
lO*0 leucocytes. Thus erythrocytes will cause significant (5%) interference

only when the erythrocyte : leucocyte ratio exceeds 100 : 1. Therefore

erythrocytes can be ignored in estimation of rat LAP activity also.

Interference by lymphocytes

Although one can express LA P activity in terms of the number of

granulocytes present (on the basis of the differential count) it seemed
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TABLE 17.

THE PRODUCTION OF ORTHOPHOSPHATE BY ERYTHROCYTES,

Source of

Blood

No. of Erythrocytes/
0. 15 ml. suspension

x 106
mg P/hour/1010

R. B. C.

780. 0 0. 02194

Human 818. 0 0. 02499

978. 0 0. 01321
.

Mean 0. 02004

755. 0 0.04543

Rat 660. 0 0. 023 24

7 20. 0 0. 03271

| ■ ' |
i i

— I

Mean 0. 03379
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advisable to test the validity of the assumption that mature neutrophils

are the only source of this enzyme in peripheral blood before doing so.

An opportunity to study virtually pure suspensions of lymphocytes was

created by the development, in this laboratory, of a method for separating

leucocytes from normal human blood.



THE LAP ACTIVITY OF MATURE NEUTROPHILS AND OF LYMPHOCYTES

SEPARATED FROM NORMAL HUMAN PERIPHERAL BLOOD
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INTRODUCTION

In 1959 Meislin et al. published a correlative study, by biochemical

and cytochemical methods, of LAP activity in various haematological

disorders. The biochemical estimations utilised disodium monophenyl-

rphosphate at pH 9. 0 as substrate. The liberated phenol was measured

and since a single atom of phosphorus is liberated for each molecule of

phenol, results were expressed as mg P/IO^ leucocytes/hour and as

mg P/10*° polymorphonuclear leucocytes (PMN)/hour using the differential

count of the leucocyte suspension. The LAP activity of the same blood

sample was estimated cytochemically by a modification of Gomori's cobalt-

sulphide method using y3-glycerophosphate at pH 9. 0 as substrate. The
results of LAP activity were given as the alkaline phosphatase activity (APA)

score.

When the biochemical results were expressed in terms of 10"^ PMN

the correlation between the two methods was not as good as would be expected

if LAP activity is restricted solely to the mature neutrophils although the

cytochemical technique suggested this was so. The discrepancy was most

apparent in chronic lymphatic leukaemia and acute blastic leukaemia when

the biochemical estimation gave high values of LAP activity and the cyto-

rchemical method resulted in a low APA score.

Meislin suggests two possible reasons for this discrepancy:-

(1) There is an additional (other than mature neutrophils) enzyme source

not demonstrable by cytochemical techniques. Minute quantities may

contribute significantly to the total alkaline phosphatase activity when
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non-granulocytes form the bulk of the cell population.

(2) There is probably more than one "alkaline phosphatase" and the

discrepancies between the two methods may illustrate preferential exclusion

because the two techniques involve different treatments.

In an attempt to clarify the issue I measured the alkaline phosphatase

activity of uniform suspensions of polymorphonuclear leucocytes (PMN) and

of lymphocytes separated from the same sample of normal human blood.

To investigate the possibility of more than one "alkaline phosphatase" two

biochemical methods of estimating this enzyme were used. In addition

LAP activity was estimated cytochemically, using oC-naphthyl phosphate

as substrate, on representative smears of the suspensions of each cell type.

METHODOLOGY

Preparation of the cell suspension

The cell types were separated from human peripheral blood by the

Glass Bead Column Method of Rabinowitz (1964). The detailed methodology

is given by McCurrach (1968).

The alkaline phosphatase activity of three suspensions was estimated

(each estimate being made in duplicate).

(1) A suspension of mixed leucocytes.

This was prepared by the method on page 50. Differential count = 60- 70%

PMN : 30- 40% L. Ratio of red : white = 15 : 1.

(2) A suspension of lymphocytes. (90 - 95% L).

After the leucocyte suspension has been allowed to incubate in contact with
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the glass beads for 30 minutes at 37°C. the lymphocytes are eluted with

20% autologous plasma and 80% Hank's solution.

(3) A suspension of neutrophils (90 - 95% PMN).

After the lymphocytes have been eluted the PMN are washed out of the column

with 0. 02% EDTA and are collected into tubes containing autologous plasma

at a final concentration of 20%.

Each of these three suspensions was spun at 150 g for 10 minutes.

The cell button was resuspended in 5 volumes saline. This process was

repeated twice to wash the cells free from serum. The final suspension

was made in saline and total and differential cell counts were made as on

page s 50 and 51.

The number of leucocytes and the erythrocyte : leucocyte ratio in

aliquots of each suspension was:

No. of leucocytes Red : White ratio

Leucocyte suspension 5-10x10 15:1
g

Lymphocyte suspension 10-15x10 5:1
6

PMN suspension 3-6x10 1:1

Estimation of LAP activity

(A) The method using sodium ^-glycerophosphate as substrate and
sodium diethylbarbiturate as buffer. The procedure has been given in

pages 55 to 59 inclusive.

(B) A colorimetric method using sodium p-nitrophenyl phosphate as

substrate and glycine as buffer. Alkaline phosphatase activity is estimated

by measuring the amount of p-nitrophenol liberated from the substrate by
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enzymic hydrolysis with magnesium ions as the activator. This method,

described by Bessey, Lowry and Brock (1946) is produced by C. F. Boehringer

and Soehne Gmbh. in kit form for the estimation of serum alkaline

phosphatase activity. With some modifications it was used successfully

for the measurement of LAP activity.

Reagents

Solution 1. 0. 05 M glycine buffer, pH 10. 5 : 0. 0005 M MgClg.
Stable for one year at 4°C.

Solution 2. 0. 0055 M p-nitrophenylphosphate, sodium salt, in 0. 05 M

glycine buffer, pH 10. 5, containing 0. 0005 M MgClg.
Stable for one week at 4°C.

0. 02 N sodium hydroxide (0.4g NaOH dissolved in 500 ml. glass-distilled

water).

10g ZnSO^-7HgO in 100 ml. glass-distilled water.

2g saponin in 100 ml. saline.

Procedure for the estimation of serum alkaline phosphatase activity

Pipette into tubes:
Sample Blank

Solution 2. 1.00 ml. 1.00 ml.

Serum. 0. 10 ml.

Mix, incubate in water bath at 37°C for exactly 30 minutes:
Add:

0.02 N NaOH 10.00 ml. 10.00 ml.

Serum — 0. 10 ml.

Pour into glass cuvettes, 1 cm light path. Read optical density of sample

against blank at 405 mu on a Unicam SP-500 Spectrophotometer.
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From tables provided by Boehringer the enzyme activity is

calculated from the optical density and expressed in mmole units

(Bessey-Lowry units).

Modification of this method

The red colour of haemoglobin masks the yellow of the liberated

p-nitrophenol. This interference is significant even with a small number

of erythrocytes. There appeared to be two ways to avoid this:-

(i) To read the optical density at 405 mp then discharge the yellow
colour of p-nitrophenol by addition of one drop of concentrated hydrochloric

acid and read the colour due to haemoglobin at 405 mp. The true optical

density of the p-nitrophenol can then be calculated. This doubles the

error in net optical density reading and the addition of concentrated acid

produces some protein denaturation.

(ii) After the enzyme reaction has been stopped with 0. 02 NNaOH,

precipitate the proteins with 10% ZnSO^. 711^0. After centrifugation the
supernatant can be transferred to a cuvette for reading in the spectro¬

photometer.

This method successfully removed haemoglobin and was adopted.

0. 3 ml. of 10% ZnSO^. 711^0 was added to the tubes after the addition of
NaOH and sample to the blank. The tubes were allowed to stand for

5 minutes for the protein to precipitate and after centrifugation the

supernatant was transferred into glass cuvettes.

The final assay volume is now 11.4 ml.



FIGURE 6.

CALIBRATION GRAPH OF P-NITROPHENOL,
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RESULTS

Standard curve of p-nitrophenol

P-nitrophenol standards were prepared in 1. 1 ml. glass-distilled

water (blank is 1. 1 ml. water). After addition of NaOH and the protein

precipitant the optical densities were read at 405 mji against the blank.
The resultant graph is shown in Figure 6 , the amount of p-nitrophenol

being expressed as jimoles/11.4 ml. assay volumes. Since optical
density increases linearly with p-nitrophenol concentration there is no

need to work in a particular concentration range.

In every experiment an internal standard of 0. 20 jimoles/11.4 ml.
assay volume was used. Enzyme activity was thereafter expressed as

6
pg p-nitrophenol per 30 minutes per 10 cells.

The effect of protein precipitation on the estimation of serum alkaline
phosphatase activity

The enzyme activity of a specimen of serum was measured. Two

samples were deproteinised, two were not.

The mean activity, in jimoles p-nitrophenol/ 30 minutes/0.1 ml.
serum of each pair was:-

(i) Deproteinised = 0. 1060
= 2. 1192 mmole units.

(ii) Non-deproteinised
« 0. 1094

= 2. 188 mmole units.

The difference between (i) and (ii) is 3. 2% which is within experimental
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error. Thus protein precipitation does not interfere with the estimation

of alkaline phosphatase activity.

Liberation of the enzyme from leucocytes

A suspension of mixed le\icocytes was prepared as previously

described. 0. 1 ml. of this suspension was used for the estimation of LAP

activity. Two samples were estimated as for serum with protein precipit¬

ation. Two samples were estimated by addition to solution 2 containing

0. 1 ml. saponin ( 2g/100 ml. saline).
0

The LAP activity in pg p-nitrophenol/30 minutes/ 10 WBC was as

follows

With saponin = 9.77
Without saponin = 10.05
Difference = 2.8%

It was thus considered unnecessary to add saponin since the cells were

spontaneously lysed on addition to Solution 2. This was readily apparent

in cell suspensions containing erythrocytes.

Theoretical basis for estimating the enzyme activity of separated
polymorphonuclear leucocytes and lymphocytes

Assuming that the alkaline phosphatase activities of polymorpho-

:nuclear leucocytes (PMN) and lymphocytes (L) are additive, two equations

are obtained:-

ax + by » A
cx + dy = B

Where x = enzyme activity of PMN
y = enzyme activity of L
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a = no. of PMN in PMN suspension
b = no. of L in PMN suspension
c = no. of PMN in L suspension
d = no. of L in L suspension
A = enzyme activity of PMN suspension
B = enzyme activity of L suspension

By solving these equations the values of x and y are obtained. These values
can be "checked" in the equation for the enzyme activity of the mixed

leucocyte (WBC) suspension. This serves three purposes:-

(1) as a check that the alkaline phosphatase activities of PMN and of L

are additive;

(2) to find if any enzyme activity is lost from the cells by separation on

the column of glass beads;

(3) as a check for the accuracy of the determination of the enzyme

activity of the two separated cell suspensions.

Estimation of the LAP activities of PMN and L using the orthophosphate method

The results in five experiments are given in Table 18. The ranges of

values obtained are:-

(a) for PMN (13. 5 - 53. 54) mg P/1010 PMN/hour.

(b) for L (2. 862 - 9. 180) mg P/1010 L/hour.

The theoretical value of the enzyme activity of the mixed leucocyte

(WBC) suspension is obtained from the two values for the separated cells
and the differential count of the leucocyte suspension. There is no significant

difference between the theoretical activity and the actual measured activity.

There is thus no loss or gain of enzyme activity by separation on the glass
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TABLE 18.

ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE ACTIVITY OF SEPARATED CELLS,

(enzyme activity as rog P/10"^ cells/hour)

Expt. PMN L
WBC

(theoretical)
WBC

(actual)
Percentage
difference

1. 13. 50 2. 862 9. 25 9. 17 -0. 87

2. 23. 24 5. 154 16. 02 16.48 2.79

3. 53. 54 9. 180 36. 68 35. 84 -2. 34

4. 23. 52 4.608 18.41 18. 36 -0. 27

5. 28. 04 5.315 20. 09 19. 34 -3. 88

Mean 28. 37 5.424 20. 09 19. 84 -0. 91
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bead column and it appears that the assumption that the enzyme activities

are additive is valid.

Since the enzyme activity of the lymphocytes is only one-fifth that

of the PMN it was found that 10 - 15x10® lymphocytes and 3 - 6 x 10® PMN

were required for incubation so that the substrate blank did not exceed 20%

of the samples when optical densities are read.

Estimation of the LAP activities of PMN and L using the p-nitrophenol method

The results from twelve experiments are given in Table 19. Since

one atom of phosphorus is liberated for each molecule of p-nitrophenol,

results can be expressed as mg P/10*® cells/hour. The ranges of values

obtained are:-

(a) For PMN

(3. 128 - 9. 041) pg p-nitrophenol/30 minutes/10® PMN
= (13. 93 - 40. 25) mg P/hour/1010 PMN

(b) For L

(-0.547 - 0.4978) pg p-nitrophenol/30 minutes/10® L
1 n

= (-2.43 - 2. 22) mg P/hour/10lu L

The values for the mixed leucocyte suspension "check" satisfactorily.

Cytochemical estimation of LAP activity

LAP activity was estimated in smears of the separated cells and

of the mixed leucocyte suspension using a modification of Hayhoe and

Quaglino's technique. On five occasions no enzyme activity was apparent

in the lymphocytes and "scores" for the polymorphonuclear leucocytes

were normal when compared with smears of whole blood. The examinations

were made by the Haematology Department, Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh.
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TABLE 19.

ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE ACTIVITY OF SEPARATED CELLS.
g

(enzyme activity as yig p-nitrophenol/30 minutes/10 cells)

Expt. PMN L
WBC

(theoretical
WBC

(actual)
Percentage
difference

1. 8. 917 -0.4624 4. 690 4. 575 -3. 28

2. 5. 118 -0. 3580 4. 070 2. 695 -51. 00

3. 6. 578 0.4978 4. 215 4. 195 -0.47

4. 4. 944 0. 0893 3. 250 3. 260 +0. 31

5. 4. 475 0. 2395 3. 200 3. 130 +2. 24

6. 3. 530 -0. 0643 2. 162' 2. 167 +0. 23

7. 3. 128 -0. 5471 1. 660 1. 855 + 10. 51

8. 8. 287 -0, 0318 5. 040 5. 090 +0. 98

9. 7.769 0. 0618 4.772 4.770 -0. 04

10. 6.446 -0. 0026 4. 075 4. 210 +3. 21

11. 6.495 -0. 1170 4. 995 4. 385 -13.91

12. 9. 041 0.0447 3. 669 3.670 +0. 03

Mean 6.457 0. 05365 3.8175 3. 668 -4. 27
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DISCUSSION

Cytochemical estimation of LAP activity using sodium oC -naphthyl

phosphate as substrate suggests that lymphocytes contain no enzyme activity.

The biochemical techniques suggest that lymphocytes contain an enzyme

capable of hydrolysing sodium ^-glycerophosphate at alkaline pH but not
sodium p-nitrophenylphosphate at the same pH. The "lymphocyte alkaline

phosphatase" has approximately one-fifth the activity of the enzyme in

polymorphonuclear leucocytes. The following may be offered as explanations

of the discrepancy between the two biochemical methods.

(a) True substrate specificity. If this is so then cytochemical methods

using ^-glycerophosphate should detect enzyme activity in lymphocytes.
They do not (Meislin et al.) presumably because the enzyme is insufficiently

localised.

(b) Failure to liberate the enzyme from lymphocytes in the p-nitrophenyl-

:phosphate (PNPP) method. Since the range of values for PMN is not very

different on comparing the two methods this suggests selective lysis of the

polymorphs, but not of the lymphocytes. Using lymphocyte suspensions and

PNPP as substrate a comparison was made between the enzyme activity after

"spontaneous" lysis and that after lysis caused by saponin (final concentration

of 0. 1%). In four experiments there was no evidence that failure to lyse the

cell is the main reason for the different results obtained by the two methods.

See Table 20.

(c) An increase in orthophosphate, not the result of enzymic hydrolysis

of the substrate, when lymphocytes are incubated with sodium {$ -glycero-
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TABLE 20.

SAPONIN AND THE ESTIMATION OF ''LYMPHOCYTE ALKALINE

PHOSPHATASE" ACTIVITY.

g
pg p-nitrophenol/30 min./10 cells

Expt. no. PNPP PNPP containing
as substrate 0. 1% saponin as substrate

1. 0. 0277 0. 0195

2. 0. 1764 -0. 1067

3. -0. 2396 -0. 1458

4. 0.0544 0. 1369

Mean 0. 0047 -0. 0240
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rphosphate. When lymphocytes were incubated for 1 hour at 37°C in a

medium consisting of saline in barbitone buffer,, saponin and MgCl„, there
t-i

was no increase in orthophosphate. See Table 21. I thus concluded that

for the production of orthophosphate, lymphocytes require sodium

/3 - glycerophosphate.

(d) Different buffer systems.

Sodium /3-glycerophosphate is buffered with 0. 04 M sodium diethyl-

rbarbiturate (at pH 10. 0) whereas sodium p-nitrophenylphosphate is buffered

with 0. 05 M glycine (at pH 10. 5). Hausamen et al. (Hausamen, Helger,

Rick and Gross, 1966) report that 0. 05 M glycine - NaOH buffer has only a

very limited buffering capacity to the CO^ of the air and that addition of
serum with its high protein content leads to a significant fall in pH. When

more concentration glycine solutions are used, a very intense inhibition of

alkaline phosphatase is found, e. g. activity in 0. 5 M is 10% of that measured

in 0. 05 M glycine.

Is it possible that glycine is failing to maintain the pH at a sufficiently

alkaline level and that failure to demonstrate an enzyme in lymphocytes

capable of hydrolysing PNPP is due to this? One would expect polymorphs,

to be similarly affected and the results did not suggest any significant

difference between the two methods in estimating PMN alkaline phosphatase

activity.

However, in order to investigate this further, suspensions of PMN

and of lymphocytes were prepared as before from a sample of whole blood.

Alkaline phosphatase activity was determined using:-
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TABLE 21.

ORTHOPHOSPHATE PRODUCTION BY LYMPHOCYTES INCUBATED

IN SALINE.

No. of Lymphocytes pg P in Medium

Expt. no. incubated x 10 Zero Time One Hour

1. 11. 2 0. 72 0. 84

1 2' 10.6 1. 62 1. 20

3. 14.4 1. 80 1. 56

1 4- 13. 8 1. 08 1. 20

Mean 1. 31 1. 20
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(a) PNPP as substrate in 0. 05 M glycine-NaOH buffer at pH 10. 5 ;

(b) Sodium -glycerophosphate as substrate in 0. 04 M sodium

diethylbarbiturate-HC1 buffer at pH 10. 0;

(c) Sodium /3>-glycerophosphate as substrate in 0.05 M glycine-NaOH
btiffer at pH 10. 5.

Estimation of alkaline phosphatase activity by the use of simultaneous

equations was made as before. The results are given in Table 22. Results

of patients 5 and 6 (both cases of CLL) are included as the results were not

significantly different from normals.

The alkaline phosphatase activity of PMN is the same whichever

substrate-buffer system is used suggesting that the enzyme catalyses the

hydrolysis of either substrate equally well. However, lymphocytes

apparently contain small but significant quantities of an enzyme capable of

hydrolysing sodium j3 -glycerophosphate but incapable of hydrolysing PNPP
in the same buffer system. The lymphocytes in chronic lymphatic leukaemia

also possess this property. The failure to detect enzyme activity cyto-

:chemically using sodium /S -glycerophosphate is puzzling and one must
assume that the enzyme activity is insufficiently concentrated or that the

process of drying and preparing the smear preferentially excludes it.

Tietz et al. (Tietz, Woodrow and Woodrow, 1966) compared the

methods of Bodansky (using /3 - glycerophosphate) and of Bessey, Lowry

and Brock (using p-nitrophenylphosphate) for estimating serum alkaline

phosphatase activity. They concluded that there was only an approximate

relationship between the values obtained by both methods and that it is not

permissible to use a factor to convert units of one method into units of the
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TABLE 22.

A COMPARISON OF THREE METHODS FOR ESTIMATING LAP

ACTIVITY OF_ SEPARATED POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES.
(LAP activity in mg P/10 cells/hour)

Cell Type Polymorphs Lymphocytes
Substrate A B

.

C A B C

Expt. 1.

- ■

30. 60 36. 78 32. 27 -1. 26 7.77 6.46

j 2. 27.75 24. 06 24. 98 0. 246 4. 80 5. 20

3. 32. 15 32.78 32. 32 0. 053 6. 59 6.44

4. 26. 85 29.70 27. 31 0. 148 5. 90 5.49

5. * 27. 55 28.40 25. 37 1.626 5.7 2 5. 21

6. * 22. 40 24. 56 24. 03 -Q 824 4. 91 4.79

Mean 27. 88 29. 38 27. 71 -0. 0106 5. 95 5. 60

S. D. 3. 38 4. 88 3.70 1. 00 1. 11 0.697

A : Sodium p-nitrophenylphosphate in glycine-NaOH buffer.
B : Sodium /S - glycerophosphate in barbitone-HC1 buffer.
C : Sodium fb - glycerophosphate in glycine-NaOH buffer.

* Two female patients with chronic lymphatic leukaemia
successfully managed with busulphan.
Blood picture:
5. Patient E. C. WBC 55, 600/c. mm. 9% polys. 91% lymphocytes.
6. Patient C.J. WBC 17, 300/c.mm. 51% polys. 49% lymphocytes.
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other. This is a procedure commonly encountered in the literature

pertaining to estimations of alkaline phosphatase activity. Tietz

attributed the lack of correlation to the different substrate specificity

of the various phosphatases in serum. Robinson et al. (Robinson, Pierce,

Goldstein and Rosse, 1966) have examined LAP isozymes by starch-gel

electrophoresis. Three bands are found normally but a fourth band of

activity at various distances from the origin is found in chronic myeloid

leukaemia, paroxysmal nocturnal haemoglobinuria and after cortisone

therapy.

LAP is thus not a single protein but is composed of at least three

with different electrophoretic mobilities. Whether these isoenzymes have

different substrate specificities, as is the case with serum alkaline

phosphatase, has not been established.

If one defines alkaline phosphatase as an enzyme catalysing the

hydrolysis of a phosphomonoester at alkaline pH then there certainly seems

to be evidence, from this work, that lymphocytes possess such an enzyme.

Although the amount of enzyme in the lymphocyte is small compared to

that in the neutrophil, lymphocytes will contribute significantly to the

total enzyme activity measured with sodium ^-glycerophosphate as substrate.
If this enzyme is also capable of hydrolysing disodium monophenylphosphate

then Meislin's results could be explained on the basis of more than one

alkaline phosphatase. However, the failure to detect enzyme activity

cytochemically with either ^-glycerophosphate or o<:naphthyl phosphate
suggests that insufficient localisation within the cell may be the main

reason for lack of correlation between biochemical and cytochemical
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methods. The assumption that mature neutrophils are the only source of

LAP activity is based on cytochemistry: evidence of a non-granulocytic

source, as presented here, evolved from the successful separation of

normal lymphocytes from normal polymorphonuclear leucocytes.

Admittedly in a leucocyte suspension consisting of 60% polymorphs, and

40% lymphocytes the contribution by the latter cells to the total enzyme

activity will only be 10 - 15% but this contribution will be very much higher

when lymphocytes form the bulk of the population. In chronic lymphatic

leukaemia with a differential of 20%c PMN : 80% L the contribution will be

approximately 50%. Obviously the method of Valentine and Beck is unsuited
to estimations of the LAP activity of neutrophils under these circumstances.

In addition it is quite unjustifiable to express LAP activity as mg P/10*^ PMN/hour
as many workers have done using this method.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The fact that lymphocytes do possess an enzyme capable of hydrolysing

sodium ^-glycerophosphate and that it is unjustifiable to exclude lymphocytes
when using this method means that we can no longer consider a change in this

enzyme's activity as being indicative of changes only in polymorphonuclear

leucocytes. Unfortunately, this was not discovered until the effects of

several drugs on LAP activity in man and in the rat had been studied using

this method. These drug results will be included for the sake of complete-

mess along with results using the PNPP method of estimating LAP activity.

The latter should reflect changes in granulocytes and not in lymphocytes.
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THE ACTION OF DRUGS ON HUMAN LAP ACTIVITY

BIOCHEMICAL METHODOLOGY

Reagents:

As on page 56 plus

2-amino- 2- (hydroxy-methyl)- propane- 1:3- diol
(tris-(hydroxy-methyl)-amino-methane; tris buffer.)
B. D. H. Laboratory Reagent.

Saline (=0. 9g NaCl in 100 ml. 0. 2 M Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4)
Chloramphenicol, B. P. (Kemicetine, Fraser Chemicals).

Amidopyrine and phenylbutazone as pure solids from
Geigy Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

2-thiouracil as pure solid from Koch-Light Labs.
Chlorpromazine hydrochloride, B. P., (Largactil, May and Baker).

The saline and buffer were stored at 4°C until day of use. New

solutions were prepared every week. The drugs were also stored at 4°C
and all drug solutions were prepared fresh on the day of use. To maintain

the pH at 7. 4 on addition of drugs the saline had to be buffered.

Procedure

20 ml. blood withdrawn as previously.

To 10 ml. was added 2. 5 ml. dextran in saline (3 g/100 ml.) : to

10 ml. was added 2. 5 ml. dextran in saline containing the drug at known

concentration. Both were allowed to stand at 37°C for 45 minutes to

achieve sedimentation of the erythrocytes. The leucocyte-rich supernatants

were aspirated into clean tubes and incubated at 37°C for a further 45 minutes.

The leucocyte suspensions were then prepared as previously described (page 50 ),
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the "drugged" cells being washed and suspended in saline containing the

drug, in the same concentration with which the cells had been incubated.

The period of exposure to the drug was 2 hours. The effect of the drug

on the ability of the enzyme to hydrolyse a given substrate was evaluated

by estimating the enzyme activity of both "drugged" and "control" cells

with the drug present in the substrate solution. The concentration of the

drug was the same as that to which the "drugged" cells had previously

been exposed.

Using sodium -glycerophosphate as substrate, four estimates

of LAP activity in mg P/hour/lO*0 leucocytes were obtained:-

(i) Control Cells.

(ii) Control Cells with drug in the substrate solution.

(iii) "Drugged" Cells.

(iv) "Drugged" Cells with drug in the substrate solution.

The effect of a drug on the ability of LAP to hydrolyse the substrate,

on the amount of enzyme in the cell and on the ability of the "drugged"

enzyme to hydrolyse the substrate can be deduced.

Using sodium p-nitrophenylphosphate as substrate only (i) and (iii)

were estimated and the results were expressed as pg p-nitrophenol/
30 minutes/106 PMN.

Quantitation of the drug effect

If x is the contro value of LAP activity and y is the enzyme

activity after treatment then the effect of that treatment is expressed as

Percentage Depression = X ~ P x 100.
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RESULTS

For convenience the various treatments are denoted as:-

Treatment I : effect of drug on ability of control cells to hydrolyse
the substrate.

Treatment II : effect of preincubation with the drug on enzyme activity
of the cell.

Treatment III: Combination of II and I.

Using the Valentine and Beck method the effects of chloramphenicol,

thiouracil and chlorpromazine were investigated. The results are given

in Tables 23, 24 and 25. Each figure quoted is the mean of two duplicates

which agreed ± 2. 5%.

Using the PNPP method the effects of amidopyrine, thiouracil and

phenylbutazone were studied. The results are given in Table 26. Each

figure quoted is the mean of two duplicates from one experiment.

DISCUSSION

Chloramphenicol, thiouracil and chlorpromazine had no effect on

the ability of normal, untreated cells to hydrolyse sodium B -glycerophosphate.

For this reason only the effect of preincubation with drugs was examined with

the PNPP method.

Chloramphenicol and chlorpromazine had no significant effect on

either the amount of enzyme in the cells or on the ability of the LAP of

treated cells to hydrolyse the substrate. Although the concentration of

chlorpromazine is much lower, on a molar basis, than the doses of the
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TABLE 23.

ACTION OF 7.76 xlO"3 M CHLORAMPHENICOL ON THE LAP

ACTIVITY OF HUMAN PERIPHERAL LEUCOCYTES.

Percentage Depression of Enzyme Activity
Expt. no. Treatment I Treatment II Treatment III

1. -3. 35 0. 6.7

2. -6.70 12.35 14. 55

3. 3. 25

4, 0. 23. 1 33.45

5. 1. 80 5. 05 9. 5

6. -0.35 17.7 15.75

7. 7.75 25.4 50. 25

8. 6. 90 15. 5 15. 5

9. 1.75 7. 35 16. 1

Mean

S.D.

1. 23

3.1491

13.31

7. 278

20. 2

16.251
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TABLE 24-

ACTION OF 1 x 10"2 M THJOURACIL ON THE LAP ACTIVITY

OF HUMAN PERIPHERAL LEUCOCYTES.

Percentage Depression of Enzyme Activity
Expt. no. Treatment I Treatment II Treatment III

1. 3.3 25.7 36. 5

2. 3.75 23. 5 35. 0

3. 8. 05 30.4

4. 16. 2 24.35 40. 35

5. 8. 95 26.3 50. 95

Mean 8. 05 26. 05 40. 70

S. D. 5. 203 2. 6692 7. 193
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TABLE 25.

ACTION_ OF 1. 0 x 10"4 M CHLORPROMAZINE ON THE LAP
ACTIVITY OF HUMAN PERIPHERAL LEUCOCYTES.

Percentage Depression of Enzyme Activity
Expt. no. Treatment I Treatment II Treatment III

1. 2.70 -0.30 4.45

2. -3.45 0. 35 2. 25

3. o©CT> 1.40 4. 55

4. 6. 15 3. 15 0. 95

5. -0.75
' '

5. 60 -0. 90

Mean 1. 53 2. 04 2. 26

S.D. 3. 704 2.379 1. 876
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TABLE 26.

EFFECT OF PREINCUBATION WITH DRUGS ON THE LAP

ACTIVITY OF HUMAN PERIPHERAL LEUCOCYTES.

Percentage Depression of Enzyme Activity

Drug
1
Amidopyrine Thiouracil Phenylbutazone

Concn. 1 x 10" 2M 1 x 10" jVT 1 x 10"3M lxl0"JM 1 x 10~4M
8.63 29. 9 3.68 17. 5 7. 5

10. 08 16. 8 7. 8 23.4 9. 1

10. 05 17. 6 9.79 20. 2 6. 1

8. 28 15. 9 7. 6 16. 8 7. 9

9. 50 22. 9 6. 09

29. 3
-

Mean 9. 31 22. 1 6. 99 19. 5 7.65

S.D. 0. 8216 6. 327 2. 2716

— ■ -1

2. 9995 1. 2369
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other drugs tested it is in fact 100 x the plasma level after therapeutic

dosage (Huang and Kurland, 1961). The highest concentrations of all

drugs tested bore this relationship to their therapetitic plasma levels.

- 2
1x10 M thiouracil significantly depressed the LAP activity of

cells preincubated with this drug and the depression was even greater

when thiouracil was also present in the substrate solution. This suggests

that the depression of LAP activity increases with the duration of exposure

to the drug reminiscent perhaps of the increasing inhibition of leucocyte

respiration observed with time. The facf that the percentage depression

observed with the /3-glycerophosphate method agrees well with that using

PNPP as substrate suggests that the drug is principally affecting the

granulocytes. A dose-response effect was noted with thiouracil since
_ 3

1x10 M produced a small but significant depression of enzyme activity

(See Table 26, page 95). A similar dose-dependence was apparent with

phenylbutazone.

Since none of the drugs affected the ability of untreated LAP to

hydrolyse the substrate it seems unlikely that thiouracil and phenylbutazone

could be having a direct inhibitory action on the enzyme. There are

several reasons, however, why these two drugs should either reduce the

amount of the enzyme in the cell or alter its ability to hydrolyse the substrate.

(i) By depressing protein synthesis and thus reducing the amount of

many enzymes including alkaline phosphatase within the leucocyte. It is,

however, extremely unlikely that the granulocyte has such a rapid turnover

of protein that sufficient synthesis would occur in two hours for a depression
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to be measurable.

(ii) By altering the structure of proteins. Reduced glutathione

apparently protects cells mainly through a specific protection of the

sulphydryl groups of their proteins. Bottini and Modiano (1965) report

that the decrease in reduced glutathione seen in G-6-PD deficient

erythrocytes incubated in vitro with acetylphenylhydrazine for two hours

is associated with a decrease in the activities of a number of enzymes

such as hexokinase, pyrophosphatase, catalase and acid phosphatase.

Not only is the activity of acid phosphatase reduced but the electrophoretic

pattern of the enzyme is changed suggesting a change in structure. Is it

possible that alterations in the reduced glutathione (GSH) content in

leucocytes could result in structural changes in alkaline phosphatase?

Pisciotta and Daly (1960) studied the in vitro effects of chlorpromazine on

the GSH content of leucocytes from normal subjects and from subjects

sensitive to the drug. They could find no significant effect of chlorpro-

:mazine in vitro and no difference between the control subjects and those

who had suffered agranulocytosis due to this drug. In rabbits, made

leucopenic and anaemic with benzol, whole blood GSH is decreased

(Parker and Kracke, 1936). Similar data were reported by Kuzell, Koets,

Schaffarzick and Naugler (1955) in a patient with agranulocytosis and

anaemia following phenylbutazone therapy. It is, however, not clear

whether these low values represent a true fall in leucocyte GSH. As far

as I know, no other drugs have been studied in this respect. Therefore

there seems to be no evidence to suggest that thiouracil and phenyl¬

butazone are not affecting reduced glutathione levels in leucocytes.
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Whether this could lead to an alteration in LAP is another matter and for

the moment a structural alteration in the enzyme can only be suggested

as a possible reason for the results I have obtained.

(iii) By a general depressant effect on cellular activity. If decreased

LAP activity is merely a reflection of decreased cellular activity then one

might expect some degree of correlation between the effects of drugs on

enzyme activity and on respiration. This is not apparent: chlorpromazine

and amidopyrine have pronounced inhibitory effects on the respiration of

granulocytes (McCurrach, 1968) but no effect on LAP activity. Of course,

there are many ways in which a drug can depress respiration and it may

be that the effect on LAP activity and on oxygen uptake seen with phenyl¬

butazone and thiouracil is the result of the same biochemical lesion.

The above three reasons are only possibilities and the effects

observed in these experiments may be the result of quite a different

biochemical action.

SUMMARY

Phenylbutazone and thiouracil cause a reduction in LAP activity

when human peripheral leucocytes are incubated with these drugs for two

hours. Amidopyrine and chlorpromazine have no effect in similar doses.

Chloramphenicol produces a variable depression of LAP activity when

leucocytes are incubated with this drug but this effect is not significant

when all the results with this drug are considered. It is suggested that

phenylbutazone and thiouracil either reduce the amount of enzyme in the
cell or affect its ability to hydrolyse a suitable substrate. The mechanism
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by which this effect is mediated has not been established. It could be

due to a structural change in the enzyme or to a general reduction in

cellular metabolic activity.
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THE EFFECT OF CHLORAMPHENICOL ON HAT LAP ACTIVITY

Attempts to produce a leucopenic state in animals by treating them

with large doses of drugs have met with little success. This is hardly

surprising since frank leucopenia following ingestion of drugs is a

relatively infrequent and, as yet, unpredictable event. The situation with

chloramphenicol is somewhat different: a depression of erythropoiesis

with vacuolated normoblasts and an impaired clearance of labelled iron from

the plasma has been observed in patients receiving therapeutic doses of

chloramphenicol (Rubin, Weisberger and Clark, 1960; Saidi, vVallerstein

and Aggeler, 196 1). A reversible erythropoietic depression has also been

observed in healthy human volunteers after chloramphenicol administration

(Jiji, Gangarosa and dela-Macorra, 1963). As recently as 1965 Scott et al.

(Scott, Finegold, Belkin and Lawrence, 1965) found that, in patients given

6 g chloramphenicol orally per day, there was evidence of disturbed

granulocyte production with a fall in the leucocyte count (in effect a fall in

polymorphonuclear leucocytes). Vacuoles appeared in the granulocyte

precursors in the marrow. These changes accompanied evidence of

increasing erythroid depression. This oral dose is equivalent to

100 mg/kg body weight/day. Hanna et al. (Hanna and Neufeld, 1966)

noted that when rabbits were given 500 mg/kg/day intramuscularly vacuoles

appeared in both the myeloid and erythroid series in the bone marrow. The

proliferating blood elements showed a decreased utilisation of leucine and

an increased uridine incorporation into RNA. This is consistent with an

inhibition of protein synthesis. Chloramphenicol inhibits protein

synthesis in a number of cells and in all cases the pre- existing production
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of protein or the maintenance metabolism of the cell is not affected.

However, the immediate production of certain specific new proteins is

blocked, an effect which may explain the immunosuppressant action of

chloramphenicol if induced enzyme formation is impaired.

If chloramphenicol does impair granulocyte production then one

might expect the premature release of immature cell forms into the blood.

This should result in a reduced LAP activity of a leucocyte suspension

since there will be proportionately more young cells (with low levels of

the enzyme) than normally. Alternatively, if production of granulocytes

is completely suppressed then the leucocyte count in the blood may be

maintained from extravascular stores of mature cells. A sharp rise in

LAP activity as seen after myelosuppression with nitrogen mustard

(Trubowitz, Feldman, Benante and Hunt, 1958) should result. Thus if

chloramphenicol does affect the myeloid series of cells, one would expect

LAP activity to be abnormal. The type of abnormality (i. e. low or high)

could indicate the degree of depression induced by the drug. I thus

investigated the effects of prior administration of chloramphenicol on rat

LAP activity.

ANIMAL METHODOLOGY

Chloromycetin Succinate, B. P. (Parke-Davis),
1 ml. disposable sterile syringes (Plastipak) and
23 gauge disposable needles used throughout.
Twenty-eight male Wistar rats of weight 215 to 475 g were used.

There were seven "drug regimes" (see Table 27) and the two rats
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TABLE 27.

DETAILS OF THE DRUG REGIMES IN TREATED RATS.

j

Group

Total Dose of
Chlo romycetin
Succinate in

mg/lOOg body weight

Duration
of Dosage
(days)

Drug-free Interval
before Exsanguin-
:ation (days)

A 80 4 5

B 80 4 1

C 80 4 3

D 160 8 1

E 180 9 0

F 80 8 1

G 120 1 1
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on each treatment were paired with two control rats of similar weight.

The treated rat and its corresponding control were killed on the same

day and examination of the blood and measurement of LAP activity were

made on both.

Treated rats were given Chloromycetin succinate in saline

(9 g NaCl/1. distilled water) subcutaneously into the scruff of the neck.
The control rats were injected with the same volumes of saline and for an

equivalent period of time as their treated pairs. Animals were allowed

food and water ad lib. Each group of four animals was housed in one

rat- cage

Since some of these animals were receiving nine injections (on

consecutive days) of 0. 5 - 1.0 ml. saline or Chloromycetin succinate in

saline, I expected some local reaction. However the rats tolerated the

procedure remarkably well and there was no adverse tissue reaction to

the trauma of repeated local injections. Treated rats were no less lively

or healthy (as judged by appetite and physical appearance) than the control

group or other rats in the Animal House.

After killing the animal, blood was collected as previously

described (page 49 ).

BIOCHEMICAL METHODOLOGY

Examination of the blood

White blood cell, red blood cell and differential cell counts were

performed as previously described (page; 5 0 ).
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Preparation of the leucocyte suspension

Ca. 10 ml. blood was obtained from each rat. The leucocytes
- 3

from half this volume were exposed to 7. 76 x 10 M chloramphenicol

in saline (9g NaCl/1. 0. 2 M Tris buffer) as previously described (page 89 ).
The effect of chloramphenicol, in vitro, on the LAP activity of control

and treated rat leucocytes could thus be determined. The period of

exposure to the drug was two hours.

Estimation of LAP activity

The LAP activity of saline-suspended leucocytes was estimated by

the method of Valentine and Beck (page 55 ). Each estimate was made in

duplicate.

In any one experiment, four values of LAP activity in

mg P/1010 leucocytes/hour were obtained.

(i) Of leucocytes from the treated rat.

(ii) Of leucocytes from the treated rat, exposed to chloramphenicol in vitro

(iii) Of leucocytes from the corresponding control rat.

(iv) Of leucocytes from this animal exposed to chloramphenicol in vitro.

A comparison of (i) and (iii) indicates the effect of Chloromycetin

succinate in vivo. A comparison of (i) and (ii) and of (iii) and (iv) provides

information about the effect of chloramphenicol in vitro on "treated" and

"control" leucocytes respectively.
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RESULTS

of Chloromycetin succinate on total and differential blood cell counts

The counts in all twenty- eight rats are shown in Table 28 showing

that there is no significant difference between the two groups (control and

treatment). The mean values for the leucocyte (WBC) count, the

erythrocyte (RBC) count and the ratio of polymorphonuclear leucocytes :

mononuclear cells (= D. C. ) are well within the normal ranges (Albritton, 195 2).

Influence_of chlojr(^mycetin suecinate on LAP activity

The results are contained in Table 29.

For the untreated group a mean value of LAP activity

= 40. 0 mg P/10*°/hour and a range of 15. 8 to 69. 5 were obtained.

For the whole treated group a mean value of LAP activity

= 43. 2 mg P/10*^1 leucocytes/hour and a range of 16. 3 to 65. 7 were

noted.

Consideration of all fourteen treated animals as a group is justified

since none of the values of LAP activities falls outside the control range.

The values of LAP activity noted here are lower than those quoted

previously (page 64 ). This might reflect a haematological response to

repeated injection or the influence of age on the enzyme activity since the

rats used for this particular investigation were older than those previously

studied.

Action of chloramphenicol in vitro

See Table 29.
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TABLE 28.

EFFECT OF CHLOROMYCETIN SUCCINATE ON TOTAL AND

DIFFERENTIAL BLOOD CELL COUNTS IN RATS.

Controls Treated

Treatment
Group

WBC

x 106/ml.
DC, RBC

x 109/ml.
WBC

x 109/ml.
DC, RBC

x 109/ml.
A

1

9. 35 14 j 86 7.48 10. 10 15 j 85 8. 05

A 8. 90 28 : 72 7. 50 12. 35 12 ; 88 7. 00

B 9. 55 12 : 88 7. 55 9. 05 12 : 88 7, 55
B 11. 30 8 : 92 7, 30 9. 95 9 : 91 6.45

C 4. 95 12 : 88 6. 27 9. 05 12 : 88 , 5, 93

C 5. 20 13 : 87 6. 08 6. 27 11 : 89 7. 05

D 13. 50 18 : 82 8. 60 11. 95 <Mr-coC\) 9. 05

D 11. 10 7 • 93 6. 90 7. 00 12 : 88 6,70

E 13. 20 8 : 92 7. 00 18. 35 10 J 90 7.85

E 14. 95 12 : 88 6. 30 12. 55 10 : 90 7. 95

F 18. 15 8 • 92 7.43 25. 25 8 : 92 6.45

F 15. 10 5 : 95 5. 90 12. 10 14 : 86 7. 55

G 10.45 18 • 82 4. 80 14. 50 20 j 80 5.40

G
1

10.45 6 : 94

1

5. 33

I

8.75 9 : 91 6. 35

Mean 11. 15

- —j

12 : 88 6. 75
i

11. 94

—

13 : 87

_

7. 10
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TABLE 29.

EFFECT OF ADMINISTRATION OF CHLOROMYCETIN SUCCINATE

ON RAT LAP ACTIVITY.

Untreated Treated

Group LAP LAP-CAP % D
Mean
% D LAP LAP-CAP %D

Mean
%D

A 31. 5 29. 8 5. 3 31. 8 24. 1 24. 2

A 58. 5 57. 2 2. 1 3.7 37. 8 28. 8 23.7 24. 0

B 69. 0 60. 3 12, 6 37. 0 19. 1 48. 3

B 47. 9 44. 9 6, 3 9. 5 48. 6 32.4 33. 3 40. 8

C 58. 1 50. 6 12. 8 60. 2 41. 1 31. 8

C 48. 8 53. 2 -9. 0 1. 9 46. 1 45. 6 1, 0 15. 9

D 69.4 69. 5 -0. 1 61. 7 56. 1 9. 0

D 25, 0 26.4 -5. 6 -2. 9 52. 0 47. 7 8. 2 8. 6

E 17. 1 15. 8 7. 5 31.4 32. 3 -3. 0

E 38. 7 38. 7 0. 0 3. 8 34. 1 36. 5 -7. 0 -5. 0

F 18. 3 19. 2 -5. 0 16. 3 9. 3 42. 9

F 19. 7 19. 9 -1. 0 -3. 0 65.7 42. 5 35. 3 39. 1

G 34. 7 36. 3 -4. 7 57. 0 59. 5
'

-4. 3 i

G 23. 9 24. 1 -1.0
!

-2. 9 24. 5 24.4 0. 3 -2. 0 |
Mean

1
40. 0

—J
39. 0

'

1.4 ,

j
1

1.4 43. 2 35. 7 17.4 17.3 !

Legend: Untreated rats given similar volumes of saline for the equivalent
period of time as their treated pairs.
LAP-CAP : estimation of LAP activity after exposure of leucocytes
to chloramphenicol in vitro for 2 hours.
%D = percentage depression of enzyme activity.
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Chloramphenicol had no significant effect on the LAP activity of

leucocytes from the fourteen tmtreated rats. The maximum effects noted

(viz. +12. ,-D and -9. 0%D) can, I think, be considered to be within

experimental error.

However in treatment groups A, B, F and possibly C, chloramphenicol

did depress LAP activity despite the fact that prior treatment with

Chloromycetin succinate in vivo had apparently no effect. In treatment

groups D, E and G the effect of chloramphenicol in vitro was negligible.

DISCUSSION

Although the leucocytes from, animals pretreated with chloramphenicol

are apparently more sensitive to the action of this drug in vitro, the

mechanism of this "sensitisation" is obscure. No relationship can be

obtained between the degree of depression of LAP activity observed in

vitro and

(1) total dose of Chloromycetin succinate administered in vivo since the

highest doses were given to groups D, E and G;

(2) duration of administration. Groups D, E and F were given the

drug over the longest period;

(3) presence of the drug in the blood of the animal when killed since

only rats in group E received an injection on the day of death;

(4) presence of a drug-free interval before death. Only groups A and

C did not receive Chloromycetin succinate within one day of death.
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If we try to explain the "sensitisation" as a manifestation of an

allergic reaction then three points must be established:

(1) that chloramphenicol can act as a hapten. There is little clinical

evidence that antibodies are involved in agranulocytosis or aplastic

anaemia attributed to chloramphenicol (Hamburger, 1968). However,

Hamburger (1966) has been able to produce antibodies, specific for

chloramphenicol, in rabbits injected with reduced chloramphenicol

coupled by diazotisation to bovine gamma globulin.

(2) that the primary antibody response to chloramphenicol (or a

metabolite) takes less than 10 days. Hamburger found that 6 to 8 weeks

were necessary to produce detectable antibody levels in rabbits.

(3) that an allergic response could result in a depression of LAP

activity on re-exposure to the antigen in vitro.

It seems extremely unlikely that the apparent sensitisation of rat

LA P activity to chloramphenicol in vitro is the result of an immunological

response.

It may be that Chloromycetin succinate in vivo is affecting the

haematopoietic system but that its depressant effect is not detectable.

The number of leucocytes, erythrocytes and LAP activity remain within

normal limits perhaps due to increased turn-over of stem cells or at the

expense of important metabolites within the cells. On re-exposure to

the same drug in vitro the depression becomes manifested. However,

I have no evidence that this is, in fact, the case and the mechanism of

action of chloramphenicol remains unexplained.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The administration, in rats, of Chloromycetin succinate, in

different doses and for different periods of time, did not affect total

leucocyte, erythrocyte or differential leucocyte counts. The mean

LAP activity of saline- suspended leucocytes from treated rats did

not differ from that from control rats given equivalent volumes of

saline. However, on exposure of the leucocytes to chloramphenicol

in vitro for two hours LAP activity of treated rat leucocytes was

depressed whereas the enzyme of leucocytes from the control rats was

not. The mechanism of action of this sensitisation has not been

established and the importance of these observations to an under¬

standing of the pathogenesis of drug-induced blood dyscrasias is

not apparent.



SECTION III

THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF POLYMORPHONUCLEAR LEUCOCYTES

AND LYMPHOCYTES SEPARATED FROM NORMAL HUMAN BLOOD
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INTRODUCTION

McCurrach (1968) had observed that certain drugs associated with

agranulocytosis clinically would depress the respiration of polymorphs,

but not of lymphocytes separated from the same sample of human

peripheral blood. The depression of polymorph, respiration was dose-

dependent and significant (a.pprox. 20%) inhibition was observed for some

of the drugs at concentrations attainable therapeutically. It was not

established whether these drugs were affecting respiratory enzymes or

whether they were exerting a more general depressant effect on the

membrane of the granulocytes. I thus decided to study the effects of

drugs on glycolysis in cells separated in exactly the same manner and

suspended in the same medium as he had used for respiration studies.

The utilisation of glucose by the cells was measured and the effects of

drugs on this utilisation investigated. If the drugs which depress

polymorph, respiration inhibit polymorph., but not lymphocyte glycolysis

then one might postulate a non- specific drug action on the granulocyte

membrane. However, if the glucose utilisation of both cell types is

unaffected by those drugs then there would be evidence for a more specific

action either on the membrane or on the respiratory processes of the

polymorph. If the glucose utilisation of lymphocytes, but not of polymorphs.,

is affected one could suggest an action on stores of essential nucleotides;

an action which might impair the less important source of energy in each

cell type.
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METHODOLOGY

Preparation of cell suspensions and incubation procedure

1. The method of separating polymorphonuclear leucocytes and

lymphocytes from one pint of human peripheral (jaundiced) blood has

been detailed by McCurrach (1968). Since I used exactly the same

techniques they will not be described in this thesis.

2. The medium used to incubate the cells consisted of 50% autologous

anticoagulated plasma and 50%> phosphate-Hank's solution consisting of:

Sodium chloride 800 mg

Calcium chloride, 14 "
Magnesium sulphate, 7H90 20 "
Potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate 178 "
Disodium hydrogen orthophosphate 955 "
Glucose 100 "

Potassium chloride 40 "

Glass-distilled water to 100 ml.

Final pH of this medium, with and without drug at different concentrations,

was 7.4 at 37°C. Since the cell suspensions were prepared in plasma,

the contents of non-siliconed glass tubes were:

Phosphate-Hank's Plasma.

Controls 0. 5 ml. 0. 5 ml.

Lymphocytes 0. 5 ml. 0. 5 ml. cell susp.
Polymorphs. 0. 5 ml. 0. 5 ml. cell susp.

The glucose content of the medium is approximately 5m M, the

optimal concentration for leucocyte glucose utilisation (Munroe and Shipp,1965).

3. Total nucleated and red cell counts were performed as previously
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described (page 21 ).

Differential cell counts (% PMN : % L) were made in the counting

chamber during the calculation of total leucocytes. The validity of this

procedure was tested by estimating the ratio of polymorphs. : lymphocytes

in suspensions of mixed leucocytes, lymphocytes and polymorphs. For

each suspension

(i) eight smears were made, stained with Leishman and 300 cells

counted on each;

(ii) eight counts made using an Improved Neubauer counting chamber

and white cell diluent. All four squares on one side of the chamber were

used for each count.

The results are given in Table 30 showing that there is no significant

difference between estimates of the mean differential count using the two

methods. Since the counting chamber technique yields a more precise

estimate in less time (because more cells can be counted rapidly and no

staining procedures are necessary) it was the method adopted for this work.

4. Tubes were always set up in duplicate and placed in a shaking

water-bath at 37°C for 30 minutes. After this period of equilibration

two tubes of each cell type (i. e. six in all) were removed for the

estimation of glucose at zero time. The incubation then continued for a

further period of time (one to four hours) when the amount of glucose

remaining was calculated.

Measurement of glucose utilisation by blood cells

1. Theoretical considerations
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TABLE 30

THE VARIANCE OF DIFFERENTIAL LEUCOCYTE COUNTS.

Suspension
[

Leucocytes Lymphocytes Polymorphs.

Counting
method

Chamber Smears Chamber Smears Chamber Smears

I

No of cells
counted 4383 2400 2036 2400 4801 2400

Mean ratio
% PMN :

% L
85. 9 :
14. 1

87 :
13

8. 59 :
91.41

8. 63 :
91. 37

94. 57 :
5. 43

94.55 :!
5.45

Standard
deviation 2. 2054 2. 795C 0.3812 0.4105 0. 23 14 0. 2776

Precision* 5. 13% 5.28% 0.83% 0. 90% 0. 49% 0.59%

* Precision of the estimate of the % of the predominant
11 * 2 x S. D. 1nncell type = x 100

= 2 x coefft. of variation.
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Basically the method involves estimating the free glucose content

of the medium and cells at time • t* and 'tg'. The difference between
these two estimates represents the amount of glucose utilised by the cells

in time tg - t . Since this utilisation is small in comparison with the
physiological amounts of glucose present in the medium, the estimate of

glucose content must be precise. An automated procedure, eliminating

many of the human errors involved in biochemical assays, seemed

desirable. Such a method, utilising the glucose oxidase-peroxidase

system, had been automated for precision assay by Professor R. B. Fisher

in the Department of Biochemistry, Edinburgh University. The estimation

of glucose is based on the following chemical reactions:

Glucose + O glucose oxidase > gluconic acid +
peroxidase

H„0„ + reducing agent >blue colour
(gum guiacum resin) (estimated spectrophoto-

tmetrically at 625 mp)
The health risk introduced by using o-tolidine as reducing agent is eliminated

with the use of gum guiacum resin, a substance not shown to be carcinogenic.

The blue colour of the oxidised dye fades rapidly necessitating the use of an

autoanalyser method. The procedure, as developed by Professor Fisher,

was used through this work.

2. Details of the glucose oxidase method

(a) Reagents

Gum guiacum resin (Brome & Schimmer, Ltd).
95% ethyl alcohol (v/v) (redistilled).
Triton-X-100 (Lennig Chemicals, Ltd).
Tris-(hydroxy-methyl)-amino-methane; tris buffer.
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1. 5 g ground resin dissolved in 25. 0 ml. 95% ethanol.
This is filtered into 1200 ml. 1. 5 M tris-HCl buffer, pH 7. 0, containing
40 ml. Triton-X-100. The solution is made up to 2 1. with glass-distilled
water and allowed to stand for three days. The resin will only dissolve in
the presence of alcohol and Triton.

Fermcozyme 653 AM (Hughes & Hughes (Enzymes) Ltd).
Peroxidase. RZ 0. 6 Grade. Activity 60 u/mg (Hughes & Hughes(Enzymes)Ltd).
Both enzymes were stored at 4°C.
30. 0 mg peroxidase plus 30 ml. Fermcozyme is made up to 1 litre with
glass-distilled water.

The reagent for the estimation of glucose consists of 2 litres dye solution
plus 1 litre enzyme solution. The blue colour which develops with Tris
buffer is allowed to fade (2-3 hours) before use. Because Fermcozyme
shows some carbohydrase activity the use of Tris buffer is essential to
prevent interference by glycogen and to allow for specific estimation of
glucose (Johnson and Fusaro, 1965).

Glucose (Dextrose, Analar).
A stock solution of glucose, 500 pg/ml., was prepared in glass-distilled
water. Fresh stock solutions were prepared for each analysis. The stock
solution was heated at 37°C for two hours to ensure that glucose in the

oC-pyranose form is present as the reactive (3 anomer. Glucose oxidase
is specific for the /5 form. After allowing the solution to cool, working
standards were prepared in glass-distilled water at glucose concentrations
of 5, 10, 15 and 20 pg/ml. (Bulb pipettes and volumetric flasks were used).
In order to estimate the glucose content of samples containing physiological
amount of this hexose appropriate dilutions in glass-distilled water must
be made. Because the samples have been kept at 37°C during incubation
all glucose present is assumed to be in the {3 form.

(b) The autoanalyser method

Flow rates : Reagent 4. 0 ml. /min.
Air 0.4 ml./min.
Sample 2. 0 ml. /min.
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Total volume of the system = 28. 8 ml.
Reaction time = 4.5 mins.

Interaction between successive samples was avoided by interposing

cups containing distilled water between every pair of glucose solutions.
The samples were run on the Autoanalyser according to a lattice which was

designed to minimise the effects of base-line drift of the instrument and to

provide frequent estimations of the standards. The base line was set after
allowing the reagent and distilled water to run through the system for
9 minutes. The samples were run in groups in forward then in reverse

order bracketed between sets of standards run first in ascending then in

descending order of concentration. A duplicate set of samples was then
run with the order of the samples within each group reversed.

1st run si S2 S3 S4 U1 U2 U3 U3 U2 U1 S4 SS S2 S1
2nd run S4 S3 S2 CO V3 U2 Ui Ui U2 °3 S1 S2 S3 S4
where S1 S2 S3 S4 are standards,

UI U2 U3 are one set of unknowns.

and Uj "2 U3 are a duplicate set of unknowns.

The transmittance of each sample can be read from the recorder

chart to three significant figures. This procedure gives a sufficiently

precise fit to a linear relation between extinction (optical density) and
concentration to justify the use of statistical procedures for the calculation

of concentrations. The calculation of glucose concentration from the

transmittance was performed by a digital computer. The best line relating

concentration to extinction was calculated from the four pairs of standards



FIGURE 7.

CHART RECORD ; ESTIMATION OF GLUCOSE STANDARDS.

Order of reading;
1st run: Sj S2 £>3 S4 Sg S? Sg S5 S4 Sg S2 Sj
2nd run: as 1st.



FIGURE 8.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EXTINCTION AND GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION.

10 20 30

GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION ^g/rn

1
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bracketing each group of unknowns. From the coefficients of this line

the best estimates of the unknown concentrations were calculated from the

two values of transmittance for each unknown. As the procedure is run

in duplicate, two values for each unknown are obtained. The mean of

these two values was used as the best estimate of the glucose concentration

in all further calculations. Provided that the number of samples inserted

between successive standards does not exceed six this procedure gives a

precise estimate of glucose concentration.

METHODOLOGICAL RESULTS

Estimation of glucose concentration of aqueous standards

Working standards were prepared in the following concentrations:

5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 40pg/ml.
(i. e. Sj, S2, Sg, S4, S5, Sg and S?).

The standards were run twice in ascending and then descending order of

concentration. The chart record is shown in Figure 7. The extinction

corresponding to each value of fractional transmission can be calculated

to four significant figures since extinction = -log^g fractional transmission.
The graph relating mean extinction to glucose concentration in pg/ml. is
shown in Figure 8 illustrating linearity up to 25 pg/ml. with a slight
deviation at higher concentrations.

If the best straight line is fitted to each of the four series of

standards using one value of extinction then an estimate of the goodness of

fit can be made. The results are shown in Table 31 for concentration of
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TABLE 31.

PRECISION OF THE ESTIMATE OF GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION

IN AQUEOUS STANDARDS.

Concn.of
Glucose (C)
pg/ml.

Actual
Extinction

(E)

Predicted concn.

(in pg/ml. ) from
a Linear

Regression of
E on C

Predicted concn.

(in pg/ml.)
from a Linear
Regression of

C on E

5 0. 0841 5. 0405 5. 0416

10 0. 1785 9- 9434 9. 9438

15 0. 2757 14. 9917 14. 9914

20 0. 37 26 20. 0244 20.0234

5 0. 0841 5. 0720 5. 0735

10 0. 1785 9. 9280 9. 9285

15 0. 2757 14.9280 14. 9275

20 0. 3757 20. 07 20 20. 0705

5 0. 0841 5. 0495 5. 0512

10 0. 17 98 9. 9830 9. 9835

15 0. 27 4 9 14.8856 14.8850

20 0. 3757 20. 0820 20. 0802
I

5 0. 0857 5. 0224 5. 0239

10 0. 1805 9. 9512 9. 9516

15 0. 2782 15. 0307 15. 0301

20

|
0.3737

■i . j

19. 9958 19. 9942
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glucose up to 20 yg/ml.
The correlation between the values of extinction and concentration

is so good (r = 0. 99, n - 16) that it is immaterial which linear regression

is employed for the calculation of concentration. In all subsequent

experiments the regression of concentration on extinction was used: from

this regression the glucose concentration of each of the standards was

calculated and the results are shown below.

Mean (jig/ml.) S. D. Precision

Sj 5.0475 0.0331 ±1.3%
52 9.9513 0.0424 ±0.85%
53 14. 9585 0. 0640 +0.86%
54 20.0424 0.0748 ±0.73%
The average precision over the range 5 to 20 jig glucose/ml. is ±0. 93%.
Since the optimal condition for maximum performance of the spectro¬

photometer is 50% transmission, dilution of samples containing glucose

in physiological amounts was designed to achieve a glucose concentration

in the assay fluid of 15 - 20 ug/ml.

A comparison of three methods of protein precipitation for the estimation
of the glucose content of pla ;ma

When large dilutions e. g. 1 : 250 or 1 : 500 are made of protein-

containing fluid prior to the estimation of glucose content removal of the

protein is not necessary since small amounts will not interfere with the

assay of glucose. However, dilution of physiological amounts of glucose

is of the order 1 : 50 and it was decided that removal of protein prior to



FIGURE 9,

CHART RECORD ; PROTEIN PRECIPITANTS AND THE ESTIMATION

OF GLUCOSE IN PLASMA.

Sj, S2 and Sg : glucose standards of concentration 5, 10 and 15 ug/ml.
Samples 1, 2 and 3 : ZnSO^ - NaOH as precipitant.
Samples 4, 5 and 6 : 10% trichloroacetic acid as precipitant.
Samples 7, 8 and 9 : 3. 9% perchloric acid as precipitant.
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dilution was essential-

Procedure:

Nine tubes each containing 1 ml. plasma.

(i) To three tubes add 0. 5 ml. 20% ZnSO^ . THgO (w/v *n distilled
water) plus 0. 5 ml. INNaOH.

(ii) To three tubes add 1 ml. 10% trichloroacetic acid (w/v in distilled
water).

(iii) To three tubes add 1 ml. 3. 9% perchloric acid (w/v in distilled water).

All nine tubes were allowed to stand for 10 minutes before the

precipitated protein was removed by centrifugation. 0. 5 ml. protein-free

solution was diluted to 25 ml. with distilled water in a volumetric flask.

The dilution factor to give concentration of glucose per ml. plasma is thus

x 100. Each set of three unknowns (from one precipitation procedure) was

run on the autoanalyser bracketed by three glucose standards as previously

described. The chart illustrating Run I is shown in Figure 9. Since the

procedure was repeated with the order of samples within each group

reversed, six values of the amount of glucose in 1 ml. plasma are obtained

for each of the three precipitation procedures.

Glucose concentration of plasma in pg/ml.

Precipitant ZnSO. - NaOH
4

TCA PCA

Values 1006.28 953.91 961.37

1006.28 960. 05 954.86

957.99 963.51 967.49

967.80 960. 05 964.43

964.27 957.36 961.37

964.27 963.51 958. 31

Mean 977.82 959.73 961.31
S. D. 24.66 2.477 4.121



FIGURE 10.

CHART RECORD ; EFFECT OF 10% TRICHLOROACETIC ACID ON

THE ESTIMATION OF GLUCOSE STANDARDS.

Order of reading:

S1 S2 S3 S4 U4 U3 U2 U1 D1 U2 U3 U4 S4 S3 S2 S1
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Protein precipitation with 10% trichloroacetic acid appeared to

be the method of choice because:-

(i) the variance of the best estimate of glucose content of plasma is

smaller than with the other two protein precipitants;

(ii) it is not a strong oxidising agent like perchloric acid. Such an

oxidising agent could interfere with the estimation of glucose by competing

with HgOj, f°r oxidation of the dye thus giving falsely high values;
(iii) the precipitate produced by trichloroacetic acid is easily

sedimented leaving a particle-free supernatant.

However, it was felt important to find what effect, if any,

trichloroacetic acid would have on the estimation of glucose in aqueous

standards.

Effect of TCA on estimation of glucose standards

A stock solution of glucose 2000 pg/ml. was prepared as previously
described. Tubes were set tip as follow: -

Tube no. 1 2 3 4

ML.stock glucose 0. 25 0. 50 0. 75 i-» ©o

Ml. distilled water 0. 75 0. 50 0. 20 0. 00

Ml. 10% TCA 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00

The total volume in each tube is thus 2. 0 ml. 1 ml. of each was diluted

to 50 ml. with distilled water giving final theoretical glucose concentrations

of 5, 10, 15 and 20 pg/ml. These samples were run on the autoanalyser
bracketed by four normal standards as previously described. The chart

record is shown in Figure 10. The actual amount of glucose present after
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addition of 10% trichloroacetic acid could thus be estimated. The results

are given in the following table.

Tube
no.

Estimated
Glucose Concn.

pg/ml.

Theoretical
Glucose Concn.

pg/ml.

Percentage
Recovery of
Glucose

[

1 5.1099 5 102. 2

2 9. 8807 10 98. 8

3 14. 9014 15 99. 3

4 20. 1079 20 100. 5

Mean

S.D.

100. 2

1. 512

It is apparent that trichloroacetic acid does not interfere with the

estimation of glucose standards. The estimates, however, are not so

precise as those of aqueous standards alone. This is undoubtedly the

result of the introduction of additional pipetting errors.

The recovery of glucose added to human plasma

Stock solution of glucose - 1000 pg/ml.
Addition of glucose was made to 1. 0 ml. plasma.

Tube ml. ml. stock Glucose added Dilution required
no. H2° glucose pg after TCA pptn.

1

1 1. 0 0. 0 0. 0 1 50
2 0. 8 0. 2 200. 1 50
3 0. 6 0.4 400. 1 50
4 0.4 0. 6 600. 100
5 0. 2 0. 8 800.

«• 100
6 0. 0 1. 0 1000.

4 100
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The samples were run on the autoanalyser bracketed by glucose

standards 5, 10, 15 and 20 pg/ml. as previously described. The amount
of glucose in each tube was as follows:-

Tube
no.

Glucose

pg/ml.
Total

Glucose

Pg

Glucose
recovered

Pg

Glucose
added

Pg

Percentage
recovery

1
1 9. 9510 497. 55

2 13.9282 696.41 198.86 200 99.43

3 17. 9406 897. 03 399.48 400 99. 87

4 10. 9689 1096.89 599. 34 600 99. 89

5 12.9947 1299.47 801. 92 800 100. 24

6 18. 0144 1801.44 1000.80 1000 100. 08
I

:
Mean

S.D.

99. 90

0. 304:0

These results show that there is no loss of glucose, added to plasma,

during the protein precipitation procedure. The recoveries of varying

amounts of glucose are virtually 100%.

The glucose utilisation of separated polymorphs, and lymphocytes :

relationship with time

Thirty tubes each containing 0. 5 ml. phosphate Hank's solution, pH 7.4,
were required for the incubation.
C. To ten tubes was added 0. 5 ml. plasma.
L. To ten tubes was added 0. 5 ml. lymphocyte suspension.
P. To ten tubes was added 0. 5 ml. polymorph, suspension.

After 30 minutes equilibration at 37°C in a water bath, six tubes

(2C, 2L and 2P) were removed and 1 ml. 10% trichloroacetic acid was



FIGURE 11.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF SEPARATED

CELLS AND TIME.
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added to them. The same procedure was carried out after 1, 2, 3 and

4 hours incubation at 37°C.

Appropriate dilutions of the protein-free supernatant were made in

glass-distilled water. The solutions were assayed for glucose content as

previously described. The glucose content of the medium at any time 't*

can then be calculated. The amount of glucose disappearing from the

medium in time 't* represents the amount of glucose utilised by the cells

in that time. It was found that the glucose content of control tubes (i. e.

those containing plasma) also fell during the incubation procedures. The

"true" glucose utilised by the cells in time 11' was calculated by subtracting
the apparent uptake by controls at that time. The glucose content of

controls fell by less than 2% in the first hour and remained at that level

during the rest of the incubation period.

Having established the glucose utilisation of the two cell suspensions

(L and PMN) after 1, 2, 3 and 4 hours of incubation, I calculated the

utilisation of each cell type by the use of simultaneous equations as

previously described. Results were expressed as yimoles glucose
utilised/10*^ cells/time 't* and the results are given in Table 32.

If a graph is drawn of utilisation versus time of incubation (see

Figure 11) it is found that the rate of glucose utilisation by polymorphs, is

very rapid during the first hour and thereafter becomes linear. Hedeskov

and Esmann (1966) noted that the glucose uptake of lymphocytes was very

rapid in the first 30 minutes and thereafter remained constant for 4 hours.

In this experiment the rate of glucose utilisation by lymphocytes in the
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TABLE 32.

THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF SEPARATED POLYMORPHS. AND

LYMPHOCYTES MEASURED AFTER VARIOUS INCUBATION TIMES.

Duration of
Incubation
(hours)

pmoles glucose / 10cells *
Polymorphs. Lymphocytes

1 403. 5 oCOCO

2 688. 0 101.6

3 911. 0 149.4

4 1170. 0 212. 8

* Calculated from the mean

concentration at each time.

Duplicates agreed ± 1. 5%.

of two estimations of glucose
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first hour did not differ from the overall rate over 4 hours. The uptake

in one hour by lymphocytes is not large enough to allow for statistically

significant estimations of the effect of a drug on this uptake to be made.

It was therefore decided to measure the glucose utilisation of each cell

type after 2 hours in further experiments. This had the additional

advantage that conditions for investigating the effect of a drug on glucose

utilisation were identical to those previously used for studies on

respiration.

This experiment also provided information on the number of

leucocytes required in the incubation medium for a significant difference

in glucose content in 2 hours to be recorded. If 2G - 30 million lymphocytes

are incubated for 2 hours the glucose content of the medium will fall from

ca. 950 pg to 900 pg, i. e. a drop of 5%. It was thus decided to maintain
g

the lymphocyte concentration/ml. medium at 40 - 50 x 10 cells. Even

this number of lymphocytes will utilise only 10% of the available glucose

in 2 hours. Thus although the error involved in estimating the glucose

content is low (± 2%), difference in glucose utilisation by the same

lymphocytes subjected to drug treatments will have to be quite large (of

the order of 50% inhibition or 50%e stimulation) to be considered significant.

If 20 - 30 million polymorphs, are incubated for 2 hours the glucose content

of the medium will fall from ca. 800 pg to 560 pg, i. e. a drop of 30%.
Since polymorphs, show a large glucose utilisation, drug effects of the

order of ± 10%c may be considered significant with polymorph, concentrations
0of 20 - 30 x 10 cells per ml. incubation medium. This method of

estimating glucose utilisation can thus be expected to give meaningful
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results for polymorphs, but the small utilisation by lymphocytes will be

considerably influenced by the errors in the method. Increasing the

lymphocyte number above 60 million is contraindicated since oxygenation

of a viscous suspension is difficult : prolongation of the incubation time was

not advisable since the polymorphs, will have utilised approximately 60°/
of the available glucose in 4 hours.

Interference by erythrocytes

Since lymphocytes show a small glucose utilisation and since

suspensions of these cells also contain erythrocytes it was considered

advisable to determine the glucose utilisation of erythrocytes in the

medium used.

The reported values for glucose uptake of erythrocytes of
1.0- 1. 5 jimoles/10*^ red blood cells/hour (Esmann, 1962) were not

gdetectable at concentrations of 1 - 10 x 10 erythrocytes/ml. incubation
medium. However at higher erythrocyte concentrations a small uptake

was observed. In five experiments pure erythrocyte suspensions were

incubated for 2 hours in the medium previously described. The glucose

content of the medium before and after incubation was estimated as before

and the results are shown below:

Expt. no. No. of RBC x 109/ml7 Glucose utilisation"in

jimoles glucose/hour/10*°RBC
1
2
3
4
5

2.6
4. 3
4. 2
4.6
3.4

0.498
0. 876
0. 796
0. 356
0. 716

Mean 0.648
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The mean value of erythrocyte glucose utilisation is lower than

Esmann reported. This is probably a reflection of the effects of

different media. I used a phosphate-buffered medium containing

5 mM glucose whereas he used a Tris-buffered system containing

10 - 20 mM glucose. It is apparent that erythrocytes will not interfere

with the estimation of glucose utilisation of lymphocytes unless the former

cells outnumber the latter by approximately 20 : 1. In addition when red

cells at concentrations equivalent to those contaminating the lymphocyte

suspensions are incubated for 2 hours no glucose utilisation can be

detected. It is thus justifiable to assume that any glucose utilisation by

the lymphocyte suspension is due to lymphocytes alone.

Values for the glucose utilisation of separated cells

In sixteen experiments separated cell suspensions were prepared

and the glucose utilisation of each cell type over 2 hours was estimated.

The tabulated results of these experiments are given in Tables 33, 34,

35 and 36.

Table 33 shows the efficiency of the column separation technique.

The results are in agreement with those of McCurrach (1968) with one

exception: the purity of the lymphocyte suspensions obtained in this work.

In experiments 4, 7 and 14 the lymphocyte suspension was heavily

contaminated with polymorphs. The reason for this is not clear since

in these experiments the polymorph, suspension was not correspondingly

contaminated with lymphocytes. The results in these three experiments

influence the mean considerably. If they are excluded the mean ratio of
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TABLE 33.

EFFICIENCY OF THE COLUMN SEPARATION TECHNIQUE.

Percentage Recovery of Ratio of PMN : L in each
Expt. each Cell Type from column Cell Suspension
no. Polymorphs. Lymphocytes Polymorphs. Lymphocytes

1 65. 2 70,3 98. 1 1. 9 7.2 92, 8

2 51, 0 50.7 96. 2 3. 8 7.5 92. 5

3 53,4 64. 0 93. 1 6. 9 8.4 91,6

4 71, 5 70. 3 86. 1 13. 9 42. 2 57. 8

5 23, 8 39,6 75. 2 24.8 6,6 93,4

6 58, 1 37, 5 84.4 15.6 5.6 94.4

7 76, 0 73,3 91,6 8.4 27. 9 72. 1

8 38,4 75, 8 91. 5 8, 5 10. 1 89. 9

9 35, 1 54. 9 84. 9 15. 1 15.5 84. 5

10 52,7 61,3 92,5 7.5 10.8 89. 2

11 66,3 85,4 91.4 8,6 8. 8 91. 2

12 40. 2 54,6 93, 1 6. 9 6. 2 93. 8

13 47, 2 66, 8 94.6 5.4 8.7 91.3

14 69,6 75.3 94. 2 5.8 23. 0 77. 0

15 45, 8 50,7 92.3 7.7 8.6 91.4

16 38, 0 44. 8 95. 2 4.8 5. 8 94. 2

Mean 52. 02 60. 96 90. 90 9. 10 12.68 : 87.32

S.D. K-» CD 14. 02 5. 69
!

10. 09
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TABLE 34.

ERYTHROCYTE CONTAMINATION IN SEPARATED LEUCOCYTE

SUSPENSIONS.

Expt.
No. of R. B. C. for each Leucocyte

no. j Lymphocyte suspension Polymorph, suspension

2 8. 5 0. 5

3 9.7 0.38

4 6.4 1.5

5 14. 0 3.0

6 10.3 1. 5

7 5.6 0.42

8 6. 9 0, 12
9 5. 9 0.62

10 5.6 0, 14
11 12.3 1. 01

12 13.7 0.44

13 6.6 0.68

14 8.4 1. 08

15 4. 5 0. 83

16 8. 5 1. 04

Mean 8. 5
I

0.89

S.D. 3.01 j 0.73
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TABLE 35.

THE GLUCOSE CONTENT OF EACH SUSPENSION AT THE START

OF THE INCUBATION PERIOD.

Expt. no.

pg gluco
Lymphocyte

se / ml.
Polymorph.

2 942,747 772.485

3 908. 097 733.989

4 958.254 842. 208

5 946.593 680.364

6 921. 873 759.348

7 1041. 132 858.564

8 1024.392 873, 132

9 950. 110 820. 194

10 1048,254 926.088

11
I

1000.392 881.430

12 1016.766 926.034

13 947.352 874.752

14 987.066 864.348

15 944.766 849. 962

16 880. 822 769.755

Mean (pg/ml.)
Mean (mmolar)

Range (pg/ml.)
Range (mmolar)

967. 908

5. 346

880. 822 - 1048. 254

4.866 - 5.790

828.844

4. 578

680.364 - 926. 088

3.759 - 5.116
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TABLE 36.

AGLUC. ( 5 p moles glucose utilised/ 1010 cells/hour) OF SEPARATED
LYMPHOCYTES AND POLYMORPHS.

Expt. no.
No. of Lymphos.

x 10^/ml. AGluc.
No. of Polymorphs,

x 10^/ml. AGluc.

1 51.76 56. 2 20. 1 280.6

2 43.6 84. 2 22. 6 175.4

3 41. 2 148.7 29. 86 261. 8

4 40. 56 108. 3 18.75 322. 2

5 26. 1 22.6 20.7 302. 0

6 18. 25 19. 1 25.4 377. 5

7 44. 13 67.7 26. 26 372. 2
8 43. 8 57. 2 36.6 379. 5

9 44.3 47. 5 19. 1 256. 0

10 51. 0 53.6 45.6 390. 8

11 50. 58 33.7 23. 5 330. 0

12 49. 2 62.6 30.3 410. 5

13 58. 0 75. 0 28. 35 380. 5

14 46.4 77. 0 19.65 358. 5

15 49. 6 50. 8 20. 63 344. 0

16 34. 22 72. 1 21. 06 361. 0

.
Mean 64.77 Mean 331.4

S.D. 31. 85 S.D. 62.43
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PMN : L for thirteen experiments is 8. 4% PMN : 91. 6% L, a value which

agrees well with the mean value reported by McCurrach.

Table 34 gives the erythrocyte contamination in each of the cell

suspensions in fifteen separations. Erythrocyte contamination in the

polymorph, suspensions is virtually negligible. In the lymphocyte

suspensions the contamination is significant but not great enough to

interfere with the estimates of glucose utilisation by lymphocytes in these

suspensions.

Table 35 shows the range of initial glucose concentrations at

which the utilisation of each cell type was estimated in fifteen experiments.

All values are within the ranges quoted by Munroe and Shipp (1965) and by

Rauch, Loomis, Johnson and Favour (1960) as being optimal for the glucose

utilisation of peripheral leucocytes. The glucose content of the polymorph,

suspension was consistently lower than that of the lymphocyte suspension in

the same experiment. This is presumably a reflection of the high rate of

glucose utilisation by the former cells which will be significant during the

30-minute equilibration period before the start of incubation.

Table 36 contains the values of AGluc. (= pmoles glucose/hour/
10*^ cells) for separated polymorphs, and lymphocytes. These values

have been corrected for the 2% fall in glucose content of the controls over

the 2 hour period. It can be seen that values of AGluc. for both cell

types vary considerably about their respective means. The low values

for lymphocytes in experiments 5 and 6 are associated with low cell

concentrations and thus the estimate of glucose utilisation is greatly
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influenced by errors in the method. It is difficult to make a meaningful

comparison between these results and those of other workers since no

one has estimated the glucose utilisation of polymorphs, and lymphocytes

separated by Rabinowitz' method from the same sample of blood.

However, a survey of the literature revealed the values of glucose

utilisation given in Table 37. Hedeskov and Esmann (1966) studied the

glucose uptake of lymphocytes separated by this method. The cells were

suspended in a Tris-buffered balanced salt solution containing 16.7 mM

glucose and 1% gelatin, to prevent cell clumping. In twenty-two experiments

they found a mean value of AGluc. of 62, a value which agrees favourably

with my figures. Esmann (1964) quotes figures for polymorphs, separated

from whole blood by differential centrifugation. The cells, consisting of

80- 90% polymorphs., were suspended in a medium, similar to that used

by Hedeskov and Esmann and AGluc. at polymorph, concentrations of

8- 40 x 10 / ml. was estimated. From the regression line of log^AGluc.
against cell number they quote a value for polymorphs, of 437 p moles

glucose/hour/ 10*° cells. This estimate is only approximate since the

variance of the slope of the line is considerable. Rauch, Loomis,

Johnson and Favour (1960) and McKinney, Martin, Rundles and Green (1952)

separated polymorphs, from whole blood by dextran sedimentation,

differential centrifugation and filtration through a stainless steel mesh.

Their results for polymorphs, incubated in a medium containing

5. 1 mM glucose are virtually identical although the standard error of the

mean (=3) quoted by McKinney et al. (1952) is meaningless since he gives

no indication of the number of experiments involved. Rauch et al. (1960)
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TABLE 37.

VALUES FOR AGLUC. OF HUMAN PERIPHERAL LEUCOCYTES

AS OBTAINED BY VARIOUS WORKERS.

Authors of Published
Results

AGlue. Me

Lymphocytes

an ± S.D. (n)

Polymorphs.

Hedeskov and Esmann
(1966)

Esmann (1964)

Rauch et al. (1960)

McKinney et al.
(1952)

Present Author
(1968)

62 ± 24. 9 (22)

71 ± 26. 0 ( 5)

64. 8 - 3 1. 9 (16)

437

208 ± 89. 3 (20)

205

331.4 ± 62.4 (16)
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separated lymphocytes using Hank's solution containing gum-arabic coated

iron particles and dextran. The iron-weighted polymorphs, sediment

with the erythrocytes. The value for lymphocyte AGlue, is higher than

my values but the difference is not significant. In general my results

agree with the reported values and any differences are probably due to

variations in separation techniques and in the incubation medium used.

Crowding effect of cell number on AGlue.

The influence of cell number on various parameters of leucocyte

metabolism is well documented. However Hedeskov and Esmann (1966)

could find no evidence for a crowding effect of cell number on AGluc. of

lymphocytes. From my results for both polymorphs, and lymphocytes,

if graphs are constructed of logjg AGluc. against log^N, where N is the
number of cells in millions/ml., the following values for the gradient of

the best straight line are obtained.

Lymphocytes Gradient = -0.3969

There is thus no evidence of a crowding effect for either lymphocytes

or polymorphs, since in both cases the gradient of the best straight line

(fitted by the Method of Least Squares) does not differ significantly from

zero. This may be a reflection of the relatively narrow range of cell

number investigated.

S.D.

Range of N

0. 3765

(18. 25 - 58. 0) x 106.
Polymorphs. Gradient =

S.D.

Range of N =

0. 07384

0. 08079

(18.75 - 45. 6) x 106.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Using an automated procedure for the estimation of glucose, the

glucose utilisation of lymphocytes and polymorphs, separated from

whole blood by the glass bead column method of Rabinowitz (1984) has

been determined. The results obtained in sixteen experiments agree

with results published by other workers. Significant utilisation of
0

glucose in 2 hours will occur only if 40 - 60 x 10 lymphocytes and
s

20 - 30 x 10 polymorphs, are present per ml. incubation medium. The

low utilisation by lymphocytes means that this estimate is greatly

influenced by errors in the determination of glucose content - even though

these errors are small. Because of this a drug effect on the ability of

lymphocytes to utilise glucose cannot be regarded as significant unless it

is of the order of ±50%. However, for polymorphs, a 10^ change in the

amount of glucose utilised in a 2 hour incubation can be regarded as

significant. This method is thus suited to a study of the actions of drugs

on the glucose utilisation of polymorphs.; the method is rather less

suitable for a study of factors influencing the glucose utilisation of

lymphocytes.
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THE EFFECT OF DRUGS ON THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF

SEPARATED HUMAN LYMPHOCYTES AND POLYMORPHS.

METHODOLOGY

Drugs used:

Amidopyrine (as pure solid from Geigy Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. )
Chloramphenicol (Chloromycetin succinate: Parke Davis).
Chlorpromazine hydrochloride(Largactil: May and Baker).
Hydrocortisone sodium succinate (Efcortelan Soluble: Glaxo Laboratories Ltd.)
Insulin (Insulin for injection 20 i. u. /ml. Burroughs, Wellcome & Company).
Phenylbutazone (as pure solid from Geigy Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. )
Tetracycline Hydrochloride (Achromycin: Lederle Laboratories).
2-thiouracil (as pure solid from Koch-Light Laboratories).

Drugs were stored at 4°C. .

Drug solutions were prepared on the day of use by dissolving the

drug at known molarity in phosphate-Hank's solution, pH 7.4. Such

solutions were never stored for a later experiment. The recovery of

cells from the column was such that it was possible to have twelve

incubation tubes for each cell type. Experiments were thus designed as

follows:-

Tube no. 1, 1A 2, 2A 3, 3A 4, 4A 5, 5A 6, 6A

Drug concn. 0 0 x lOx lOOx lOOOx
Incubation time 0 2 2 2 2 2

(hours)

In any one experiment thirty-six tubes (eighteen duplicates) were
thus used. The glucose content of the medium was measured at the

start of the incubation period and after 2 hours as previously described.

The glucose utilisation of each cell suspension (corrected for any "uptake"
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FIGURE 13.

EFFECT OF CHLORAMPHENICOL ON THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION
OF POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES.
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MOLAR CONCENTRATION OF CAP
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FIGURE 14.

EFFECT OF CHLORPROMAZINE ON THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION
OF POLYMORPHS AND LYMPHOCYTES.
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FIGURE 15.

EFFECT OF PHENYLBUTAZONE ON THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION

OF POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES.
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FIGURE 16.

EFFECT OF AMIDOPYRINE ON THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF

POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES.
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FIGURE 17.

EFFECT OF THIOURACIL ON THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF

POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES.

GLUCOSE UTILISATION AGAINST

MOLAR CONCENTRATION OF TU
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by controls) could then be calculated. By the use of simultaneous

equations the actual glucose utilisation by lymphocytes and by polymorphs,

in the absence and in the presence of a drug at four concentrations could

be calculated.

Quantitation of the drug effects

In each experiment the "No Drug" utilisation of each cell type was

termed 100 and the utilisation of the same cell type in the presence of the

drug was related to this. This provides a comparison between leucocytes

of different donors in their response to the same drug.

RESULTS

The effects of tetracycline, chloramphenicol, chlorpromazine,

phenylbutazone, amidopyrire and thiouracil are given in Tables 38 to 49

inclusive.

When all results are related to the no drug value in the same

experiment graphs can be constructed of glu.cose utilisation against dose

of drug, plotted on a log. scale. These graphs are shown in Figures 12

to 17 inclusive.

To ensure that the method of measuring the glucose utilisation of

separated leucocytes was sufficiently sensitive to detect a drug effect,

the actions of two drugs already known to influence glucose utilisation viz.

insulin and hydrocortisone were investigated. The results are shown in

Tables 50 and 51.

Having carried out experiments with tetracycline, I discovered
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TABLE 38.

THE ACTION OF TETRACYCLINE HYDROCHLORIDE (TC) ON THE

GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF SEPARATED POLYMORPHS. AND

LYMPHOCYTES.

Molar concn.
Z\Gluc.

Expt. no. of TC Polymorphs. Lymphocytes

2. 6 x Hf4 M 501. 0 197.7

1 2. 6 x 10" 5 M 287. 0 68. 8

2. 6 x 10'6 M 291. 0 57. 8

No Drug 280. 6 56.2

2. 6 x 10"4 M 466. 5 256. 8

2. 6 x 10" 5 M 384. 5 66.6

8 2.6 x 10"6 M 393. 0 49. 0

2.6 x 10"7 M 366. 0 65.9
I

No Drug 372. 2 67.7
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TABLE 39.

GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF POLYMORPHS, AND LYMPHOCYTES

IN THE PRESENCE OF TC.

AGluc. (No Drug) = 100

Molar concn. of -4 -5 -6 -7
TC 2. 6 x 10 2. 6 x 10 ° 2.6x 10 2. 6 x 10

Polymorphs. 178. 3 102. 3 103. 8

125. 5 102. 7 105. 5 98.4

Means 151. 9 102. 5 104. 7 98.4

Lymphocytes 350. 0 122. 3 102. 7

379. 0 98. 5 73. 0 97.5

Means 364. 5 110.4
•

87. 8
.

97.5
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TABLE 40.

THE ACTION OF CHLORAMPHENICOL (CAP) ON THE GLUCOSE
UTILISATION OF SEPARATED POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES.

AGlue.

Expt. no. Molar concn, of CAP Polymorphs. Lymphocytes

1. 0 x 10" 2 M 335, 0 95. 2

1. 0 x 10"3 M 363. 0 CD to CD

13 1. 0 x 10"4 M 404. 0 81. 9

1. 0 x 10"5 M 410. 0 87,6

No Drug 380. 5 75. 0

1. 0 x 10" 2 M 312. 0 94. 2

1. 0 x 10"3 M 349. 9 89.5

14 1. 0 x 10~4 M 376. 0 76. 0

1. 0 x 10" 5 M 388.5 76.4

1

No Drug 358. 5

■

77. 0
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FIGURE 19.

EFFECT OF DRUGS ON THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF POLYMORPHS.
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TABLE 41.

GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES
IN THE PRESENCE OF CAP.

AGluc. (No Drug) = 100

Molar concn. of
CAP 1. 0 x 10"2 1. 0 x 10"3 1. 0 x 10"4 1. 0 x 10"5

■

Polymorphs. 88. 0 95.4 106. 0

.

107. 9

87. 2 97.6 104. 9 k 108.3

Means 87.6 96.5 105. 9 108.1

Lymphocytes 127. 0 110.4 109. 2 116. 8

122. 2 116. 2 98.7 99. 2

Means 124.6 113. 3 104. 0 108. 0
1
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TABLE 42.

THE ACTION OF CHLORPROMAZINE HYDROCHLORIDE (CPZ) ON
THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF SEPARATED POLYMORPHS. AND

LYMPHOCYTES.

AGluc.

Expt. no. Molar concn. of CPZ Polymorphs. Lymphocytes

1. 0 x 10~3 M 39.7 36. 0

1. 0 x 10"4 M 194. 2 119. 0

2 1. 0 x 10" 5 M 202. 8 99. 0

1. 0 x 10"6 M 184. 0 81. 0

No Drug 175.4 84. 2

1. 0 x 10"3 M 37. 8 68.7

1. 0 x 10"4 M 404.5 179. 6

3 1. 0 x 10"5 M 395. 8 134. 9

1. 0 x 10"6 M 238.4 132. 0

No Drug 261. 8 148.7

1. 0 x 10"3 M 108.6 49. 1

1.0 x 10"4M 403. 0 154. 0

4 1. 0 x 10" 5 M 333. 0 123. 2

1. 0 x 10"6 M 274. 2 100.4

)
i
,

No Drug 322. 2 108.3
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TABLE 43.

GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES

IN THE PRESENCE OF CPZ.

AGluc. (No drug) = 100

Molar concn.
of CPZ 1. 0 x 10~3 -4

1. 0 x 10 1. 0 x 10~5 1. 0 x 10"6

Polymorphs. 22.7 110.7 115.7 104. 9

14.4 154.6 151. 1 90. 1

33.7 125. 2 103.4 85. 1

Means 23.6 130. 2 123.4 93.3

Lymphocytes 42.7 141. 2 117. 5 96. 2

46. 2 120. 9 90. 8 88.8

45.3 142. 1 113. 8 92.6

Means 43.7 134.7 107.4 92. 5
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TABLE 44.

THE ACTION OF PHENYLBUTAZONE (PB) ON THE GLUCOSE
UTILISATION OF SEPARATED POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES.

AGlue.

Expt. no. Molar concn. of PB Polymorphs. Lymphocytes

1. 0 x 10" 3 M 261. 0 84. 7

1. 0 x 10"4 M 335.0 47. 9

11 1. 0 x 10" 5 M 346. 0 38.4

1. 0 x 10"6 M 330.4 33. 6

No Drug 330. 0 33.7

1. 0 x 10"3 M 322. 0 171. 0

1. 0 x 10"4 M 364. 2 93. 9

12 • 1. 0 x 10" 5 M 398. 0 68. 2

1. 0 x 10"6 M 408. 0 62. 9

<

No Drug 410. 5 6 2.6
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TABLE 45.

GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES

IN THE PRESENCE OF PB.

AGluc. (No Drug) = 100

Molar concn.
of PB

-3
1. 0 x 10 1. 0 x 10"4 1. 0 x 10" 5 1. 0 x 10"°

Polymorphs. 79. 2 101. 5 104. 9 100. 1

78.4- 88. 7 97. 0 99.7

Means 78.8 95. 1 101. 0 99. 9

Lymphocytes 251. 0 142. 2 113. 9 99.7

273.4 154. 6 108. 9 100.5

Means

1

■

262. 2 148. 4
■

111. 4 100. 1
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TABLE 46.

THE ACTION OF AMIDOPYRINE (AP) ON THE GLUCOSE
UTILISATION OF SEPARATED POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES.

AGluc.

Expt. no. Molar concn. of AP Polymorphs. Lymphocytes

1. 0 x 10" 2 M 299. 0 38,3

1. 0 x 10"3 M 322. 0 30, 2

5 1. 0 x 10"4 M 302. 0 25. 1

1. 0 x 10"5 M 286. 0 21. 5

No Drug 302. 0 22. 55

1. 0 x 10" 2 M 344. 2 50. 8

1.0 x 10"3 M 356. 0 37. 0

6 1. 0 x 10"4 M 371, 0 27. 2

1. 0 x 10" 5 M 376. 5 22,3

No Drug 377.5 19. 11

• 1. 0 x 10" 2 M 342. 2 124.4

1. 0 x 10" 3 M 352, 5 75. 9

8 1. 0 x 10"4 M 362, 2 62. 3

1. 0 x 10"5 M 358. 2 66.7

No Drug 37 9.5 57. 2
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TABLE 47.

GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES

IN THE PRESENCE OF AP.

AGlue. (No Drug) - 100

Molar concn. 9 3 1 A
of AP 1. 0 x 10 * 1. 0 x 10 J i. o x icr 1. 0 x 10"°

j
Polymorphs. 99.0 106.6 100.0 94. 8

91.4 94.3 98. 2 i. 99.7

90. 2 92. 9 95. 5 94.5

Moans 93.5
!:

97. 9 97. 9 96.3

Lymphocytes 170. 0 134.4 111.3 95. 2

266. 0 193. 5 142. 1 116.4

218. 0 132. 7 108. 9 116.0

Means 218. 0 153. 5 120. 8 109. 2
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TABLE 48.

THE ACTION OF THIOURACIL (TU) ON THE GLUCOSE
UTILISATION OF SEPARATED POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES.

AGlue.
Expt. no. Molar concn. of TU Polymorphs. Lymphocytes

1. 0 x 10' 2 M 312.5 136. 8

1. 0 x 10'3 M 333. 0 93. 1

9 1. 0 x 10~4 M 283. 2 43. 2

1. 0 x 10"5 M 259. 0 52. 0

No Drug 256. 0 47. 5

1. 0 x 10" 2 M 366. 0 128. 0

1. 0 x 10~3 M 365. 0 102. 0

10 1. 0 x 10"4 M 371.5 59.7

1. 0 x 10"5 M 381. 0 63. 1

.

No Drug 390. 8 53.6
•
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TABLE 49.

GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES

IN THE PRESENCE OF TU.

AGluc. (No Drug) = 100

Molar concn.
of TU 1. 0 x 10"2 1. 0 x 10"3 -4

1. 0 x 10^ 1. 0 x 10 3

Polymorphs. 122. 1 130. 0 110. 5 101. 0

93.6 93.4 94. 9 97.7

Means 107. 9 111. 7 102. 7 99.4

Lymphocytes 288. 0 196. 0 91. 0 109. 6

239. 0 190.3 111.3 117. 8

Means 263. 5 193. 2 101. 2 113.7
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TABLE 50.

THE ACTION OF INSULIN, HYDROCORTISONE AND ASCORBIC
ACID ON THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF SEPARATED

POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES.

AGlue.
Drug Concn. of Drug Polymorphs. Lymphocytes

No Drug 361. 0 72. 1

Insulin 1 unit/ml. 492. 5 203. 0

0. 1 unit/ml. 370. 2 90. 3

Hydro¬ 2. 0 x 10"5 M 246. 2 51. 3
cortisone 2. 0 x 10"6 M 332. 2 65. 9

L-ascorbic 2. 0 x 10" 3 M 512. 0 235. 0
acid

2. 0 x 10"4 M 352. 5 77. 5

(370 & 37 pg/ml. )
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TABLE 51.

GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF POLYMORPHS, AND LYMPHOCYTES

IN THE PRESENCE OF (i) INSULIN; (ii) HYDROCORTISONE (Cortisol);
(iii) L-ASCORBIC ACID.

AGlue. (No Drug) * 100

Drug Polymorphs. Lymphocytes

INSULIN 1 unit/ml.
0. 1 unit/ml.

136.5

102. 6

281.5

125. 1

CORTISOL 2. 0 x 10"5 M
2. 0 x 10"6 M

68. 2

92. 1

71. 2

91. 5

ASCORBIC ACID

2. 0 x 10"3 M

2. 0 x 10"4 M

142. 0

97. 5

326. 0

107.5
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that the "trace amounts of ascorbic acid" with which this drug is

buffered when marketed as Achromycin were in fact considerable.

Each vial of Achromycin (500 mg) contains approximately 1420 mg

ascorbic acid (Lederle Laboratories, 1968). Ascorbic acid is known

to interfere in the glucose oxidase methods for estimating glucose by

competing with the chromogen for hydrogen peroxide (Hjelm and

de Verdier, 1963). It was thus important to establish what effects the

amount of ascorbic acid present with the highest doses of tetracycline

hydrochloride would have on the estimation of glucose using gum guiacum

resin as the reducing agent.

Ascorbic acid and the estimation of glucose

_4
At the highest tetracycline concentration (viz. 2. 6 x 10 M) the

amount of ascorbic acid in the assay fluid is approximately 5 pg/ml.

A stock solution of glucose 500 pg/ml. was prepared and
mutarotation was achieved as previously described. Standard solutions

of 5, 10, 15 and 20 pg glucose/ml. were prepared from this. Solutions
of L- ascorbic acid (Biochemical Grade) were prepared fresh in glass-

distilled water. 0. 1 ml. of each of these ascorbic acid solutions was

added to 10 ml. aliquots of the standard glucose solutions to give the

following:-



FIGURE 18.

CHART RECORD : EFFECT OF ASCORBIC ACID ON THE ESTIMATION

OF GLUCOSE STANDARDS.
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Tube no. Glucose concn.

pg/ml.
Ascorbic acid

pg/ml.

1 >) 2. 5

2 J 5. 0

3 V 5 10. 0

4 ( 20. 0
j

5 J 40. 0

6 2. 5

7 5. 0

8 I 10 10. 0

9 20. 0

10 J 40. 0

11 \ 2. 5

12 5. 0

13 > 15 10. 0

1 20. 0
I

15 )
... ... , ■ l . .

40. 0

Samples were autoanalysed in the following order:-

Sj S2 S3 S4 1 2 3 4 5 5 4 3 2 1
S4 S3 S2 8 6 7 8 9 10 10 9 8 7 6
S1 S2 S3 S4 11 12 13 14 15 15 14 13 12 11
S4 S3 S2 S1

Where Sj, S0, and are glucose standards of concentration
5, 10, 15 and 20 pg/ml. respectively.

At the end of the run glucose standards of concentration 0. 5, 1. 0

and 1. 5 pg/ml. in 100 pg and 200 pg ascorbic acid/ml. were assayed. The
chart record obtained is shown in Figure 18. From this it can be seen
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that as the ascorbic acid concentration increases so does the intensity

of colour produced by the same glucose concentration increase. Thus

with 5 pg ascorbic acid/ml. the apparent glucose concentration of a 5 pg
standard is nearly 10 pg/ml. Ascorbic acid itself has no effect on the

chromogen since no detectable colour is produced with high ascorbic

acid concentrations and low glucose concentrations.

The effect of ascorbic acid in this system is paradoxical. If

ascorbic acid is competing with the chromogen for B^O^, then one would
have expected the opposite effect - falsely low values. An additional

complication is raised by the possibility that ascorbic acid is being

oxidised to dehydroascorbic acid in the reaction system and that it is

this form which is interfering with the estimation of glucose. Since the

chemical composition of gum guiacum resin is unknown a specific

biochemical action of ascorbic acid on the chromogen cannot be postulated.

However, estimates of the glucose utilisation of lymphocytes and

of polymorphs, can still be made since the controls will take into account

the action of ascorbic acid on the assay system. In fact it was the unusual

results for the controls that suggested that tetracycline and/or ascorbic
acid was influencing the glucose oxidase-peroxidase method of estimating

glucose.

We must consider not only interference by ascorbic acid in the

assay system but also the possible effect this compound or its oxidation

product may have on the glucose utilisation of polymorphs, and lymphocytes.

It is known that normal plasma levels of ascorbic acid (4. 0 - 6. 8 x 10 M)
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are necessary for leucocyte surface function (Merchant, 1950). However,

it is not known what effects larger concentrations of this substance have on

the membrane properties of these cells. In the same experiment in
- 3

which insulin and hydrocortisone were tested the effects of 2 x 10 M and

2 x 10"4M ascorbic acid (the concentrations present in solutions of
4 - 5

2. 6 x 10 M and 2. 6 x 10 M tetracycline respectively) on the glucose

utilisation of separated polymorphs, and lymphocytes were investigated.

The results are shown in Tables 50 and 51.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

For each drug only the mean effect is quoted.

(a) Insulin. (Table 51, page 154 ) Incorporation of 0. 1 units

insulin/ml. medium has no effect on the glucose utilisation of either

polymorphs, or lymphocytes. 1. 0 unit/ml. stimulates utilisation by

both cell types; the absolute effect is similar in both cells but the

relative effect in lymphocytes is greater due to the small glucose

utilisation of these cells normally.

(b) Hydrocortisone. (Table 51, page 154 ) 2. 0 x 10

hydrocortisone produces ca. 30% inhibition of the glucose utilisation of
— 6

polymorphs, and lymphocytes but 2. 0 x 10" M is ineffective.

(c) Tetracycline. (Table 39, page 142 ) and ascorbic acid

(Table 51, page 154 ) Although it appeared that 2. 6 x 10~4M tetracycline

was stimulating the glucose utilisation of polymorphs, by 50% and that of

lymphocytes by 264% a later experiment showed that this stimulation was

-3
entirely due to the amount of ascorbic acid present. Thus 2. 0 x 10 M
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ascorbic acid (the amount present with 2. 6 x 10"4M tetracycline) stimulated

the glucose utilisation of polymorphs, by 42% and that of lymphocytes by

226%. This stimulation may represent increased metabolism of glucose

by pentose shunt oxidation. Similar effects have been observed in foetal
- 2

tissues with 1. 0 x 10 M ascorbic acid and have been attributed to oxidation

of NADPH (Villee and Loring, 1961). It can be concluded that tetracycline

itself has no effect on glucose utilisation.

(d) Chloramphenicol. (Table 41, page 144) None of the four

doses of this drug had any effect on the glucose utilisation of either

polymorphs, or lymphocytes. The 24% stimulation of utilisation by
- 2

lymphocytes with 1. 0 x 10 "M CAP can be considered to be within

experimental error.

(e) Chlorpromazine. (Table 43, page 146) The results with

chlorpromazine are interesting as they illustrate that the nature of the
-3

effect produced is dependent on dose. Thus, 1. 0 x 10 M CPZ inhibits

the glucose utilisation of both cell types while lower doses (viz. 1. 0 x 10"4M
C f

and 1. 0 x 10" M) stimulate glucose utilisation. The effect with 1. 0 x 10" JM
on lymphocytes is of doubtful significance, however, and 1. 0 x 10" M has

no action on either cell type.

M Phenylbutazone. (Table 45, page 148) Both 1. 0 x 10" °M
-4

and 1. 0 x 10 M PB stimulate glucose utilisation in lymphocytes and a

dose-response relationship is apparent. Lower doses are without effect.

Only the highest concentration of this drug affects polymorphs, causing

20% inhibition of glucose utilisation.



FIGURE 20.

EFFECT OF DRUGS ON THE GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF LYMPHOCYTES.

GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF LYMPHOCYTES
AGAINST MOLAR DRUG CONCENTRATION

10-6 10-5 TO-4 10-3 10-2

L



FIGURE 21.

EFFECT OF TETRACYCLINE AND ASCORBIC ACID ON THE

GLUCOSE UTILISATION OF POLYMORPHS. AND LYMPHOCYTES.

r

GLUCOSE UTILISATION AGAINST

MOLAR CONCENTRATION OF TC

0 2 6x10~7 2-6x10"6 2 6x10 "5 2 6x10"4
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(g) Amidopyrine. (Table 47, page 150) Amidopyrine has no

effect on the glucose utilisation of polymorphs, but has a pronounced

stimulatory action on lymphocytes. This effect is apparent with
-4 -21. 0 x 10 M and increases with increasing dose. At 1. 0 x 10 M

AGlue, of lymphocytes is doubled.

(h) Thiouracil. (Table 49, page 152) Thiouracil like amidopyrine,
-3 _ 9

has no effect on polymorphs.; with 1. 0 x 10 M and 1. 0 x 10 M glucose

utilisation of lymphocytes is stimulated and a dose-response relationship

is again apparent.

The action of chloramphenicol, chlorpromazine, phenylbutazone,

amidopyrine and thiouracil on polymorphs, is shown in Figure 19 and on

lymphocytes in Figure 20. Tetracycline is excluded from these graphs

becatise of the complications introduced by ascorbic acid and the action of

these two drugs on both cell types is shown in Figure 21. Since insulin

and hydrocortisone were examined to test the sensitivity of the method in

detecting a drug effect on glucose utilisation they are not included in the

graphs.

DISCUSSION

In the absence of concomitant measurements of lactic acid

production several general mechanisms can be proposed by which glucose

utilisation may be increased.

1. Increased transport of glucose across the cell membrane,

i. e. an insulin-like action.
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2. An increase in the activity of any of the enzymes involved

in glycolysis. Glycolytic enzymes, as such, are not likely to control

the rate of glycolysis in the intact leucocyte. Hexokinase has the lowest

activity of all glycolytic enzymes in leucocyte homogenates but even this

activity is sufficient to support a rate of lactate production at least five

times that observed in intact cells. (Wu, Sezba and Hamerman, 1964).

3. Due to high levels of ADP and inorganic phosphate which

by feedback mechanisms will stimulate glycolysis to produce more ATP.

4. Increase in the activity of the pentose shunt. In normal

leucocytes 85% of the glucose utilised is converted to lactic acid by the

Eir bden-Meyerhoff pathway whereas 5%c is converted to CO^ via pentose
shunt oxidation. Minimum citric acid cycle activity (Karnovsky, 1962)

correlates well with the paucity of mitochondria in leucocytes shown by

slight and similar degree of oxidation of pyruvate and acetate (Munroe and

Shipp, 1965). Glucose utilisation by leucocytes could be increased by

the opening-up of the hexose monophosphate shunt.

5. A disturbance in the ratio of NADP to NADPH. The

concentration of NADP governs the rate of conversion of glucose - 6-phosphate

to 6 - phosphogluconate which is the first step in the hexose monophosphate

shunt. During phagocytosis leucocyte respiration is greatly stimulated

and this is linked to an enhanced passage of glucose carbon through the

hexose-monophosphate shunt (Karnovsky, 1962). Roberts and Quastel

(1964) have suggested that this results from the action of peroxidase in

converting NADPH9 to NADP. The action of a drug on this enzyme's

activity could cause an increase in glucose utilisation.
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6. As a result of the uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation.

Glucose utilisation will be increased to compensate for the relative

inefficiency of the phosphorylating mechanisms.

The effects of hydrocortisone and insulin on leucocyte glucose

utilisation are well documented. Thus Rauch et al. (1961) studied the

actions of hydrocortisone on the glucose uptake and lactic acid production

in polymorphs, and lymphocytes separated by techniques previously
- 5described (page 135). 2.76 x 10 M hydrocortisone produced 56.3%

inhibition of glucose uptake and 39. 5%; inhibition of lactic acid production

in polymorphs. In lymphocytes, inhibition with the same dose was 44. 3%

and 7. 1% respectively. These values compare favourably with my results
- 5

using 2. 0 x 10 M hydrocortisone. Both results are in agreement with

those of Martin, Chaudhuri, Green and McKinney (1954) who also showed

that, in lymphocytes, concentrations of hydrocortisone which cause

significant depression of glycolysis have no effect on respiration. It is

possible that the high oxygen uptake of lymphocytes is the result of

metabolism of amino acids via the tricarboxylic acid cycle and/or use of

the direct oxidative pathway in which ribose is produced. In addition

lymphocytes do not exhibit the interdependence between glucose utilisation

and lactate production observed in polymorphs.; this suggests that lymphocytes
use a pathway other than glycolysis to fulfil their energy requirements when

glycolysis is inhibited by hydrocortisone.

The information on the effect of insulin on leucocytes in vitro is

conflicting. Martin, McKinney, Green and Becker (1953) found an effect

of 0. 1 units insulin/ml. on the glucose uptake and lactic acid production of
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leucocytes from moderately severe diabetics, but not on leucocytes from

normal subjects. Dumm (1957) found an increase in the glucose uptake

with 0. 5 units insulin/ml. in eleven of thirteen determinations on leucocytes

from diabetics, and in fourteen of twenty-six determinations on normal

leucocytes, whereas no effect on the lactic acid production could be

demonstrated either on normal cells or the cells of diabetics. Weinberg

and Field (1959) report a 100 to 300% increase in glucose uptake and a 25

to 50% increase in glycogen synthesis on the addition of insulin (0. 6 units/ml. )

to leucocytes from diabetic as well as from normal subjects. It was stated

that the insulin effect was depressed by centrifugation of the leucocytes.

Esmann (1964) found a 20% increase in glucose uptake and a 10% increase

in lactic acid production when normal leucocytes were incubated with

1 unit insulin/ml. for 4 hours. No effect on glycogen synthesis was

demonstrated. The conflicting literature reports may reflect variations

in the separation technique and in the range of glucose concentrations at

which uptake was measured. In my experiments using physiological glucose

concentrations 1 unit insulin/ml. caused a 30% increase in polymorph,

glucose utilisation and a 180%> increase in lymphocyte glucose utilisation

over a period of 2 hours. Admittedly, this was an isolated experiment

and variation in the response of non-diabetic leucocytes to insulin might

become apparent with an extended study.

The dual action of chlorpromazine on cerebral metabolism has been
- 5 -4

extensively investigated. At low doses (10 - 10 M) in vitrei effects of

chlorpromazine are mediated through inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation;
4 -3

at higher doses (10 - 10 M) the action of chlorpromazine is predominantly
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on membrane permeability (Ernsting, Kafoe, Nauta, Oosterhuis and de Waart,

1960). Leucocyte mitochondria bind chlorpromazine in vitro (Teller, Denber

and Kbpac, 1967); an effect on oxidative phosphorylation in these cells might

be the result of such binding. In the dog, chlorpromazine, 5 mg/kg body

weight, decreases peripheral utilisation of glucose (Bhide, Tiwari and

Balwani, 1965). Although this effect may be mediated through release of

adrenaline it could equally well reflect a direct action on cell membranes.

In both types of leucocyte in my experiments I noted a stimulation of glucose
-5-4 -3utilisation at 10 1 and 10 M but a pronounced inhibition at 10 M. This

is explicable on the basis that the low doses are inhibiting oxidative

phosphorylation causing a compensatory rise in glucose utilisation; the

high dose inhibits glucose utilisation by stabilising the leucocyte membrane

thus reducing the passage of glucose into the cell. These results illustrate

that the dual effects of chlorpromazine on carbohydrate metabolism in the

brain are also apparent in leucocytes.

In discussing the actions of the other drugs on leucocyte glucose

utilisation we must consider polymorphs, and lymphocytes separately

since the two cell types vary considerably in their apparent sensitivity to

these drugs.

Polymorph, glucose utilisation appears to be resistant to the actions

of amidopyrine, chloramphenicol, phenylbutazone, tetracycline and

thiouracil. Although tetracycline apparently stimulated glucose utilisation

this effect was almost entirely due to the action of ascorbic acid. The fact

that the other drugs had no effect on glucose utilisation is interesting since

these drugs produce profound inhibition of respiration at the same doses.
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One might have expected glucose utilisation to increase to compensate

for the relative inefficiency of respiration. This is not the case since

even the highest doses of these drugs produced negligible effects on

glucose utilisation. This suggests that the interdependence between

respiration and glycolysis in polymorphs, is limited.

The situation with lymphocytes is somewhat different. Chloram-

:phenicol had no effect on glucose utilisation but phenylbutazone, thiouracil

and amidopyrine had a pronounced stimulatory action (100 - 150% at the

highest doses). These effects cannot be readily related to any of the

known pharmacological actions of the drugs concerned. The stimulation
- 2

produced by 10 M amidopyrine (120%) may be compensatory to the

observed 38% inhibition of lymphocyte respiration (McCurrach, 1968).

However, neither phenylbutazone nor thiouracil affected the respiration

of lymphocytes so that a similar explanation cannot be offered for these

drugs. Without comparative information about the actions of these drugs

on lactic acid production we cannot say that phenylbutazone and thiouracil

are stimulating glycolysis; it may be that the enhanced glucose utilisation

represents increased storage of glucose as glycogen. The precise mode

of action of phenylbutazone and thiouracil on the glucose utilisation of

lymphocytes might be elucidated by a study of the actions of these drugs

on the glycogen content and lactic acid production of these cells.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The fact that only chlorpromazine affects polymorph, glucose

utilisation suggests that the inhibition of respiration produced by the other
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drugs is not due to a general depressant action on the cell membrane. A

more specific action either on the cell membrane or on intracellular

enzymes must be postulated. The actions of chlorpromazine on both

glucose utilisation and respiration in polymorphs, could be due to the

effects of this drug on oxidative phosphorylation and membrane stability.

The effect of amidopyrine on the glucose utilisation of lymphocytes could

be secondary to the action of this drug on lymphocyte respiration. However,

it may be that the two effects are independent and that amidopyrine's action

is similar to those of phenylbutazone and thiouracil. It has not been

established that the latter drugs are stimulating glycolysis. If they are

then the implication is that these drugs are affecting the less important

source of energy in both cell types viz. respiration in polymorphs, and

glycolysis in lymphocytes. Interference with the production of essential

nucleotides or co- enzymes might not be sufficient to compromise the

predominant metabolic pathway where a large reserve of such compounds

is vital to continued metabolic integrity; the relative effect on the less

predominant pathway, however, would be considerable. The biochemical

expression of the same basic lesion thus depends on the relative importance

of respiration and glycolysis as sources of energy within each cell type.
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UPTAKE OF TETRACYCLINE BY HUMAN BLOOD CELLS

Although evidence from the experiments on glucose utilisation

suggested that the inhibition of polymorph, oxygen uptake was not due to

a general depressant action on the cell membrane the possibility still

arose that these observations were due to a more specific membrane

action. In no case had we been able to ascertain if the drugs tested were

entering the cells. However a simple way of determining the cellular

uptake of one of the drugs, viz. tetracycline, existed.

The property of tetracycline to induce fhiorescence has been used

to determine its localisation in living cells. Thus du Buy and Showacre

(1961) found that, in tissue culture, monkey- kidney cells exposed to

10 - 20 pg tetracycline/ml. medium showed yellow fluorescence character¬
istic of that drug. The mitochondria exhibited intense fluorescence whereas

nuclei, vacuoles, interparticulate cytoplasm and cell boundaries appeared

dark. When mice were injected intraperitoneally with 100 pg tetracycline/g
body weight, liver mitochondria showed strong fluorescence whereas the

fluorescence of spleen mitochondria was moderate and that of brain

mitochondria weak. They postulated that localisation of tetracycline in

liver cells might explain hepatotoxicity induced by this drug in patients

receiving large doses. Zuckerman, Baker and Dunkley (1968) studied the

effects of tetracycline on human hepatocytes grown in culture. At drug

concentrations of 1 and 2 mg/ml. fluorescence was confined to the cytoplasm,

nuclei and nucleoli remaining dark. The concentration of tetracycline in

the cell was associated with fatty degeneration of the cytoplasm. It seemed



FIGURE 22.

UPTAKE OF TETRACYCLINE BY HUMAN BLOOD CELLS IN VITRO :

PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF AN UNSTAINED SMEAR OF WHOLE BLOOD.

Phase contrast microscopy Fluorescence microscopy

Magnification x3800
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appropriate to determine the localisation of tetracycline within blood cells

since mature erythrocytes are devoid of mitochondria and thus would be

expected not to localise tetracycline.

A sample of whole blood was incubated with tetracycline at a
-4concentration of 100 pg/ml. (2. 25 x 10 M) the drug being added in a

0. 5 ml. saline to 10 ml. blood. The sample was placed in a shaking water-

bath for 2 hours at 37°C. Smears of untreated whole blood and of blood

incubated with tetracycline were prepared. In addition, after incubation,

an aliquot of the blood was spun at 100 g for 5 minutes, the supernatant

plasma was removed and replaced by fresh autologous plasma which did not

contain tetracycline. This procedure was repeated twice to remove any

tetracycline adhering to the cell walls. The air-dried smears were

examined by phase-contrast and by fluorescence microscopy using a Zeiss

Standard Universal G40- 140 microscope with mercury HBO - 200 light source,

BG - 3 exciter filter and barrier filters 50 and 44.

RESULTS

In smears of unwashed cells from whole blood incubated with

tetracycline for 2 hours there was considerable background fluorescence

due to the presence of the drug in the plasma. However, it was apparent

that the drug was localised in the leucocytes only: the erythrocytes appeared

uniformly dark. The photomicrographs in Figure 22 illustrate a polymorpho-

rnuclear leucocyte viewed by phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy.

The background fluorescence, characteristic of tetracycline, is readily

apparent but it is also clear that fluorescence within the leucocyte is not



FIGURE 23.

UPTAKE OF TETRACYCLINE BY HUMAN BLOOD CELLS IN VITRO :

PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF AN UNSTAINED SMEAR OF CELLS WASHED

WITH DRUG-FREE AUTOLOGOUS PLASMA.

Phase contrast microscopy Fluorescence microscopy
Magnification x3800
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confined to the cytoplasm. The concentration of tetracycline, as judged

by the intensity of the fluorescence, is greater in the nucleus than in the

cytoplasm. A similar effect was noted in lymphocytes.

Smears of cells washed thrice with drug-free plasma showed no

background fluorescence. However intense yellow fluorescence, characteristic

of tetracycline, was observed in all leucocytes but not in erythrocytes. The

photomicrographs in Figure 23 illustrate a small lymphocyte surrounded by

erythrocytes. The intensity of the fluorescence within the nucleus is

greater than that in the cytoplasm.

These observations illustrate that when whole blood is incubated with

tetracycline, erythrocytes do not take up the drug while polymorphs, and

lymphocytes do. This is consistent with the view that tetracycline is

specifically localised by mitochondria in mammalian cells. However, the

nuclei of leucocytes showed a greater intensity of fluorescence than the

cytoplasm; this is contrary to what has been observed with human liver cells

(Zuckerman et al., 1968) and with monkey-kidney cells and mouse brain, liver

and spleen (du Buy et al., 1961). Kohn (196 1) found that tetracycline will

combine with DNA from salmon sperm only in the presence of divalent cations,

e.g. zinc, calcium. In addition DNA produced an enhancement of tetracycline

chelate fluorescence which could only be explained on the basis that the

binding of tetracycline occurs at specific macromolecular sites. It is thus

probable that the intense fluorescence observed in the nuclei of leucocytes

is due to the binding of tetracycline by DNA in the presence of physiological

amounts of divalent cations.
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This selective binding by leucocytes is interesting. Although

tetracycline has only occasionally been implicated in drug-induced blood

dyscrasias the few cases that do exist are of aplastic anaemia and

agranulocytosis. It is possible that the selective binding of tetracycline

determines the type of cytopenia occasionally induced. In vitro experiments

with tetracycline (present work; McCurrach, 1968) suggest that this drug

has no effect on the metabolism of either polymorphs, or lymphocytes.

However, with the leucocytes from one subject, tetracycline caused

intense inhibition of polymorph, respiration. This result was contrary to

what was observed with other subjects and the donor was restudied later

when tetracycline again inhibited polymorph, respiration. It may be that

this was a consequence of abnormal concentration of tetracycline in the

nuclei and mitochondria of polymorphs, restilting in disturbance of

respiratory processes.



SECTION IV

THE METABOLISM OF NORMAL HUMAN BONE MARROW
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INTRODUCTION

There were two main reasons why initially we had chosen to study

blood leucocytes in preference to bone marrow cells. Firstly blood is

readily available in the amounts required for metabolic studies: secondly,

there was no evidence that the metabolism of human myeloid cells is

qualitatively different from that of human peripheral leucocytes (Seitz,

1965). However, having established that certain drugs, implicated

clinically in agranulocytosis, could affect leucocyte functions in vitro, I

felt it would be informative to find out if bone marrow cell metabolism

would be similarly affected. If human bone marrow is "immune" to

the action of a drug found to depress leucocyte metabolism then one might

postulate that the cells in the blood are the ones affected clinically and

that "bone marrow depression" is secondary to this. If the immature

cells are more susceptible then the peripheral blood findings in agranulo¬

cytosis may be the result of impaired production of myeloid cells in the

bone marrow.

Two aspects of bone marrow cell metabolism were studied.

Respiration of human bone marrow cells, although easily measurable,

reflects the metabolism not only of the myeloid series but also of erythroid,

lymphoid and peripheral blood cells. Although separation of the myeloid

cells from the erythroid cells in rabbit bone marrow can be achieved by

the use of sucrose density gradients (Archdeacon, Glazebrook and Wise,

1964) no such method is available for human marrow. The marrow cell

suspension used thus consisted of all types of marrow cells plus some
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peripheral blood cells.

35
The ability to utilise S sulphate in vitro is a specific property

of the myeloid cells in bone marrow, the isotope being deposited in the

cytoplasm in the form of an organic complex (Lajtha, Ellis and Oliver,

1953). Lymphocytes show negligible uptake and the nucleated red cell

series none at all. Weisberger and Suhrland (1955) compared the

incorporation of inorganic sulphate by normal human leucocytes with

that by leukaemic cells. In vitro, normal leucocytes do not take up the

isotope whereas the cells in chronic myeloid leukaemia do, apparently

due to the presence of large numbers of immature cells. These workers

suggest that sulphate turnover may be of importance in leucocyte

metabolism.

35Several observations suggest that the uptake of S is an active

function of the myeloid cells (Lajtha et al., 1953)

(a) uptake shows a time factor: in 6-hour cultures the uptake of

isotope per cell is less than half of that in 24-hour cultures;

(b) uptake depends on the concentration of the isotope in the medium

increasing if the concentration of the isotope in the medium is increased

from 1 to 5 and 10 pc/ml.
(c) the incorporation of 1 mg/ml. medium of barbiturate (Nembutal)

35
inhibits S sulphate uptake.

However, the uptake of the isotope is not affected by:

(a) X- ray irradiation of the cells prior to addition of the isotope to

the culture medium;
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- 3
(b) a concentration of 3. 3 x 10 M2, 4-dinitrophenol in the culture

medium.

Band cells and polymorphs, do not show any appreciable uptake within

the first 12 hours of culture but in 24- 48 hour cultures a varying

percentage of polymorphs, contain some isotope, presumably representing

cells newly formed from precursors actively taking up isotope. The

transfer of the label can thus indicate the maturation of immature myeloid

cells and the effects of drugs can be studied on this.

The effect of amidopyrine on both the respiration and the maturation

of normal human bone marrow cells was investigated. This drug was

chosen because it had been shown to depress the respiration of normal

human polymorphs, at doses which are obtainable therapeutically and

which did not affect lymphocyte respiration (McCurrach, 1968).

HUMAN METHODOLOGY

Bone marrow (1. 0 - 2. 0 ml.) was obtained by standard marrow

puncture techniques from patients undergoing this for diagnostic purposes.

Marrow smears were examined by the Haematology Department, Royal

Infirmary of Edinburgh, for evidence of abnormality in any of the cell

lines. Only those which were haematologically normal or which showed

iron- deficiency anaemia are included in this work. About one half of the

marrows obtained were later rejected because of abnormalities in the

myeloid or lymphoid series. The syringe used for aspirating the marrow

was not rinsed with anticoagulant so that on obtaining the specimen it had
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to be quickLy expressed into a glass tube containing 5 ml. saline and

50 units preservative-free heparin. The tube was rotated to mix the

contents thoroughly. The marrow fragments were dispersed by gentle

passage into and out of a 5 ml. syringe attached to a 20 gauge needle.

Care was taken to avoid frothing.
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THE STUDY OF RESPIRATION

BIOCHEMICAL METHODOLOGY

Reagents:

Serum: 10 ml. samples of Group AB-ve serum were obtained from the
Blood Transfusion Service, Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, and stored in
the deep-freeze until used (maximum period of storage being 2 weeks).
The serum was thawed to room temperature on the day of use and
samples were not refrozen.

Phosphate-Hank's solution consisting of:-
Sodium chloride 800 mg.

Calcium chloride, 6 HgO 14 "
Magnesium sulphate, 7 HgO 20 "
Potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate 178 "
Disodium hydrogen orthophosphate 955 "
Glucose 100 a

Potassium chloride 40 "
Glass-distilled water to 100 ml.

The medium for incubation consisted of 50% serum and 50% phosphate-

Hank's solution. The medium was made up fresh on the day of use and the

final pH adjusted to 7.4. For a study of the effects of amidopyrine on the

oxygen consumption of human bone marrow cells the drug was dissolved

in phosphate-Hank's at known molarity. The pH did not change.

Preparation of the cell suspension

The suspension of marrow cells in saline was spun at 100 g for

10 minutes. The supernatant plasma and fat globules were removed

and discarded and the cell button was resuspended in homologous serum.

i



FIGURE 24.

RESPIRATION OF HUMAN BONE MARROW CELLS : RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN OXYGEN UPTAKE AND TIME.
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Nucleated cell counts were made in duplicate using white cell diluting fluid
6

and the cell number was adjusted, by addition of serum, to give 40-60 x 10

nucleated cells/2 ml. Harrison (1962) observed considerable clumping of

nucleated cells in marrow, obtained from excised ribs, in acidified white

cell diluents; this he attributed to precipitation of components of damaged

cells. I noted no gross aggregation of the cells, suggesting that fewer

cells are damaged during aspiration of the bone marrow.

Warburg flasks were set up as previously described (page 24 ).

Control flasks contained 2 ml. phosphate-Hank's plus 2 ml. serum. Test

flasks contained 2 ml. cell suspension in place of the 2 ml. serum. The

thermobarometers contained 4 ml. water. After equilibration for 30 minutes

at 37°C using air as the gas phase the oxygen uptake was measured as

previously described (page 25 ).

Calculation of the effect of amidopyrine on bone marrow cell

respiration was made as before (page 3 2 ).

RESULTS

Values of AO„ = pi. O^/hour/ lO1^ nucleated cells
In four experiments the oxygen uptake of normal human bone marrow

cells was measured over a 2-hour period. When graphs were drawn of

uptake, in p litres, against time, in minutes, it was seen that the rate of
uptake was very rapid during the first 30 minutes and thereafter became

stable. Thus the rate of uptake over the period 30 to 90 minutes inclusive

(expressed as pi./hour) was used in all calculations (see Figure 24). The
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values of R
j and Rg are estimates of the rates of uptake when each of the

duplicate flasks is considered separately. An estimate of the variance

between duplicate flasks can then be made. In the four experiments this

was done and the results are shown in Table 52.

Duplicates agree to within 5% and it was decided in the drug studies

to have only one flask at each concentration of the drug although duplicates

were used for the estimation of "No Drug" rate of oxygen consumption.

Although one is always reluctant to dispense with duplicates it was considered

expedient in this instance since it allowed a study of four concentrations of

amidopyrine on marrow from the same subject to be made.

No account was taken of erythrocytes when AO^ was calculated.
Although erythrocytes show low respiratory activity they may have

contributed significantly to the total oxygen consumption measured here.

The values of A09 for the nucleated cells in bone marrow are comparable
to those for separated lymphocytes (mean AOg = 27 25) but higher than those
for separated polymorphs, (mean * 1488) (McCurrach, 1968). This

suggests that the immature cells show a relatively high respiratory activity.

The effect of amidopyrine

From three patients sufficient marrow was obtained to examine the
- 5 -4 - 3 - 2

effects of 10 ,10 ,10 and 10 M amidopyrine on the rate of oxygen
-3

consumption. In one case the effect of 10 M only was studied. The

results are shown in Table 53 in detail and summarised in Table 54.

- 5 -4
It will be noted that 10 M and 10 M amidopyrine have no action

- 3 - 2
on the respiration of marrow. However 10 M and 10 M have a significant
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TABLE 52.

RESPIRATION OF HUMAN BONE MARROW CELLS.

Number of
Nucleated Cells
per Flask
x 106

Rate of

02 Uptake

pi. /hour

A o2 s

jul. /hour/10^
nucleated cells

Difference between
Duplicates as a
Percentage of
the Mean

42.78 11.5 2690 1. 28

11. 8 2760

37. 80 11. 2 2965 4. 12

10.6 2805

57.55 15.3 2655 ■*»<COCO

14.7 2555

45.80 12.6 2750 00oCO

l

13. 0 2835

Means

S. D. (n=4)

2752

126. 8

3. 08

1. 28
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TABLE 53.

THE ACTION OF AMLDOPYRINE ON BONE MARROW CELL

RESPIRATION.

Patient
(Sex)

Conditions of
incubation
AP = Amidopyrine

a°2
Percentage
Inhibition of

ao2

G. W. (M) No Drug 2720

1. 0 x Iff3 AP 2090 23. 2

J. C. (M) No Drug 2935

■ 1. 0 x 10"5 A.P 2840 3. 2

1. 0 x 10"4 AP 2820 4. 1

1. 0 x 10" S AP 2360 19. 6

1. 0 x 10"2AP 1955 33. 4

M. M. (F) No Drug 2840

1. 0 x 10"5 AP 2770 2. 5

- 1. 0 x 10"4 AP 2730 3. 8

1. 0 x 10" 3 AP 2245 21. 0

1. 0 x 10"2AP 1845 35. 0

J. S. (M) No Drug 2600

1. 0 x 10" 5 AP 2522 3. 0

1. 0 x 10"4 AP 2500 3. 8

1. 0 x 10"3 AP 2025 22. 1

1. 0 x 10" 2 AP 1715 CO HA
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TABLE 54.

SUMMARY OF THE ACTIONS OF AMIDOPYRINE ON BONE

MARROW CELL RESPIRATION.

Concentration Percentage Inhibition
of Amidopyrine of A02

Mean ± S. D. (n)

1. 0 x 10" 5 M 2. 9 ± 0.36 (3)
1. 0 x 10"4 M 3. 9 ± 0. 17(3)
1. 0 x 10" 3 M 21. 5 ± 1. 54(4)
1. 0 x 10"2 M 34. 2 + 0. 80(3)
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depressant effect and a dose-response relationship is apparent. When

these results are compared to the inhibitory effects of amidopyrine on

separated human polymorphs, and lymphocytes it is found that in its
-3

response to 10 ' M bone marrow is less sensitive than polymorphs, but

more sensitive than lymphocytes. Thus comparing the mean values of

% inhibition we have:

-3 - 2
1 x 10 M amidopyrine 1 x 10 M amidopyrine

Marrow 21.5 34.2

Polymorphs. 38.5 78.0
Lymphos. 8.5 38.0

In addition polymorph, respiration is significantly inhibited
-4 -5

(15- 20%) at 10 and 10 M, concentrations of amidopyrine which do

not affect bone marrow respiration.
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35
S -SULPHATE UPTAKE

BIOCHEMICAL METHODOLOGY

Reagents and equipment

(a) Group AB-ve serum (as on page 175).

(b) Glucose-supplemented Hank's solution:
Sodium chloride 800 mg

Calcium chloride, 6 HgO 14 "
Magnesium sulphate, 7 H^O 20 "
Potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate 12 "
Disodium hydrogen orthophosphate 24 "
Glucose 500 "
Potassium chloride 40 11
Glass-distilled water to 100 ml.

Prepared fresh on day of use.
35

(c) Sulphur-35 injection (Na^ S04, carrier free, sterile, pH7, in
physiological saline) from the Radiochemicals Centre, Amersham,
England.

(d) "Subbing" solution:
Gelatin 5. 0 g

Chromic potassium sulphate (chrome alum) 0. 5 g

Water to make 1000 ml.

Prepared fresh and filtered immediately before use. Clean slides
were painted on one side with this solution, allowed to dry, and
stored in dust-free boxes. Smears were made on the unsubbed

surface.

(e) Methanol (methyl alcohol, Analar).

(f) Kodak autoradiographic AR- 10 stripping film. 5-p layer of emulsion
on a 10-p gelatin base. The silver halide crystals have a mean
diameter of about 0. 2 p. Stored in polythene bags at 4°C.
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(g) Kodak D- 19b developer and Kodak acid fixer. Prepared as per

instructions, filtered through two layers of Whatman No. 1 filter
paper and stored in tightly- stoppered brown bottles at room

temperature.

(h) Leishman and Improved Giemsa stains (G. T.Gurr). A solution of
1 part Leishman to 3 parts Giemsa was prepared. A 1 : 12 dilution
of this in distilled water was made and filtered immediately before
use.

Preparation of the marrow cultures

The preparation of the cell suspension was as on page 175 except

that the medium used to suspend the cells was 50% serum : 50% glucose-

Hank's. The suspension was diluted with medium imtil the count of

nucleated cells was in the range 1,500 - 4,000/c. mm. 3 ml. of this
7

(ca. 10 cells) was dispensed into Universal Containers which were used

as culture vessels (six being required in one experiment). The isotope

was added in 0. 1 ml. saline to all culture vessels giving a final concentration

of 10 pc/ml. After 1 hour's incubation at 37°C the cells had sedimented to
the bottom of the culture vessels. The supernatants in two of the tubes

were removed and the cells were mixed with the remaining drop of medium

using a Pasteur pipette. Five thin smears were made from each on 3" x l"
microscope slides, care being taken to keep the edges of the smears well

within the edges of the slides. The supernatant medium was also removed

from the other four tubes and replaced with "cold" medium. To two of

the culture vessels was added medium containing amidopyrine to give a

-3
final concentration of 1 x 10 M. The contents of all four tubes were

mixed thoroughly with a Pasteur pipette and teat. The four culture vessels
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were returned to the incubator at 37°C After 12 hours one "drugged"

and one "control" tube were removed, the supernatant medium was

aspirated and smears were made as before. The procedure was repeated

using the remaining two cultures after 24 hours. Thirty slides in all

were made:-

All smears were air-dried, fixed in methanol for 5 minutes and washed

with running tap water for 30 minutes to remove any isotope in the medium.

The slides were again air-dried before the preparation of autoradiographs.

Preparation of autoradiographs

Autoradiographs were prepared by the stripping film method of

Doniach and Pelc (1950). Details of the method, of the precautions

necessary, of the pitfalls and of the limitations of this technique are

given by Rogers (1967) in his excellent book "Techniques of Autoradiography"
The procedure chosen was as follows:-

1. The stripping film was brought out of the refrigerator at least 2 hours
before use to allow it to come to room temperature.

2. Conditions in the Dark Room. Temperature 68- 7 2°F. Relative

Humidity 62- 65%. The emulsion was handled at least 2 feet from a 15 watt
bulb behind a Watten No. 2 safelight filter.

10 slides

5 slides

5 slides

5 slides

5 slides

labelling at zero time;
transfer of the label in 12 hours;
effect of amidopyrine on the transfer of the label
in 12 hours;

transfer of the label in 24 hours;
effect of amidopyrine on the transfer of the label
in 24 hours.
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3. The "Stripping Film" technique.

(a) One-inch squares of film were stripped from the glass plate
with dissecting forceps. The film at the edges of the plate was not used
as it tends not to be of uniform thickness. During stripping, the plate
was held vertically, near the surface of the distilled water and the stripped
piece of film was dropped on to the water, emulsion side down. The
temperature of the water was 25°C and it contained KBr at a concentration
of 500 mg/litre. This helps to reduce background (Lajtha, personal
communication). The surface of the water must be dust free.

(b) The film was left floating on the surface of the water for
3 minutes when the area increases by a factor of 1. 38 (Rogers, 1967).
If the film was wrinkled or curled-up it was removed as it was found to be
wasted effort trying to straighten it out.

(c) The slide was held at one end, placed in the water and moved
under the piece of film at an angle of 30°C to the horizontal. The film was

then lifted out of the water on to the slide, the edges folding around the
slide. The thin gelatin layer on the underside of the slide (produced by
"subbing") assists adherence. Good smears cannot be made on the "subbed"
surface. Around the edges of the strip of film the background may be
higher, due to the act of cutting and the grasp of the forceps. It is
important to get a reasonable margin of film around the specimen, so

that it lies under an area of low background. For this reason smears

were made with a wide (i") margin on either side.

(d) The slide with film on it was dried vertically in a gentle
stream of cool air (domestic hair dryer) for 20- 30 minutes. Rapid
drying of the emulsion can create background by physically stressing the
silver halide crystals as the emulsion shrinks. It is, however, important
to dry the emulsion thoroughly if latent-image fading throughout exposure
is to be prevented.

4. Exposure

The slides were placed in stainless steel slide-racks within a metal box
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made light-tight with black tape They were placed in a refrigerator at

4°C since exposure at this temperature as compared with room temperature

gives a lower background.

Various exposure times from 2 weeks to 3 months were tried. It was

found that an exposure time of 2 months was necessary to produce good

autoradiographs although this relatively long time tends to produce a

higher background than reported in the literature (Lajtha, 1961). After

exposure the box, containing the slides, was removed from 4°C and

allowed to come to room temperature (1 hour).

5. Development and Fixation

This was carried out at a temperature of 18°C when the emulsion will not

swell to the same extent as it did at 25°C thus reducing the chances of it

slipping off the slide. The slides were kept in the rack throughout.

Developing in D- 19b developer = 6 minutes
Rinsing in distilled water = 1 minute
Fixing in acid fixer (without hardener) = 10 minutes
After fixing, the slides were washed in running tap water at 20°C
for 2 hours.

6. Staining of autoradiographs

The staining of smears before the preparation of autoradiographs is

contra indicated (Lajtha, 1952). Thus the smears were stained after

developing the autoradiographs. The slides were immersed in buffered

(pH 7. 0) distilled water for 2 hours and then air-dried. They were then

stained for 1 hour with 1 : 12 Leishman-Giemsa and washed for 1 minute

in buffered distilled water, pH 7. 0. After drying in air the emulsion on

the underside of the slide was scraped off with a scalpel. The slides
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are now ready for viewing under oil immersion. Although this staining

procedure is reported to result in differentiation as good as in normal

bone marrow smears (Lajtha, 1952) I did not find this to be the case.

Firstly, the thin layer of gelatin on the slide is stained pink reducing

the contrast between cell and background and making photomicrographs

unimpressive. Secondly, granulocytes lose their differentiating granules

during the photographic procedures because of the alkalinity of the developer.

In general cells were fairly lightly stained: prolongation of the staining time

was not advantageous since the background gelatin became progressively

pinker

Control procedures necessary in each experiment

1. Silver grains can be produced in the emulsion by chemography,

heat, light or mechanical pressure. The control against false positives

was a smear of bone marrow cells which were not radioactive.

2. Silver grains may be lost during exposure. The control against

false negatives was to take one experimental (i. e. labelled) slide from each

batch of autoradiographs and expose it to light. These control slides were

then returned to the container holding the rest of the slides, so that

exposure and development proceed under identical conditions.

Quantitation

The question "is this cell labelled or not?" involves comparing

the grain densities over the cell with those over and around neighbouring

cells, and those seen on control slides. It was found that visual grain
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counting was so fatiguing and time-consuming that the analysis of one

experiment by one person would have taken weeks. Accordingly an

arbitrary "scoring" system was evolved. The presence of radioactivity*

i. e. silver grains, was recorded under the headings of "Heavy",

"Moderate", "Light" and "Absent". The score attached to each degree

of labelling was 3, 2, 1 and 0 respectively. By this system not only

could the percentage of any cell type labelled be calculated but some

assessment of the amount of label present in the cells could be made. A

cell was considered unlabelled if the number of grains over it was no higher

than the number over an area of similar size removed two cell-diameters

from it. The "Scoring" system is open to criticism since it does not

yield any information about the number of labelled sulphur atoms ingested

by the cell in a specific time.

Dark-field conditions were used for the examination of the smears

since the threshold size below which silver grains will not be resolved is

smaller if dark-field illumination is used than if transmitted bright-field

lighting is employed. Photomicrographs were taken with bright-field

illumination of the smear observed under oil immersion, at a magnification

of 1000. The camera factor was 0. 5.

Differential cell counts

Complete differential cell counts on bone marrow smears require

optimal staining conditions so that the finer points of difference between

the relatively undifferentiated cells may be recognised. For the reasons

given previously, differentiation of cell types in autoradiographs is difficult.



FIGURE 26.

UPTAKE OF S SULPHATE BY HUMAN BONE MARROW CELLS

IN VITRO : PHOTOMICROGRAPH 2.

Stained auto radiograph x2380.

For description see text.
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The cells in the myeloid series were classified into four "types":

Type I Myeloblasts and Promyelocytes
Type II Myelocytes
Type III Metamyelocytes and "Stab" cells
Type IV Polymorphonuclear leucocytes

A classification of this type is open to similar criticisms as is the "scoring"
of labelling but it proved a satisfactory compromise between the ideal and

the feasible.

RESULTS

1. Illustration of the "Scoring" system (Photomicrographs)

Since the photographs were taken in order to illustrate the silver

grains the cells, which lie in a different focal plane, are not in focus. The

relatively high background is the result of the long exposure time. Since
35

S has a beta energy of 0. 167 mev., the beta track range is relatively
35

long. Consequently, radioactivity in S labelled cells produced some

reduced silver grains in the emulsion outside the boundaries of the cell.

In assessing the degree of labelling only the grains overlying a particular

cell were considered.

Photomicrograph (1), Figure 25, shows a smear of bone marrow
35

cells labelled with S sulphate for one hour and then incubated for a

further 12 hours. A heavily labelled myelocyte (score =3), a lightly

labelled metamyelocyte (score =1) and an unlabelled normoblast are shown.

The strand to the left of the metamyelocyte is an artefact.

Photomicrograph (2), Figure 26, shows a moderately labelled



FIGURE 27.

UPTAKE OF S35 SULPHATE BY HUMAN BONE MARROW CELLS

IN VITRO : PHOTOMICROGRAPH 3.

Stained autoradiograph x2380.

For description see text.
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metamyelocyte (score =2) and an unlabelled polymorphonuclear leucocyte

from a 24-hour culture. Again, identification of the cell type from the

photograph is not possible since the cells are not in focus. In scanning

the smears the focus had to be constantly altered to identify first the cell

type and then the extent of labelling.

Photomicrograph (3), Figure 27, illustrates cells from a 12-hour
-3

culture with 1. 0 x 10 M amidopyrine and shows a moderately labelled

myelocyte (score =2) with an unlabelled polymorphonuclear leucocyte to

the left of it. The four unlabelled cells at the top of the field are, from

left to right, a normoblast, an erythrocyte, a large lymphocyte and a

small lymphocyte.

2. The labelling of normal human bone marrow cells after incubation
35 52

with S sulphate for one hour

In one experiment ten slides were scrutinised under oil immersion

and approximately sixty cells examined on each by scanning longitudinally

along the centre of the smear. Each cell type was identified and, after

adjusting the focus, the absence or presence (and degree) of labelling was

noted. The results in two experiments are shown in Table 55.

35It can be seen that uptake of S sulphate is virtually confined to

myeloid cells of Types I and II, i. e. myeloblasts, promyelocytes and

myelocytes. This is in agreement with the observations of Lajtha,
Ellis and Oliver (1953) using human bone marrow. Vodopick, Athens,

Warner, Boggs, Cartwright and Wintrobe (1966) in a study of this isotope

as a granulocyte label in dogs found that metamyelocytes were also strongly



TABLE55.

35

THERELATIVEDEGREEOFLABELLINGWITHSSULPHATEBYHUMAN BONEMARROWCELLS(ONE-HOURINCUBATION). Expt.

Cell

.Number

Number

%

DegreeofLabelling
Labelling

no.

Type

Counted

Labelled

Labelled

Heavy

Moderate

Light

Score

Myeloid TypeI

60

37

61.6

8

19

10

72

TypeII

70

64

91.5

36

18

10

154

TypeIII

180

1

0.6

1

1

One

TypeIV

100

0

0.0

0

Erythroid

100

0

0.0

0

Lymphoid

100

1

1,0

1

1

Myeloid

111'H

TypeI

50

32

64.0

9

11

12

61

TypeII

75

66

88.0

31

20

15

148-

TypeIII

150

2

1.3

2

2

|Two

TypeIV

100

o

0.0

0

•

Erythroid

100

0

0.0

0

Lymphoid

100

j

2

2.0

2

,

2
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labelled after 1 hour. This does not seem to be the case with the human

tissue. Approximately 90% of the myelocytes were found to be labelled

whereas only 62- 64% of the more immature cells were. In addition,

labelled Type II cells contained a greater proportion of heavily labelled

cells than did Type I cells which tended to fall into the "Moderate"

category. Only about 1% metamyelocytes were labelled (lightly) and

polymorphonuclear leucocytes showed no evidence of uptake of the isotope.

The occasional lightly-labelled lymphoid cell was observed but

whether this represents true uptake or inclusion of an immature cell in the

wrong cell series was not established. The erythroid series showed no

uptake at all in either of the experiments.

35Since I had established that uptake of S ' sulphate appears to be a

specific property of the myeloid cells only those cells were examined in

the analysis of the effect of amidopyrine on the transfer of this label.

3. The action of amidopyrine on the percentage of myeloid cells
labelled with S sulphate

35
Marrow cells labelled with S sulphate were cultured for either 12

or 24 hours. Half of these cultures contained amidopyrine so that the

effect of this drug on the maturation of the cells (judged by the transfer of

the label to the more mature cells) could be studied. The results in two

experiments are shown in Table 56.

After 12 hours a small number of Type III myeloid cells appear

labelled: although this number is small it is larger than the percentage

labelled after one hour. After 24 hours some of the polymorphs, contain



TABLE56. EFFECTOF1x10MAMIDOPYRINEONTHEPERCENTAGEOFMYELOIDCELLS LABELLEDWITHSSULPHATEFORONEHOUR. Expt.

Cell

Incubation

NoDrug

Amidopyrine

%

no.

Type

Time

No

No

%

No

No

: 1

Counted

Labelled

Labelled

Counted

Labelled

Labelled

!

TypeI

25

12

48

25

14

56

TypeII

12

30

28

93.3

30

27

90

TypeIII

Hours

75

5

6.7

75

4

5.3

TypeIV

50

0

0.0

50

0

0.0

Wilt:

TypeI

25

7

28

25

6

24

TypeII

24

25

24

96

25

22

88

TypeIII

Hours

75

11

14.7

75

10

13.3

TypeIV

50

3

6.0

50

4

8.0

TypeI

25

12

48

25

13

42|

TypeII

12

30

28

93.3

30

29

96.7

TypeIII

Hours

75

5

6.7

75

4

5.3;

Two

TypeIV

50

.

0

0,0

50

0

0.0

TypeI

25

6

24

25

7

28

TypeII

24

25

20

80

25

22

88

TypeIII

Hours

75

10

13.3

75

10

13.3

1 1

TypeIV

50

4

8.0

50

3

~

6.0

i
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the isotope associated with an even greater percentage of labelled

metamyelocytes and "Stab" cells. These presumably represent cells

newly formed from immature cells which actively took up the isotope

during the one-hour incubation with it. If this is the case then it appears

that some degree of bone marrow maturation is occurring in vitro. The

relatively small number of mature cells appearing in 24 hours suggests

that maturation of the myeloid series is a slow process.

- 3
The presence of 1. 0 x 10 M amidopyrine in the medium does not

affect the percentage of myeloid cells which are labelled at either 12 or 24

hours. This presumably indicates that amidopyrine is not affecting the

proportion of mature cells which have formed from young cells during

this period.

4- The action of amidopyrine on the degree of labelling of myeloid
cells with S sulphate

Data from the same two experiments discussed above are given in

Table 57.

The results show that amidopyrine has no effect on the degree of

labelling in either the immature cells or in the Type III and IV cells formed

during the incubation period. The drug, therefore, cannot be affecting the

binding of the isotope within the cell during the process of maturation.

- 3
In summary, 1. 0 x 10 M amidopyrine has no effect on the

maturation of the myeloid cells in normal human bone marrow as judged
35

by the transfer of the S label. Although this work could be criticised

on the grounds that:



TABLE57. EFFECTOFlx10"3MAMDOPYRINEONTHEDEGREEOFLABELLINGOFyrj_—_____—
MYELOIDCELLSWITHSSULPHATEFORONEHOUR. Cell

NoDrug

Amidopyrine

!Expt.

Incubation

No.

|

Type

Time

H

M

L

Score

H

M

L

Score

i

TypeI

2

7

3

23

2

8

4

26

TypeII

12

14

10

4

66

13

9

5

62

TypeIII

Hours

2

3

7

1

3

5

One

TypeIV

o

0

TypeI

4

3

11

'

4

2

10

TypeII

24

9

7

8

49

8

8

6

46

TypeIII

Hours

5

6

16

5

5

15

i

TypeIV

1

2

4

1

3

'

5

1

TypeI

:

1

7.

4

21

2

8

3

11i 25

TypeII

12

14

10

4

66

13

9

7

64

TypeIII

Hours

1

4

6

2

2

'

6

TypeIV

0

0

Two

[

.

;

TypeI

[ I

1

o O

2

11

4

3

11

TypeII

24

8

7

5

43

9

6

7

46

i

TypeIII

Hours

5

5

15

6

4

16

TypeIV

i

1

3

...!■!,
5

1

2

«!
j
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(a) the method of "scoring" cells will not detect small changes in the

amount of label present; and

(b) only a small number of polymorphs, was formed during the incubation

periods chosen,

I think one can say, with justification, that any effect amidopyrine has on

the maturation of myeloid cells must be slight.
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DISCUSSION

35 - 3
From the studies on S sulphate uptake it appears that 1. 0 x 10 M

amidopyrine does not impair the maturation of myeloid cells. However

the same concentration of this drug depresses the respiration of a suspension

of marrow cells admixed with peripheral blood. These observations are

consistent with the view that amidopyrine has an effect only on the mature

cells leaving the immature cells relatively unscathed. The marrow

suspension used for the studies on respiration contains a significant proportion

of mature cells - from the marrow itself and from peripheral blood. It is
- 3 - 2

possible that the inhibition of oxygen uptake observed with 10 1 and 10 JM

amidopyrine is a reflection of the depressed respiration of the polymorphs.

and lymphocytes in the suspension. Certainly the degree of depression

noted with both doses supports this. Unfortunately, complete differential

counts were not made on this suspension so that verification is not available.

Alternatively one might postulate that amidopyrine is in fact depressing the
-3

respiration of the immature myeloid cells but that the depression with 10 M

is insufficient to compromise the cell and to impair maturation. I, personally,

favour the former explanation.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The depressant action of amidopyrine on the respiration of normal

human bone marrow is not inconsistent with the idea that the toxic action of

this drug is exerted on mature cells and not on their precursors. On this

basis "bone marrow depression" attributed to this drug is probably the

result of exhaustion due to an increased demand for mature cells from the
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periphery. Such a demand would follow the impairment of leucocyte

function caused by direct action of amidopyrine on these cells; or the

agglutination of leucocytes consequent on antigen-antibody interaction.



GENERAL DISCUSSION
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AMIDOPYRINE

The present work has shown that amidopyrine, at concentrations
- 3 - 2

between 10 and 10 M , produces the following effects in vitro:

1. Inhibition of the oxygen uptake of rabbit peripheral leucocytes;

2. Inhibition of the oxygen uptake of a suspension of normal human

bone marrow cells. This suspension also contained some peripheral

blood cells;

3. Stimulation of the glucose utilisation of lymphocytes but not of

polymorphs, separated from the same sample of normal human blood.

Similar doses have no effect on the maturation of normal human

35
myeloid cells as judged by the uptake and transfer of S sulphate in

tissue culture. And incubation of human peripheral leucocytes with
- 2

1 x 10 M amidopyrine for two hours does not affect leucocyte alkaline

phosphatase activity.

Although there is an extensive literature on the occurrence of

leucocyte agglutinins in amidopyrine-induced agranulocytosis and on

drug-dependent leucocyte agglutination in vitro there is little published

data relevant to the present work. McCurrach (1968) found that
-4 - 2amidopyrine inhibits the respiration of polymorphs, at 10 to 10 M

_ 2
and of lymphocytes at 10 M. The depression of polymorph, respiration

- 2
was dose-dependent and 80% inhibition was noted at 10 M. Wallgrert (1938)

studied the effects of amidopyrine on human leucocyte motility and

morphology by incubating whole blood with the drug for 1-3 hours. He
- 2found that 1. 0- 1. 2 x 10 M virtually abolished the amoeboid movements
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of polymorphs, in the blood of normal subjects. In two patients who had

recovered from amidopyrine-induced agranulocytosis this effect was
- 3

noted with 7 - 9 x 10 M. In all cases cell morphology was unchanged.

This apparent difference in the sensitivity of leucocytes in vitro suggests

that such observations are in some way related to the pathogenesis of

amidopyrine-induced agranulocytosis. Bernheim (193 9) found that 1 x 10

amidopyrine depressed the oxygen consumption of rabbit bone marrow but

only when respiration was stimulated with phospholipid and vanadium.

However, the unphysiological conditions under which this effect was

obtained rather detract from its significance. It is possible that the

inhibition observed reflects the action of this drug on mature leucocytes
since the suspension used contained these cells. My experiments

certainly show that amidopyrine has no effect on immature myeloid cells

from human subjects. The comparable effects produced by this drug on

human and rabbit leucocytes suggest that bone marrow from the two

species will also behave similarly. I do not feel that Bernheim's work

proves the contrary.

From the available information about the action of amidopyrine

on blood and bone marrow cells one might argue that the drug is exerting

a generalised toxic action on mature leucocytes. However, I think the

failure of amidopyrine to affect LAP activity implies a more specific

action. If the principal effect of this drug is to impair respiration then

the other effects may all be secondary to this. Certainly polymorph,

motility would be inhibited by any failure of the respiratory process since

these cells require an increased respiratory rate for movement and
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phagocytosis (Kaplan, Perillie and Finch, 1967). However, if one

suggests that the stimulation of glucose utilisation in lymphocytes is

an attempt to compensate for impaired efficiency of respiration then

one must make two assumptions: firstly that the increase in glucose

utilisation represents a stimulation of glycolysis or pentose shunt

oxidation and, secondly, that there is no comparable relationship

between respiration and glucose utilisation in polymorphs Amidopyrine

has no effect on the glucose utilisation of these cells although it depresses

the respiration of polymorphs more than that of lymphocytes It is not

possible to argue that the mechanisms involved in glucose metabolism

in polymorphs are normally saturated, and thus cannot be increased,

since the experiments with insulin, chlorpromazine and ascorbic acid

disproved this. The two effects on respiration and glucose utilisation

may be quite independent or they may represent different expressions

of the same biochemical lesion. With the present knowledge it is

impossible to elucidate the precise mode of action of amidopyrine on

leucocyte metabolism. We must await information about the effects of
this drug on respiratory enzymes, on oxidative phosphorylation, on

lactic acid production in lymphocytes, on glycolytic enzymes and on

intracellular levels of essential nucleotides.

Perhaps the most important fact to emerge from the present

study is that amidopyrine affects the metabolism of normal peripheral

leucocytes but not of their marrow precursors (page 197) Although
the effective doses are much higher than the blood levels normally

obtained therapeutically a similar effect might be produced in vivo when
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the duration of exposure to the drug is much longer (days not hours).

The production of agranulocytosis by amidopyrine is usually considered

to have an immunological basis; we must now consider a direct toxic

action on the leucocyte as well In certain cases of agranulocytosis

due to this drug leucocyte agglutinins have not been found. This has

often been attributed to technical failure (Shulman, 1964). However,

these cases may represent patients who do not produce antibodies to

amidopyrine but who are sensitive to the direct effects of the drug on

leucocyte metabolism.

CHLORAMPHENICOL

The following in vitro observations have been made with doses
-3 - 2

of chloramphenicol between 10 " and 10 M.

1. Inhibition of the oxygen consumption of rabbit peripheral

leucocytes;

2. Little effect on human LAP activity and no effect on rat LAP

activity when leucocytes were incubated with the drug for two hours prior

to the estimation of enzyme activity.

3. No effect on the glucose utilisation of polymorphs, and

lymphocytes separated from the same sample of human blood.

Pretreatment of rats with Chloromycetin succinate at doses of

20 mg/ 100 g body weight/ day for 1-9 days did not affect the total and

differential blood cell counts or LAP activity. However, when the

leucocytes from such animals were incubated in vitro with chloramphenicol
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for two hours LAP activity was significantly depressed. This

"sensitisation" to the effects of chloramphenicol in vitro was unrelated

to the total dose given in vivo, to duration of administration or to the

presence of a drug-free interval before death and is at present unexplained.

The effects of chloramphenicol on cellular systems have been

exhaustively studied both in vitro and in vivo.

-5
In sensitive bacteria 3 x 10 M chloramphenicol inhibits protein

synthesis while synthesis of nucleic acids continues (Gale and Folkes, 1953;

Wisemann, Smadel, Hahn and Hopps, 1954). Neither amino acid activation

(Demoss and Novelli, 1956) nor transfer of activated amino acids to soluble

RNA (Lacks and Gross, 1960) is affected. The drug does not interfere with

the release of newly formed protein from the ribosomes (Rendi and Ochoa,

1962) and these authors believe that chloramphenicol inhibits the transfer of

amino acids from soluble RNA to protein perhaps by interfering with the

attachment of messenger RNA to the ribosomes.

Attempts to demonstrate inhibition of protein synthesis in

mammalian cells using comparable drug concentrations generally have

failed (Rendi, 1959; Ehrenstein and Lipmann, 1961). Inhibition of amino

acid incorporation by mammalian reticulocytes in vitro occurs only with
-3

concentrations of the order of 10 M (Borsook, Fischer and Keighley, 1957).

A similar situation is observed when one examines other metabolic effects

of chloramphenicol on mammalian cells, e. g. RNA and haem synthesis in

dog bone marrow cells (Ward, 1965 and 1866); DNA and RNA synthesis

by normal human bone marrow (Yunis and Harrington, 1960); uptake and
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59
intracellular utilisation of Fe by human bone marrow cells and

14
reticulocytes (Erslev and Iossifides, 1962); C -formate incorporation

into human bone marrow cells (Yunis and Arimura, 1963). The lack of

an effect with low doses may be a reflection of the short exposure times

used since Ambrose and Coons (1963) found that 1. 5 x 10" M chloram¬

phenicol inhibits protein synthesis in rabbit lymph node fragments if

these are incubated with the drug for 15-21 days. The apparent

specificity of chloramphenicol for bacteria may thus depend on their

rapid rate of protein synthesis rather than on the structure of their

ribosomes as suggested by Rendi and Ochoa (1962).

Studies on patients receiving chloramphenicol have indicated that

erythropoietic depression induced by this drug is a relatively frequent

occurrence. Rubin et al. (Rubin, Weisberger, Botti and Storaasli, 1958;

Rubin, Weisberger and Clarke, 1960) showed early changes in iron
59

metabolism, e. g. reduced clearance of Fe from the plasma, indicative of

depressed erythropoiesis during chloramphenicol therapy. Vacuolisation

of pronormoblasts accompanied by depressed erythropoiesis, reticulo-

:cytopenia and occasional granulocytopenia has been noted in patients being

treated with chloramphenicol (Rosenbach, Caviles and Mitus, 1960;

McCurdy, 196 1) and in normal volunteers given this drug (Jiji, Gangarosa

and dela Macorra, 1963). Vacuolisation of both erythroid and myeloid

cells in the bone marrow has been observed in rabbits given chloramphenicol

intramuscularly (Hanna and Neufeld, 1966). No information is available on

the action of this drug on the haematopoietic system in rats. In my

experiments there was no evidence that large doses of chloramphenicol
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depressed either erythropoiesis or granulocytopoiesis. This suggests

that, in contrast to man and the rabbit, the effect of chloramphenicol on

the haematopoietic system of the rat is slight. The effect, as yet

unexplained, of chloramphenicol in vitro on leucocytes from treated rats

may be unrelated to the ability of this drug to depress granulocyte

metabolism.

An effect on protein and/or nucleic acid synthesis could be involved

in the pathogenesis of blood dyscrasias induced by chloramphenicol.

However, the observations mentioned above do not indicate why chloram-

rphenicol should depress leucocyte respiration under conditions when any effect

on protein synthesis can be ignored. The depression of leucocyte

respiration is not restricted to rabbits; Follette et al. (1956) observed a

similar effect with comparable doses in human leucocytes and McCurrach

(1968) noted that polymorph, respiration was depressed by ca. 20% with
-3 - 2

10 ' - 10 M chloramphenicol while the oxygen consumption of lymphocytes

was not. Depression of oxygen consumption might result from a general

depressant action on the cells or from a more specific action on respiratory

mechanisms. The former is unlikely to be the cause since chloramphenicol

did not affect glucose utilisation of separated cells or LAP activity of

leucocytes incubated with the drug; a specific effect on any of the reactions

involved in respiration is more likely. Hrenoff (1965) studied the effects

of chloramphenicol on cytochrome C and cytochrome oxidase preparations
- 5in vitro. When 6. 8 x 10 M cytochrome C was incubated with

-4
4. 65 x 10 M chloramphenicol for 24- 30 hours it was completely oxidised.

Lower doses of chloramphenicol would be sufficient to oxidise the amount
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— 8 — 7
of cytochrome C present in mature blood cells (10~ - 10" M) and higher

doses might be equally effective during a short incubation period. If such

an action were to occur under the experimental conditions I used, the

exchange of electrons in the respiratory chain would be reduced thus

interrupting the production of high energy phosphates. Unfortunately, it

has not been demonstrated that chloramphenicol penetrates the mitochondria

and reacts with cytochrome C in stich cells. If this were shown to be the

case, the relative specificity of chloramphenicol in affecting respiration

but not glucose utilisation might be explicable on the basis of an interaction

between chloramphenicol and the cytochrome system.

CHLORPROMAZINE

When human peripheral leucocytes were incubated with this drug
-4

at a concentration of 10 M, LAP activity was not affected. However,

chlorpromazine was found to exhibit a dual action on the glucose utilisation
-3

of separated polymorphs, and lymphocytes. Thus at 10 M the utilisation

of both cell types was inhibited (by ca. 75% in polymorphs, and 55% in
-4

lymphocytes); at 10 M utilisation was stimulated in both cases by ca. 30%.
- 5 -410 M had an effect similar to 10 M on polymorphs, but no effect on

— 6
lymphocytes and 10" M was without effect on both cell types.

The mode of action of chlorpromazine in producing these effects

on glucose utilisation has already been discussed (page 164). The work by

Pisciotta et al. (1962 and 1965) provides convincing evidence that this drug

causes agranulocytosis by inhibiting DNA synthesis in the bone marrow;

this effect will compromise the haematopoietic system only in sxibjects
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showing "limited marrow proliferative potential". However, it is not

unreasonable to postulate an additional causative factor - the impaired

metabolism of mature leucocytes. Inadequate leucocyte function would

increase the demand on the bone marrow for more cells; such an effect

would be of significance only if the marrow were unable to cope with this

demand, e. g. by a concomitant depression of nucleic acid synthesis. In

a normal subject the combined effects of chlorpromazine on bone marrow

cells and on leucocytes might manifest themselves as slight leucopenia;

in the occasional subject lacking stem cell potential frank agranulocytosis

could result. Thus my results and Pisciotta's are not incompatible as

regards the possible pathogenesis of chlorpromazine-induced agranulocytosis

PHENYLBUTAZONE AND THIOURACIL

These two drugs will be considered together since their effects on

the metabolic parameters which I studied are similar. At doses between
-4 - 2

10 " and 10 molar the following in vitro effects were observed:-

1. Inhibition of the oxygen consumption of rabbit peripheral leucocytes
-3

with ca. 10 M phenylbutazone;

2. Inhibition of human LAP activity when leucocytes were incubated

with either drug for two hours prior to the estimation of enzyme activity.

With both phenylbutazone and thiouracil a dose-effect relationship was

apparent.

3. Stimulation of the glucose utilisation of separated human lymphocytes

by both drugs.

4. Thiouracil had no effect on the glucose utilisation of polymorphs.
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- 3
but 10 M phenylbutazone had a slight inhibitory action.

In addition to the effects which I noted the following observations

on leucocyte metabolism have also been made:

-31. Inhibition of rabbit leucocyte respiration with 8 x 10 M thiouracil

(Warren, 1945);

2. Inhibition of the oxygen consumption of human polymorphs, but not

of lymphocytes by both phenylbutazone and thiouracil (McCurrach, 1968).

The fact that both phenylbutazone and thiouracil produce similar

effects on leucocyte metabolism prompted the following questions: Are

they acting in the same way and is the effect on the leucocyte related to a

known pharmacological action common to both drugs? An answer to these

questions is not readily apparent since the actions of both drugs on the same

biological system have rarely been reported. However, the evidence that

does exist citing a common action of phenylbutazone and thiouracil is now

presented.

Green, White, Engleman and Krupp (1953) demonstrated that
13 1phenylbutazone inhibits the uptake and incorporation of I by the thyroid

gland in euthyroid subjects and that in vitro this drug has a high affinity
for iodine suggesting that, clinically, phenylbutazone competes with the

thyroid for available iodine. Later work has shown that this drug does

not in fact prevent the uptake of iodine by the gland but that, like thiouracil,

phenylbutazone acts on one of the enzyme systems involved in the synthesis

of thyroxine (Kruskemper and Marsch, 1955; Morgan and Trotter, 1955;

Castenfors, Lorgen and Allgoth, 1956; Hillmann, 1957). The precise
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mode of action of thiouracil and phenylbutazone on this synthesis has not been

established. The two oxidative enzyme systems most thoroughly studied

for their role in thyroxine synthesis are cytochrome-cytochrome oxidase

and peroxidase. Although inhibition of the former system will block

the synthesis of thyroxine by thyroid slices in vitro (Schachner, FrankLin

and Chaikoff, 1943) the evidence that thiouracil and phenylbutazone act in

this way is far from conclusive. Randall (1946) has presented evidence

that thiouracil competes with iodine as a substrate for peroxidase but

whether such inhibition would impair thyroxine synthesis is not clear. Both

these enzyme systems are present in leucocytes; an effect on the cytochrome

system would lead primarily to inhibition of respiration whereas inhibition

of peroxidase would have a more general disruptive effect particularly on

polymorph, metabolism. It might be informative to investigate the effects

of phenylbutazone and thiouracil on the ability of peroxidase, isolated from

human leucocytes, to hydrolyse a suitable substrate in vitro.

Although the possibility still remains that phenylbutazone and

thiouracil have the same action on leucocyte metabolism we must also

consider the possibility that they are producing the same effects by quite

different biochemical actions.

Exer (1956) found that, in preparations of rat liver mitochondria,
-4concentrations of phenylbutazone up to 3 x 10 M accelerated the oxidation

of certain acid intermediates in the Krebs cycle; higher concentrations

acted as inhibitors. However such an effect is unlikely tc be of importance

in leucocytes where the activity of the Krebs cycle is minimal (see page 161).
-3More recently Inglot and Wolna (1968) found that 10 M phenylbutazone
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stabilises the erythrocyte membrane thus protecting the cell from lysis

in hypotonic solutions. A similar effect on the leucocyte membrane

could explain the depression of respiration, the reduction of LAP activity
-3and the inhibition of glucose utilisation by polymorphs, noted with 10 M

phenylbutazone. Laity (1959) found that similar doses prevent the uptake
32

of P by erythrocytes in vitro presumably by stabilising the membrane

rather than by uncoupling oxidative phosphorylation. Although inorganic

phosphate does not regulate glycolysis in polymorphs. (Wu et al., 1964)

in lymphocytes the situation may be quite different. The normally low

glycolytic rate of these cells may well be dependent on intracellular

concentrations of inorganic phosphate. A reduction in this concentration

would lead to a stimulation of glycolysis. If the increased glucose
-3utilisation observed in my experiments with 10 M phenylbutazone

represents an increase in glycolysis then an action of this drug on the

leucocyte membrane could explain these results too. The increased glucose

utilisation might reflect increased glycogen synthesis and one must await

reports of the action of phenylbutazone on this synthesis, and on lactic acid

production, before drawing any firm conclusions.

Although the effects of thiouracil on the thyroid gland are well

documented (see Pitt-Rivers and Trotter, 1964) less is known about its

actions on other biochemical systems. The work of Warren (1945) has

already been considered (page 18 ) and will not be discussed further.

Thiouracil is a well- known antimetabolite in plant and bacterial

systems (Hamers, 1956). More recently, Timson (1968) found that
- 5 -3

10 - 10 M thiouracil inhibited (by 50%) mitosis in phytohaemagglutinin-
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stimulated lymphocytes. These results would explain agranulocytosis

caused by thiouracil, the basic cause being a reduction in the number of

circulating leucocytes as a result of mitotic depression. Such a reduction

might occur in all patients being treated with this drug but would become

clinically manifest only in patients whose bone marrow was unable to cope

with an increased demand for mature cells. However it must be emphasised

that there is, as yet, no evidence that thiouracil has a similar effect on

spontaneous growth of lymphocytes.

Timson's work does not provide an explanatiori for my results. Even

if thiouracil does inhibit spontaneous mitosis in lymphocytes such an effect

would not be significant in 2 hours (he used 72 hour cultures). An action on

oxidative enzymes as described earlier (page 209) could result in the effects

on the various parameters of leucocyte metabolism which I have studied. As

with phenylbutazone, the precise mode of action of thiouracil cannot be

elucidated until more is known about the actions of this drug on respiratory

enzymes, on glycolytic enzymes and on lactic acid production.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The work contained in this thesis presents evidence that certain drugs

known to cause leucopenia and agranulocytosis disrupt the metabolic integrity

of normal, mature leucocytes in vitro. Two drugs which have been rarely

implicated in this disorder, viz. sodium acetylsalicylic acid and tetracycline,

had little effect on the same metabolic parameters. The effects of ascorbic

acid, insulin and hydrocortisone on leucocyte glucose utilisation are

established pharmacological actions of these drugs. An attempt has been
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made to explain the effects of the other drugs, viz. amidopyrine,

chloramphenicol, chlorpromazine, phenylbutazone and thiouracil,

similarly. Because of the lack of detailed information about both

the physiology of these blood cells and the biochemical actions of the

drugs such explanations are largely conjecture.

Although the doses effective in vitro are very large (ca. lOOx

the therapeutic plasma levels) this does not preclude the production of

similar effects clinically. In vivo, blood cells are exposed to such drugs

for days whereas in vitro incubation times were limited to two hours. If

these drugs are preventing the repletion of stores of essential metabolites

then one would expect leucocyte function to become progressively more

impaired as existing stores are exhausted. In my work on rabbit leucocyte

respiration there is an indication that this could be the case. v¥hen it

becomes possible to maintain leucocytes in vitro for longer periods of

time the significance of duration of exposure may become apparent. Even

if time is not an importance factor similar effects could still be produced

in vivo if the drug is selectively concentrated by the leucocytes reaching

levels comparable to the doses found to impair the metabolism of these

cells in vitro. Unfortunately, little is known about the normal distribution

of these drugs in the blood; nothing is known about the concentration of

such drugs in the leucocytes of patients who have suffered agranulocytosis

following their administration.

It is thus not unreasonable to suggest that there is some relationship

between the effects of these drugs on mature leucocytes in vitro and their

ability to produce agranulocytosis clinically. Although McCurrach found
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that these drugs affected only polymorph, metabolism, I found that

lymphocytes were also affected. Clinically the effect on granulocytes

might be more important than that on lymphocytes. The former cells

are produced exclusively in the bone marrow whereas the latter cells

originate from lymphoid tissue, only a small proportion of which is

located in the marrow. We might expect, then, that an effect on

lymphocytes would not necessarily involve the bone marrow at all. An

action on granulocytes, however, would undoubtedly have an indirect

effect on this organ.

The effect of only one drug, amidopyrine, was studied on the

growth of normal human myeloid cells in vitro. Although this drug did

not impair maturation of these cells we must investigate the effects of

the other drugs on this parameter before concluding that the principal

action of these drugs is exerted on the mature cells. The work of

Pisciotta et al. (1962; 1965) has shown that chlorpromazine inhibits DNA

synthesis in human myeloid cells in vitro; this depression is greater in

marrow from patients who have recovered from agranulocytosis due to

this drug. However, it is likely that a number of factors acting together

may be needed to produce a cytopenic crisis. It is thus not unreasonable

to suggest that one such factor is an action of the drug on the mature

leucocyte. Although this effect may normally be insufficient to be manifest

clinically, agranulocytosis might occur in one of two circumstances.

Firstly, the circulating leucocytes may be especially susceptible

to the drug thus imposing an excessive demand on bone marrow cell

production. This situation would arise if the leucocytes are subjected to
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an abnormally high drug concentration; or if the pathway on which the drug

acts is vital only in sensitive subjects perhaps because an alternative

pathway fails. If the abnormality lies in the leucocyte itself it should be

possible to demonstrate increased susceptibility to the drug concerned in

vitro. If the leucocytes from a sensitive patient and from his siblings

were found to be more sensitive than eel1® from normal subjects a heritable

genetic defect would be suggested. As yet, unfortunately, it has not been

possible to investigate this as no suitable patients have been available for

study.

Secondly, the mature leucocytes may be normally sensitive to the

drug to which the patient adversely reacts but the demand upon granulo-

rcytopoiesis becomes excessive because of a deficiency in the bone marrow

itself. Such a situation would arise if the drugs which impair leucocyte

function also inhibit DNA synthesis in the myeloid cells in bone marrow.

Pisciotta (1965) provides evidence that patients who develop agranulocytosis

following chlorpromazine therapy do so because they are unable to

compensate for the drug-induced inhibition of nucleic acid synthesis in the

myeloid cells. If the drugs which I have investigated also impair marrow

function then a similar mechanism could operate in cases of agranulocytosis

due to these drugs. Even if the drugs have no effect on nucleic acid

synthesis one would expect patients with "limited marrow proliferative

potential" to be unable to cope with an increased demand for mature cells

from the periphery. Agranulocytosis may thus be the expression of

inadequate granulocytopoiesis in response to this demand. However, whether

this results from an action of the drug on marrow function or from "limited
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potential" must await the outcome of investigations on nucleic acid

synthesis in the myeloid cells from patients sensitive to drugs other

than chlorpromazine.

If this blood dyscrasia occurs as a result of "limited marrow

proliferative potential" then two situations can arise. Firstly, a patient

may receive a number of potentially myelotoxic drugs under conditions

where any one of them would not induce agranulocytosis. However, their

combined effects on leucocyte function may be sufficient to compromise

the bone marrow. In many cases of agranulocytosis more than one

myelotoxic drug has been given (Registry Reports): one should not always

assume that the administration of only one of these has resulted in the

blood dyscrasia. Secondly, one might expect that a subject with "limited
potential" could develop agranulocytosis following therapy with any one of

a number of drugs which affect leucocyte metabolism. Unfortunately

there are no clinical indications as to whether or not this is the case.

The hypothesis that agranulocytosis reflects the inability of the

haematopoietic system to cope with a stress situation is attractive.

Agranulocytosis is more common among the middle-aged and elderly.
Such patients are more likely to show "limited marrow proliferative

potential" than younger subjects although the latter might develop agranulo¬

cytosis if "limited potential" results from a genetic defect. An

explanation is also provided for cases of this blood dyscrasia where no

drug has been implicated; these presumably reflect the inability of the
bone marrow to cope with the demands on granulocytopoiesis imposed by
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infection, haemorrhage or disease states.

Previous workers have found the concept of a common pathogenesis

in this blood dyscrasia difficult because the drugs involved differ so much

in chemical structure, pharmacological action and therapeutic application.

However, in the situation I have described although these drugs may impair

leucocyte function in quite different ways their main effect is to increase

the demand on bone marrow granulocyte production. This effect may only

be significant if bone marrow function is itself impaired, e. g. by the action

of the drug on nucleic acid synthesis or as a result of "limited potential".

However, the exact mechanism of action of drugs which can produce

agranulocytosis in a small proportion of patients receiving receiving is

still far from clear. The precise pathogenesis of this disorder, including

factors predisposing to it, will only be elucidated when more data becomes

available. The information required includes variations in drug

metabolism between subjects; factors controlling normal granulocytopoiesis;

and the precise action of these drugs on cellular metabolism in the

haematopoietic systems of both normal subjects and patients who have

suffered from drug-induced agranulocytosis. The implication of a heritable,

genetic defect depends on the extension of such studies to the siblings of

drug- sensitive patients.
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